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Battle lines

forming for

PNC
Covenant
debate
JON IMMANUEL

THE Palestinian National
Council is scheduled to convene
this evening in Gaza for three

days of procedural matters, then

take a break and convene again,

possibly next week after the

Moslem feast of Id al-Adha, to

decide the fate of the Palestinian

Covenant.
• - - •

Salim Zaanoun, acting chair-

man of the PNC. who prefers to .

establish a new charter without
explicitly annulling any part of
the old one, will he fighting for

.

hisjob, sinceoneof theitems oh
the agenda 3s the -election of a
newPNC chairman. -

The official chairman, 93-year
Abdel Hained Sayegh, has not

. arrived for the PNC session.

- Zaanoun said in an interview

with Agence France Presse; pub-

lished in the daily Hayat al-

Jadida yesterday, that the legal

committee of the PNC would
debate seven drafts of a new
national covenant. All are simi-

lar in that they support the' idea

of a Palestinian state in friendly

relations with its neighbors:

.

The final draft will then be

presented to the full PNC for a

vote. However, no proposal will

be acceptable under the Oslo
Accords unless it .

explicitly

annuls the existing 33-article

covenant or the 10 articles in it

which call for the destruction of
.

Israel.

The most likely result of the

PNC session is a new charter,

which would assert -Palestinian

rights to all of the territory up to

the 1967 border, plus statehood

and a capital in Jerusalem. At

the same time, it would include

an article invalidating the previ-

ous charter, first written in 1964

but in its present form since

1968.

The wording will be crucial

and bitterly fought over. The
new covenant must replace and

# not simply take precedence over
the old one.
Members might argae that

wording in the old covenant
which does not explicitly call

for the destruction of Israel but

portrays it in a negative light,

such as “associated with interna-

tional imperialism,'’ should stay.

They mighL assert that it is rea-

sonable to continue to refer to

the PLO’s role in “the liberation

of Palestine” as events have

changed the meaning of the

word “liberation.” However, it

would leave opponents of the

peace process free to interpret it

in the old way.
Several members

_
of the

Popular and Democratic Fronts

for the Liberation of Palestine

have arrived with the intention

of voting against changing the

‘ covenant.
-1 Mohammed Abbas, the

, Palestinian who masterminded

the hijacking of the AckilU

Lauro cruise liner, entered the

Gaza Strip yesterday to attend

the meeting. Reuter reported.

Hamas, which does not belong

to the PLO or the PNC, distrib-

uted a leaflet yesterday urging

members to boycott the PNC
meeting ’until Hamas prisoners

are freed.

. PM ShimonPeres and US Secretary of State Warren Christophermeet tbe press yesterday. tBmn Hanac^

Israel won’t link Hebron
". .. 1

pullback to capture of Deif
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres is

no longer linking the IDF pull-

hack from Hebron to die capture

of . top Hamas .-, fugitive

Mohammed Deif, a source close

to the premier insisted yesterday.

The pullback is thus expected to

occur before the May 29 elec-

tions, 'assuming the Palestine

National Council annuls elements

of its 1964 covenant calling for

Israel's destruction.

The move would come amid
-growing confidence by Israeli

officials that the Palestinian

Authority has taken tougher mea-
sures against Hamas, including

combing “hundreds of mosques”
and finding a “few hundred kilos

of explosives.”
• At the same time, security offi-

cials say they have no evidence

that the PA has banned the mili-

tary wing of Hamas and Islamic

Jihad, as promised by PA
Chairman Yasser

.
Arafat.

Furthermore, senior security offi-

cials say, the PA has yet to appre-

hend five of the top 13 Hamas
fugitives, including Deif.

During a March 17 cabinet

meeting, Peres made clear that

Deif must be caught before

Israel’s pullback from Hebron.

Participants cited Peres as saying,

“So long as an ill-wind emanates

DAVIDMAKOVSXY

from Gaza, arid Mohammed Deif
plans attacks which could come
from Hebron as well, we have a

problem. Until Deif and his

friends are caught, we will not

leave Hebron.” Peres repeated his

linkage between Hebron and Deif

in public statements.

In a bid to enable Arafat to tell

the PNC that a Hebron pullback is

on the way and therefore they

should annul the objectionable

parts of their covenant, Israel has

agreed to the deployment of np to

90 Norwegian observers in

Hebron.
Foreign Ministry legal adviser

Joel Singer, who has been negoti-

ating with PA official Saeb Erekat

on this issue, said he expects a

Norwegian advance team of

approximately 15 people to arrive

in Hebron within the next several

days.
The Norwegians will not have

a security role per se, but their

presence would be modeled on
the Temporary International

Presence in Hebron (TTPH) in the

aftermath of the Hebron massacre

of 1994.
Meanwhile, Israeli officials are

confident that two thirds of 660
delegates at the PNC session will

vote to alter their covenant. I:

remains unclear whether they will

do so at their meeting this week,

or at a later series of meetings

before the Oslo Accords deadline

of May 7th.

It is feared that failure to do so

would hurt Peres’s electoral

chances, and no less important for

the Palestinians, jeopardize the

estimated $75 million in annual

US assistance.

Diplomatic sources believe the

PLO will annul the entire 1964
charter, and only agree on adopt-

ing a new charter after tbe Israeli

elections. Apparently, the fear is

that aspects ofa new charter could

antagonize Israeli support for

Pferes, such as a call for Jerusalem

as the capital of a Palestinian

state.

Yet security officials are less

certain. They note the “combina-

tion of the closure and the Kafr

Kana” shelling in Lebanon last

week could make it harder for tbe

PNC to approve the moves.

In a recent interview with The
Jerusalem Post, Peres made clear

that Israel’s demand related to

sections calling for the destruction

of Israel, and would not deal with

other issues.

Settlers fear redeployment.
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Central bank ups rates by 0.8%
THE Bank of Israel yesterday raised its discount rate, from

22041005

announced it is raising its key

lending rate by 80 base points,

to 14.8 percent, effective April

25.

Two months after it had last

Remembrance
Day begins at

8 tonight

REMEMBRANCE Day for the

Fallen of Israel’s Wars will begin

this evening a 8, when a minute-

Jong siren will sound throughout

the country.

Memorial ceremonies, orga-

nised by municipalities arid local

and regional authorities with the

assistance of Yad Labamm, will

be held throughout the counoy in

the presence of IDF units,

bereaved families, government

representatives, and MKs. The

main ceremony will be at the

Western Wall, attended by

President Ezer Weizman and

Chief of General Staff Lt-Gen.

Amnon Lipkin-Shahak-

At 11 tomorrow morning, a

two-minute siren will sound and

official memorial ceremonies will

begin at more than 40 military

cemeteries and military sections

of civilian cemeteries.

Restaurants and other places of

entertainment w*ll be closed

ipnight and tomorrow. . (Itim)

13.7% to 14.0%, the central

bank yesterday cited new indica-

tions of inflationary pressures as

the reason for its decision to fur-

ther tighten its monetary policy.

The five major banks
announced yesterday they will

raise their prime lending rates

0.8% on Friday in response to

the Bank of Israel’s rate hike.

Foil report, Page 8
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Christopher continues

Damascus-Jerusalem shuttle
THE US is supporting Israel's

demand that Hizbullah stop
operations against the IDF from
villages north of the security
zone, diplomatic sources said

last night
US Sectretary of State Warren

Christopher wants simultane-
ously to reach a cease-fire and
detailed written understandings
to reduce violence between
Israel and Hizbullah, US offi-

cials indicated to reporters en
route to Damascus yesterday.

Tbe US has been disabused of
the notion that it could first reach
a cease-fire and only then reach

new understandings, they sug-
gested. It now believes they must
be attained as one package.

Israeli officials insist the ongo-
ing aerial, naval, and artillery

attacks are the only lever to obtain

new understandings.

Sources said the US officials

also said Iran is providing
Hizbullah with Katyushas, which
are being fired at the Galilee.

Speaking on ABC News 's

ThisWeek with David Brinkley,

Christopher called on countries to

take strong measures to marginal-

ize Iran.

Christopher began his mission
with a meeting on Saturday with

Syrian President Hafez Assad. He
flew to Israel yesterday morning
for talks with Prime Minister
Shimon Peres, and returned to

Damascus in the evening.

Christopher, who will meet
Assad this morning before return-

ing to Jerusalem, is expected to

arrive at a first draft of the pro-

posed new understandings today.

Israeli officials believe he
would like to reach a deal no later

than Wednesday. Some believe

this is also Israel's wish, due to

Independence Day.
Al a joint press conference with

Peres, Christopher declared his

aim is to obtain a “cease-fire and
an enduring set of understandings
that can restore calm, can protect

the civilians on both sides of the

border.”

Peres held two sets of meetings
with Christopher, and top aides on
both sides met as well. A diplo-

matic source said Israel would
like to see the following points as

part of the new understandings:

“One, there .would be no
Katyusha attacks on the North.

TWo, there would be minima] fric-

tion between Israel and Hizbullah.

Three, Hizbullah would not mis-

interpret the understandings. Four,

DAVID MAKOVSXY,
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and news agenices

in the event of a violation, Israel

would enjoy freedom of move-
ment. Five. Syria would have a
greater role in restraining

Hizbullah.”

The source hinted that the

notion of “minimizing friction”

could mean reduced attacks with-

in the security zone, but admitted

that there is no way Israel can
obtain explicit assurances of no

Cost of
operation so

far - $100m.
DAVID RUDGE

and news agencies

OPERATION Grapes of Wrath
has cost die economy at least $100
rniOkm so far, government offi-

cials said yesterday.

Government spokesman Uri
Dromi said this initial estimate

includes lost workdays, damaged
property, handling of thousands
of evacuees, decreased tourism,

and various other indirect costs of
the U-day-old operation.

“It could get much worse,”

Dromi added.

Since the operation began,
more than 500 rockets have been
fired at Israel, Dromi said, noting

that, according to government
figures, about 450 Katyushas
were fired by Lebanese and
Palestinian groups from 1968
until tbe current offensive. He
said 34 people died in those
attacks.

According Jo the Income and
Property Tax authorities,

Katyushas have caused NIS 20m.
in direct property damage and
another NIS 50m. in indirect

damage.
Kiryat Shmona Mayor Prosper

Azran said 1,000 homesand more
than 200 cars have been damaged
in the town, as well as several fac-

tories.

The direct damage, according

to the municipality's estimates, is

around NIS 20m. and another
NIS 50m. have been lost because
of tbe closure of businesses and
tbe effect on tourism.

Damage to tourism. Page 2

attacks in the security zone, since

Syria does not recognize the zone
as a special entity.

He refused to say that Israel

explicitly called for an agreement
which ends Hizbullah's use of
Shi’ite villages north of the secu-
rity zone. Whether this can be
obtained in practice remains
unclear, but it is clear that Israel's

bargaining position is obviously
weaker than it was before errant

IDF shells hit Kafr Kana. killing

more than 100 Lebanese refugees.

In his TV appearance,
Christopher said Syria’s motiva-
tion for achieving an Israel-

Hizbullah cease-fire is its desire

to resume the Washington-based
peace talks.

“I think they want a cease-fire,

because they would like to get

back to the bargaining table, they

would like to get back to the peace
process." Christopher, speaking
from Jerusalem, said.

“After all, Israel is occupying
the Golan Heights, which Syria

regards as part of its territory, so
they've got a very important role

in the long run and l do think that

they would like to bring this fight-

ing to an end so they can gel back
to the peace process.

“But their negotiations are

going to be vety difficult There
are some tough issues remaining.”

Christopher said Assad is a key
to ending the fighting, because
“There's no doubt in my mind
Syria has great influence over

Hizbullah. That's why I'm talking

to them. There's some influence

also in Lebanon. But I think the

combination of those two can

bring this Fighting to an end."

Complicating the US diplomatic

drive has been the presence of
several European foreign minis-

ters in the area, also bidding to

help resolve the crisis. Their
efforts have been greeted with ill-

concealed irritation by the

Americans, despite public expres-

sions of willingness to coordinate.

Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk
Share yesterday praised a plan

being advanced by French
Foreign Minister Herve de
Charetie. which French officials

say would include a guarantor
role for Syria and Iran as well as

Western countries.

“The French plan has several

positive points, which are worth
discussion to solve the current cri-

sis.” Share said in a statement

released by the official Syrian
(Continued on Page 3)
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OPERATION GRAPES OF WRATH

IDF continues to blast Hizbullah
HIZBULLAH continued to fire

Katyushas at the Galilee yester-

day, despite intensive diplomatic

efforts to try to broker a cease-

Eii.

Several salvoes were fired at

the Western and Central Galilee,

as well as the Pandhanrfle. There

were no casualties but one man
had to be treated for shock.

The attacks prompted heavy
shelling by IDF gunners of sus-

pected Hizbullah targets and Ka-
tyusha launching sites north of
the security zone. The IAF also

1 struck at targets In south . Leba-
non, especially around the vil-

lages of Jibsheet, Ad-Sheet, Maj-
dal Salim, and Kleila.

The IDF Spokesman said the

pilots reported direct hits and all

aircraft returned safely.

Navy gunboats continued to

DAVID RUDGE

pound the coastal road between

Sidon and Tyre with missiles to

prevent Hizbullah sending rein-

forcements or arms to die south.

There were also reports of sev-

eral attacks near Syrian check-

points dose to the Awali River.

There were no immediate re-

ports of any casualties as a result

of the IDF attacks. Hizbullah,

however, has been trying to con-

ceal the number of casualties,

which is thought to be far higher

than those it had admitted so far.

More than 35 Katyushas were

fired from Saturday midnight un-

til last night, although less than 20
hit the Galilee or die zone. In

response, according to reports

from Lebanon, the IDF fired

over. 900 rounds of artillery and

there were at least seven air at-

tacks. This would make yesterday

one of die “quietest” days since

the beginning of Operation
Grapes of Wrath.

At least 50 families left Kiiyat

Shmona for Eilat and more have

registered to take a break from
the attacks and tension. Those
who took toe buses heading south

said they did so reluctantly, but

felt toe need to get away, “if only

for a little while.”

“If while we are traveling a

cease-fire is announced, we will

be happy to turn round and come
straight bade. As it is, we just

want to have a break for a white,”

said one woman.

Meanwhile, French Foreign

Minister Hervc de Charette visit-

ed UNIFIL and lata toe site of

toe Fijian battalion headquarters

in Kana, where more torn 100

Lebanese civilians were killed as

a result of IDF artillery fire.

A special team has also been

sent to toe area by UN Scoetary-

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali

to investigate toe Kana tragedy.

UN sources said the team of in-

vestigators met with Deputy
Chief of Staff Maj.-Gen. Matan
Vflna’L

The IDF enabled the Red
Cross to send several aid convoys

with food, medicines, and other

medical aid to residents of south-

ern Lebanon. Hie IDF Spokes-

man emphasized that since start

of operation, the IDF has al-

lowed dozens of Red Cross con-

voys to reach area residents.

Northern residents: Israel must
do what it takes to achieve aims

RESIDENTS and heads of settle-

ments in the North yesterday
called on the government to

“stand firm" until all the aims of

Operation Grapes of Wrath have

been achieved.

The message was relayed in a

letter to Prime Minister Shimon
Peres by members of kibbutzim

in the Upper Galilee. It was ech-

oed by Kiryat Shmona Mayor
Prosper Azran in a press confer-

ence and in a meeting in Ma’alot

between council leaders and
Deputy Defense Minister Ori
Orr.

In virtually all the cases, the

message to the government was

^ the same: We are prepared to live

with the present situation as long

DAVID RUDGE

as necessary - provided we don’t

have to go through it all again in

another few months or years.

“We wish to strengthen your

hand and that of toe government

and the IDF in Operation Grapes

of Wrath," Upper Galilee Re-
gional Council chairman Aharon

Valenci, said in a letter to Peres.

“We expect and hope that the

outcome will be a document of

understandings that wifl be more

significant than those readied in

Operation Accountability. We
wOl remain steadfast as long as

necessary to allow toe IDF and

the government to achieve the

aims for which we began this

operation.”

UNIFIL snubs IDF reception

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

IN an apparent snub, UNIFIL
. representatives did not show up

"at a Tel Aviv Independence Day
• reception held by the IDF for

- military attaches yesterday.

The reception, held at the

_ £retz YLsrael MuseuiUj drew rep-

resentatives from (keens of coun-

tries, including Jordanian Army
Chief Liaison Officer Mansur

- Abu Rasbad. Brig.-Gen. David

_ Tzur. head of the IDF Liaison

„ Unit with Foreign Forces, dis-

missed the absence of UNIFIL
representatives, saying they were

likely busy with the fighting in

Lebanon.

UNIFIL spokesman Timor
Goksel said he was so busy he

was unaware of the invitation.

But he said that UNIFIL officers

are not in the mood for celebrat-

ing due to Operation Grapes of

Wrath and toe IDF shelling of the

UN position at Kafr Kana, which

killed more than 100 people.

“We are not extremely

pleased, as you know. The UNI-
FIL officers are very busy with

the situation. They (fid not show
up for practical and emotional

reasons,” Goksel said.

Memorial unveiled for Dizengoff victims
An unveiling ceremony lor a me-
morial at the site of the Dizengoff

Center suicide-bombing was held

last night. Families and friends of

the 13 victims, the chief rabbis.

L ALYN
Orthopedic Hospital and RehabffltaUon Center

Kiryat Hayovel, Jerusalem

The children, staff and Board members of Alyn Hospital

moum the loss of

MIRIAM LEVIN *,
a special and devoted friend

and extend sincerest condolences to the family.

‘TfT Friends Organization

The Tat Avtv Sournky ofthsTslAvtv

Medical Center Sourasky Medical Center

To Rose* Landschaft

We offer our condolences on the passing

of your dearest husband

HENRY (Haim) LANDSCHAFT
A true friend of the Tel Aviv Medical Center.

Friends Organization
of the Medical Center

Management and Staff

of the Medical Center

Our beloved husband, father and grandfather

Dr. PAUL VULFSON
has left us.

The funeral will be held today, Monday, April 22,

at 230 pm, atthe Sde Yehoshua (Haifa) Cemetery. GateA.

Wife. Janke
Son, Benjy and family

Daughter, Natalie and family

Son, Simon and family

The Taverners

share in the sorrow of the Gould family

and the entire music community in Israel

on the untimely loss last week

of our dear friend and fellow bandmate

DAVE GOULD

The same message was con-

veyed to Orr when he met mem-
bers of the forum of heads of

confrontation line settlements.

Orr called on residents and coun-

cil heads to continue to be strong,

steadfast, and patient saying:

“Those who understand Lebanon
know there is.no quick solution.

There never was.”

He maintained that “nobody
thought it would be possible to

[completely] stop the Katyushas.

Part of the response against Hiz-

bullah is limited became we are

trying to avoid harming civilians,

although we don’t always
succeed.

“Hizbullah is making cynical

use Of villages, amhnlapcg^ nnrf

homes, and there’s no doubt that

when you have to fight in this

manner, your hands are tied.”

He maintained rtiaf the IDPs
operations have been effective

and this can be seen in the fact

that recent attacks had been
more sporadic, lww accurate, and
less harmful

“Nevertheless, as long as there

is no cease-fire, the IDF is enti-

tled to respond wherever ft thinks

necessary,” said Otr.

Azran said Kiiyat Shmona resi-

dents would not be in a hurry to

return unless concrete commit-
ments are given to ensure there

A member of an Artillery Corps gun crew takes a break from
shelling Hizbullah yesterday to play a computer game.

(Avflm Shapira/Israel Sun)

Monday, April 22, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

IDF to probe
5

Kana shelling

ARIEH O’SULUVAW

THE IDF has appointed a briga-

dier-genera! to investigate the

shelling of the UNIFIL

hi Kafr Kana in

last Thursday, which killed at

least 100 Lebanese refugees.

The internal inquiry will pre-

sent its ffadingy to toe cabinet,

said cabinet secretary Shmucl

Hollander. In a statement to the

press, Hollander reiterated Pot*

Minister Shimon Peres’s position

that Hizbullah is to blame for

drawing toe IDF fire upon toe

civilians.

Deputy Chief of General Stan

Maj.-Gen. Matan Vflna’i admit-

ted yesterday that toe shelling of

Kana was a “professional military

mistake.”

“The IDF is not hiding any-

thing and will hand over all the

conclusions to whoever needs it,

Vflna’i said, adding he docs not

believe a government commis-

sion of inquiry is necessary.

VOna'i that it is essential

for toe IDF to cany out Opera-

tion Grapes of Wrath to defend

Israeli citizens. But he said toe

military is restricted from using

its full might
The IDFs decision to set up

the internal investigation contra-

dicts the position taken by Grief ;

of General Staff Lt-Gen. Am-
non Lipkin-Shahak immediately

following the shelling. He "Said

then that there had been no mis-

un crew takes a break from take in judgment in firing the five

ty a computer game. shells which mistakenly hit toe

(Avflm Shapira/Israel Sun) UNIFIL base.

Talk of Peres

due to lac
“Hizbullah is making cynical win be no further attacks.

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres,

^ . ,
preoccupied with Operation

One-third drop in tourism feared ot
If
“ “

a unic to prepare for ms visit to toe

US, and srniu> of his aides have
HAIM SHAPIRO cnnopclwl rvwfnnnina it o F.n^Ar

postponing US visit

k of preparation

and other public figures attend-

ed. Several people who were
wounded in the March 4 attack

also participated.

1dm

CONTINUED hostilities in toe

North could mean a drop of up to

a third in national tourism, ac-

cording to Hotel Association di-

rector Avi RosentaL

Rosental said he feared that

many would-be tourists from
abroad had already, canceled
plans to visit Israel Others, who
were thinking of coming to Israel,

have now decided to go to other

destinations this summer, he
said.

“Tourism is a very sensitive in-

dustry,” Rosental said.

He noted that the 14 hotels

along the northern border were
already empty. The few rooms
rented were for journalists cover-

ing the hostilities. Every week
toe fighting continues, he says,

means a loss of about NIS 3 toil-

lion to the hoteliers in the area.

Even if toe hostilities were to

end immediately, he said, pros-

pects for May and June in the

North are very bad, since both

Israelis and foreign tourists have

canceled reservations. The visi-

tors will slowly return to the re-

gion, with Israelis, who are toe

most flexible, coming first

In addition, he pointed out,

about 2^00 hotel rooms in other

parts of the country are presently

occupied by families from the

North. Some are free and others

being rented at heavily subsidized

rates, he said.

The present situation in the

North and is Lebanon is only part

of the problem, Rosental added.

He said tonrists were already

frightened away by the recent ter-

ror attacks. Even last week’s
bombing in Cairo could influence

visitors sot to come to Israel, he

said.

During the past few years, he
added, the area has presented an

image of stability which served to

encourage tourists to come. Now
this image has been shattered, he
said. All this could have an imme-
diate effect on the country’s some
30,000 hotel workers, he said.

suggested postponing it, a senior

official said yesterday.

He said neither Feres dot his

aides have been able to develop

the list of defense and diplomatic

proposals they had hoped to raise

with US officials during the visit,

scheduled. for April 28-30.. These

proposals include key strategic is-

sues, such as a US-Israeli

alliance.

US and Israeli defense officials

have been discussing the agenda

for Peres's visit for the past

month. Cnirently, the head of

the Pentagon’s Ballistic Missile

Meridor: Be tough

Likud MK Dan Meridor lashed

out at toe government yesterday,

charging it would be jeopardizing

the IDF’s deterrent force “for
years to come if it allows the cur-

rent operation in Lebanon to end
without anything in effect having

been changed or accomplished.

We must" arrive at a situation in

which the disturbances in the

North cannot recur.” Sarah Honig

STEVE RODAH

Defense Organization, Gen.
Malcolm O'Neill, is here frying to

formulate an accord on theater

anti-missile defense. Later this

week. Defense Ministry Direc-

tor-General David Ivry flies to

Washington to hold another

round of preparatory talks with

Defense Department officials.

Still, Israeli officials acknowl-

edged that Peres '.'and his aides

have been preoccupied by Leba-

non. One official raised the possi-

bility that Peres might be forced

to stay to oversee die IDF cam-

paign against Hizbullah, should

US Secretary of State Warren

Christopher fail to achieve a

cease-fire.

Sources close to Peres dis-

missed the prospect of a delay to

his trip, but acknowledged that

Operation Grapes of Wrath has

topped the diplomatic and securi-

ty agenda over the last two
weeks, tons preventing officials

from properly preparing his agen-

da to toe US.
During his visit, Peres is ex-

pected to raise a host to strategic

issues, including cooperation in
' anti-missile defense,

4

counterter-

rorism, guidelines on toe use of

civilian satellites, and develop-

ment of a US-Israel alliance. The
last issue is regarded as requiring

the most preparation, toe sources

said, as Isael must ensure that

any pact does not limit its free-

dom to action.
'
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lection of apertmmto forth* national reBgtouapubDcl
Hundreds of apartment* butt by the boat contractors

Sample pricss:

3 rooms -from $121,000
4 rooms -from $131,300
5 rooms -from $163,000
6 ropmoouages -from $191,000

Those entftted to grants save uptoSI6,000 on the above prices.

Not Real Estate -Tel. 02-375181

To Rosa Landschaft

Our deepest sympathy,

on the passing of our wujek heniek -

HAIM LANDSCHAFT

The Kalowski Family: Sabina, Tomas,

Maryla, Martin

In deep sorrow, i announce the death

of my dearly beloved husband

HAIM LANDSCHAFT
Son of Michael Ti

The funeral will take place tomorrow,

Tuesday, April 23, 1 996 (4 lyar 5756} at 3 p.m.

at Nahlat Yitzhak Cemetery.

In deep mourning,

His wife, Rosa

Phone (day) .(evening).

be made under the terms ofdteprospectus. a copy ofwhich is mailable tfmuefi ru_,_
As a sales agentfor offshorefads. QmmSwei eamft guarantee the amtntrrl ,

cfeny iafinrnotstmpu&Ushed by thefundcompanies. andAm knotZbZZtZZd^Zr^
solieim-on on thepart ifCommStock Qualified invators only

vJJtroT^

CommStock TVading Ltd. I
Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda, Tel. 02-244-963; Fax. O^^iiLs-y*

"

Ranrat Gan: Brit Silver. 7 Abba Hillcl, Tel. 03-575-8826/27
876

Ifthe Nikkei Goes Up,

You Profit

Ifthe Nikkei Goes Down,
You Can 't Lose

CommStock offers you an investment that helps you breathe easy.

Purchase shares in die Japan Guarantee Fund and enjoy the returns

ofthe risingJapanese stock market without the risk of any spiral
loss should the market falL The offshore mutual fund company
guarantees you a return of at least the original nominal investment
sum at the end ofa three year period. And the investment can even
be 100% financed with the fund as the full collateral.

Deadline Extended
until April 28

You must invest by April Jfcth to

benefit from this outstanding fund.

Act aerwi For further details, call Douglas Goldstein, Director of
the Securities Division, at (02) 244-963, or send this coupon with
no obligation, to CommStock Trading Ltd., POB 7777, Jerusalem
91077; Fax 02-244-876.

Please send me information about how CommStock can help me invest

in the Japanese Guarantee Fund.

Name

Address
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’ GAZA police yesterday displayed
sixmembers ofa “secret wing” of
’Hamas whom they sad had plot-
ted to kill PLO Chairman Yassef

' Arafat on" orders from activists ip
Jordan..

.. However, two, who werejjre-
sented-'at a press conference in
Deir el-Balah, tamed themselves
in and will be amnestied, a police-
man said.

'

The alleged plotters said they
were given written instructions by
Zaad Kishawi, who fled to Jordan
from Gaza, to stalk Arafat at the
Martyr’s Cemetery in' Gaza. They
understood this meant to kill him.

Arafat, who visits the cemetery
each Moslem holiday, was next

. .scheduled to visit it on Id al-Adha
(the feast of the sacrifice) this

coming Sunday, said CoL Tawfik
Jaber, Palestinian intelligence

chief in southern Gaza.
Arafat waved a document

before the elected Palestinian
Council in Ramallab last week
which he said showed Hamas
-activists in Jordan were giving
orders which amounted to “a dec-
laration of war” against the

Palestinian Authority. The docu-
ment, he said, was dated April 19
1995.

• ‘

The “secret wing” uncovered
publicly yesterday began working
“about a year ago," Jaber said.

Coming one day before the con-
vening of the Palestinian National
Council, the press conference
appeared designed to arouse emo-
tional support for Arafat’s leader-
ship and to discredit Hamas.
In a leaflet issued yesterday,

Hamas-caQed oriTNC members to

boycott the PNC session which
must change the anti-Israel

national charter:

One ofthe two men permitted to

-speak, Mualaz Kheil, said, “We
decided - to give ourselves up
because it would harm the
Palestinian people and we wanted
to avoid a civil war.” Another,
Khaled Kuka, said, “We refused
to assassinate. That was mad-
ness.”

The group started functioning as

a “revenge unit” after the death of
Kamil Keheil, an Tr/artm Kassam
leader,, who (fled in an explosion

in his apartment a year ago while

making bombs. Hamas said he
was killed by Israeli agents.

. Two other men who did not
speak were identified as Ghanem
Hashash, head of the secret wing,
and Mohammed Mubawish, in

charge of the.wing’s security.

Jaber stud two of the arrested

men had cooperated, and helped
lead to the arrest of Hamas gun-
men and the prevention of six

planned suicide attacks.

PACT
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{Continued from Page 1)

News Agency SANA
- Iranian .foreign Minister All

Akbar Vetayati, who is also in

Damascus, told Iranian televi-

sion: “Most d &c participants in

die efforts to end die Lebanese

crisis are inclined towards the

French plan, which is more bal-

anced and neater to reality.”

But Peres said that despite the

>t
many ^Imnatic fipi^.jdge. one

is, fee

"We shill not reject' to see any-
vooe~. but wc cannot have flrree

agreements on the same issue,

because this will mean no agree-

ment at aU/’ he said.

Peres met yesterday in Jerusa-

lem with Russian Foreign Minis-

ter Yevgeny Primakov and said

he would prefer that one element

coordinate these efforts, adding

that Israel wifl not countenance

the existence of several armed

forces in Lebanon.

“Hizbullah ads as an indepen-

dent dement, and the Lebanese

.
government must disarm it,”

Peres said.

Regarding Iran, he said it sup-

ports, finances, and trains Ha-

mas, Islamic- Jihad, and Hizbul-

lah, fWil that its statements are

not to be believed.

Primakov said that in his meet-

ings with Iranians he gained the

impression that there are various
' trends and that not all of them

.
‘support terrarisml' However, he

"'added, ffiKsia wilr exMare its in-

;
finance on Iran so that the latter

will restrain Hizbullah and re-

strict its activities.

The cabinet, meeting as the

Ministerial Defense Committee,

was briefed by Chief of Staff Lt-

Gen. Annum Upkm-Shahak and

other senior officers on the situa-

tion in be North.

Communications Minister Shn-

lam it Atom accused the IDF of

destroying Lebanon three times.

She asked Sbahak, “Have yon

finished your campaign yet?”

** $jj£**3*
Court-delays hearing suspect’s petition

The High Court yesterday post-

poned fra: the third time heating a

petition by Security company

owner David Specter . against In-

ternal Security Minister Moshe

Shahal, Attorney-General Mi-

chael Ben-Yair, and other

officials.

Spector argues the state ig-

nored or concealed that officials

ramat shapira educational center

ADULT EDUCATION FORUM
On Shavuot, Thurs. thru Shabbat, May 23rd-25th

TOPIC: Judaism and Democracy
Scholars in Residence:

Prof. Shalom Albek,

Dept of Talmud, Bar Ban University

Prof. Chaim Milikowsky,

Faculty of Law, Bar Han University

Attorney Plia Albek:

Lecturing on The Book of Ruth

RESERVATIONS: (02)618343

NEOT HAKIKAR
T O U R1N G C o .

JORDAN
T Petra 2 days

Jordan and Jerusalem

4 days- $399 from Eilat

EGYPT
T Cairo Tours ^ .

2, 3 or 4 days from 5 1DO
.

Nile cruise 8 days in Egypt

SINAI EXPERIENCE
T Two days of camel riding, hiking

andjeeps-$125_^
w Sinai safari - 4 days$290

02-Z36Z62, 03-5225099

Jerusalem Mayor £hod Olmert (left) presents a plaque to Lenny Wilf yesterday at the dedication of the Harry Wilf Garden at
Independence Park, donated by Wflf in memory of his father. (Brian Hwn*)

Stete given High Court upholds land
45 days to expropriations for Hebron area road
draft new

THE High Court of Justice yester- EVELYN GORDON filed objections to the plan shows
|-prt-|-j QTif'1 toy upheld ihe expropriation of that it was no secret, they noted.IvilluUVJ land in Hebron to build a highway Similarly, they said, the objec-

1
from AshkeJon through the that the plan violated the Olso tions were rejected only after a

rGffUiaLlOIlS Hebron hills, rejecting the objec- Accords, that the expropriations lengthy debate; there were no® dons of the Hebron city council. caused an unnecessary amount of irregularities in the composition
EVELYN GORDON The city of Hebron and 28 indi- harm, and that the road was intend- of fee council; and there was no

victuals petitioned the High Court ed to benefit the settlers rather than obligation to consult fee local

THE High Court ofJustice yester- against the expropriations in 1 994, fee Arab population of fee area. planning and building board,

day gave the state 45 toys to draw arguing the plan was Illegal and However, Justices Aharon There was also nothing in fee

up new rules ensuring feat fee unreasonable. On the legal side, Barak, Gavriel Bach and Ya'acov Olso Accords to forbid fee civil

remands of prisoners from fee ter- for instance, the petition argued Kedmi rejected all these argu- administration from completing
ritories are extended in public that (he local planning and build- ments. saying fee petitioners' plans drawn up before the agree-

faearings, wife their lawyers pre- ing council should have been con- claims were in many cases facto- ment was signed, the justices

sent, rather than in secret. suited; feat fee plan was not publi- ally incorrect For instance, they added-particularly since the road
The decision was in response to cized as required by law; feat fee said, the plan was publicized via is meant to ease the traffic flow

a petition by fee Association for composition of fee board feat ads in three newspapers - Al- for all inhabitants of fee region.

Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI). heard the city's objections to the Kuds, An-Nahar and Ma'ariv - The court therefore rejected the

which charged that remand hear- plan was improper; and that the and a copy was also given to the petition and ordered fee petition-

iqgs are often held secretly in the objections were rejected without Hebron Municipality. The fact eis to pay NIS 25,000 in court

interrogation chambers of prisons, debate. The petition also argued feat fee city and 28 individuals costs.

ACRI also charged feat attorneys

MSfWSJS Injured Temple Mount rioters

saautssg .

petition for compensation
bidden to attend because of" fee

.closure, .... • FOUR Arabs injured when' . EVELYN GORDON coming.
The state conceded there are police fired on rioters on the

'

The petitioners coraplained'to

problems wife fee current system. Temple Mount in 1989 yester- instead bf suing fee government the State Attorney’s Office, but

and said fee IDF Judge Advocate- day petitioned the High Court of in court. The petitioners agreed, were told only feat the matter was
General had therefore ordered the Justice against fee fact feat they thinking this would be quicker being taken care of, and they

military judges to hold remand have still not received corapen- than a court case. should not feel they were being

hearings in public halls within the satiou. In fact, however, the petition- neglected,

prisons rather than in interrogation According to fee petition, all ers did not appear before fee The four therefore turned to

rooms from now on. The state also four demanded compensation committee until December fee High Court, charging feat

told fee court it intends to allow from the government after the 1995, since fee committee ses- fee state has not been acting in

attorneys from the territories to event, and fee government sion was repeatedly postponed, good faith. Since they gave up

come to the hearings despite the agreed feat it had an obligation to At feat time, fee petition said, their fright to sue in court at the

closure, and feat family members pay. However, it asked them to they were promised a decision state's request, fee petitioners

will be allowed to attend when submit their claim to a special within a month. However, no argued, fee state owes them a

possible. imerrainisterial committee, decision has as yet been forth- speedy resol urion of fee matter.

THE High Court ofJustice yester-

day upheld fee expropriation of
land in Hebron to build a highway
from Ashkelon through fee

Hebron hills, rejecting fee objec-

tions of the Hebron city council.

The city of Hebron and 28 indi-

viduals petitioned fee High Court
against fee expropriations in 1994,

arguing fee plan was Illegal and
unreasonable. On the legal side,

for instance, fee petition argued

that (he local planning and build-

ing council should have been con-

sulted; feat fee plan was not publi-

cized as required by law; feat fee

composition of the board feat

heard the city's objections to the

plan was improper; and that the

objections were rejected without

debate. The petition also argued

EVELYN GORDON

feat fee plan violated the Olso
Accords, that the expropriations

caused an unnecessary amount of
harm, and that fee road was intend-

ed to benefit the settlers rattier than

the Arab population of fee area.

However. Justices Aharon
Barak, Gavriel Bach and Ya'acov

Kedmi rejected ail these argu-

ments. saying the petitioners'

claims were in many cases factu-

ally incorrect For instance, they
said, the plan was publicized via

ads in three newspapers - Al-

Kuds , An-Nahar and Ma'ariv -
and a copy was also given to the

Hebron Municipality. The fact

that fee city and 28 individuals

filed objections to fee plan shows
that it was no secret, they noted.

Similarly, they said, fee objec-

tions were rejected only after a
lengthy debate; there were no
irregularities in the composition

of fee council; and there was no
obligation to consult fee local

planning and building board.

There was also nothing in fee

Olso Accords to forbid the civil

administration from completing
plans drawn up before fee agree-

ment was signed, the justices

added-particularly since the road
is meant to ease the traffic flow
for all inhabitants of the region.

The court therefore rejected the

petition and ordered fee petition-

ers to pay NIS 25,000 in court

costs.

Injured Temple Mount rioters

petition for compensation

preparing

to redeploy

in Hebron
HERB KEINON

EGGED buses from Jerusalem to

Hebron stopped going through

Halhoul and began using fee new
Halboul bypass road yesterday,

leading Hebron Jewish activists to

believe that the government intends

to redeploy in Hebron before the

elections.

Hebron settlement spokesman
David Wilder said it appeals as if

Prime Minister Shimon Peres is

“trying to appease [Palestinian
.

Authority President Yasser) Arafat

over what is going on in Lebanon
by giving him Hebron.”
According to the Oslo 2 accords,

the IDF was have redeployed in

Hebron on March 28. The with-

drawal was postponed after last

month's wave of suicide bombings,
wife Peres saying that it would only

take place after the PLO amended
its covenant and did more to combat
Hamas terror.

Wilder said that the Hebron settle-

ment has not heard any official

word from fee government or the

IDF about when a redeployment

would take place. Mahmoud Abbas
(Abu Mazen), who is to head the

Palestinian side in final status talks,

was quoted in the Palestinian press

as saying (hat in last week's meeting

between Peres and Arafat, it was
agreed feat fee redeployment would
take place toward the end of May,
before,the elections.

Hebron settlement leader Noam
Amon said that except for the

change in the bus route, there has

not been any other physical change
that would indicate an imminent

whhdrawaL
The change in (be bus route is sig-

nificant, Amcm said, because not

only does it add 15 minutes to the

trip from Jerusalem to Hebron, but

it also effectively takes scores of

Israelis out of areas which, accord-

ing to Oslo 2, are to be under

Palestinian controL The road, how-
ever. is stiD open to Israelis in pri-

vate cars.

A large rally against plans to rede-

ploy in the city is scheduled fra

Hebron on Independence Day, wife

the participation of representatives

from the National Religious Party,

Iikud-Tsotnet-Gesfaei; and Moledet

FOUR Arabs injured when
police fired on rioters on the

Temple Mount in 1989 yester-

day petitioned the High Court of
Justice against the fact that they
have still not received compen-
sation.

According to fee petition, all

four demanded compensation
from fee government after fee

event, and the government
agreed feat ii had an obligation to

pay. However, it asked them to

submit their claim to a special

imerministerial committee.

.
EVELYN GORDON

instead bf suing the government
in court. The petitioners agreed,

thinking this would be quicker

than a court case.

In fact, however, the petition-

ers did not appear before fee

committee until December
1995, since fee committee ses-

sion was repeatedly postponed.

At feat time, fee petition said,

they were promised a decision

within a month. However, no
decision has as yet been forth-

coming.
The petitioners coraplained'to

the State Attorney’s Office, but
were told only feat the matter was
being taken care of, and they

should not feel they were being

neglected.

The four therefore turned to

fee High Court, charging feat

fee state has not been acting in

good faith. Since they gave up
their right to sue in court at fee

state's request, fee petitioners

argued, fee state owes them a

speedy resolution of fee matter.

Bus bombin:
to meet wit

ng suspects
ith lawyer

TWO men suspected of helping to

commit the first bus No. 1 8 bomb-
ing in Jerusalem will finally be
allowed to meet wife tbeir lawyer
tomorrow, after almost a month in

prison, the state told the High
Cburt of Justice yesterday.

It was responding to petitions by
Mohammed Razem and Akram el-

Kawasmeh, who were arrested on
March 27 and March 28, respec-

tively. Evelyn Gordon

knew of an agreement with ac-

cused wiretapper Honi Mizaki,

by which he would receive

$100,000 from Hachsharat Hayi-

shnv in return for giving evidence

against Spector and others re-

garding illegal wiretapping. Spec-

tra says such evidence is inadmis-

sible.

Raine Marcus

WeSmiImsimImmmmlpmFm
May 5-9, 1998

W at the International Convention Center, Jerusalem (Binyanei Ha'uina) jgg

New Encyclopedia of Zionism and Israel

Inmany respects, the history of Ztortism is coextensive wife the history

of ihe Jewish people in the last hundred years. The intense debate

between proponents and opponerfs of Zionism has abated only with the

renewal of Jewish statehood In 1948, when world Jewtyraifldm support

d Ihe newly-born stale.

Produced by the team led by Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder as EStor-in Chief,
*

wife articles contributed by professors, diplomais. journalists, pofitidans -

rtaqjertefefeelrrBspectiVBfielifc, this 1521 pp. tatovoiume

KEREN KAYEMETH LEISRAEL

Relocation of KKL memorials, signs

and dedication areas and/or plaques in

the Ben Shemen area

bsmmmmmrn
Tb: Books, The Jffuntam Post, P0B 81 ,

Jerusalem 91000

The Spokesman's Office of the Keren Kayemeth Lelsrael wishes to inform

the public that due to major road infrastructure being

carried out by the Public Works Department for the

construction of the Trans-Israel Highway (Road No 6)

sections of its veteran woodlands are, regrettably, being felled to make

way for new routes along the planned highway.

The affected sections are along Road No 443 between the Ren Shemen

Interchange and the settlements Givat Koah and Barket, and between the

settlements Ren Shemen and Macabbim, where the existing road is beingwidened.

Unfortunately, a number of KKI. sites including forests, groves, memorials

and recreation areas have been consequently damaged, making it necessary

to relocate all contributors plaques indicating these projects to alternate sites.

Plaque relocations will be coordinated beforehand with their contributors.

For farther details and additional information please contact the

Projects Division, Keren Kayemeth Lelsrael, POB 283 Jerusalem 91002

in writing, or by telephone 02-639650, or 02-662214 or 02-662972 .
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Samaritans doubt they’ll

get Pessah funds from PA
THE tiny, ancient Samaritan com-
munity is preparing for its annua?

Pessah sacrifice on Ml Gerizim
• next week, bat has not yet received

. funds promised for the holiday by
Palestinian Chairman YasserArafat
The community presently num-

ibers 583, of whom 286 live in

.Nablus or on Mu Gerizim, .under
Palestinian administration, and 297
live in Holan and are Israeli ritiawre
This year, for the first time ever, the

sacrifice is to take place under joint
' Palestmian-IsraeH authority.

“We are under the Palestinian

administration, but as far as security

is concerned we belong to Israel,"

said Pdeg Al-TifF, chairman of the

’Samaritan community in the Nablus
area.

He stressed that die ceremony is

HAIM SHAPIRO

entirely religious in character and

has do connection whatsoever with

politics. The community, be said,

wants to play down the occasion.

Both his community and thatfrom
Holoo will gather on Ml Gerizim,

the mountain which die Samaritans

regard as the holy place appointed

by God, carry outtheir sacrifice, and
remain for seven days.

The reason the Samaritan and
Jewish Pessah festivals do not coin-

cide this year is that this is a leap

year according to die Samaritan tra-

dition. According to a source dose
to the Samaritans, yesterday's rain-

fall. after the Jewish Pessah, but

before the Samaritan one, is proof

that their caleodar is more accurate.

Meanwhile, however, the Nabhis-
based community has stopped get-

ting a subsidy from the Israeli dvil
administration and promised funds
from die PA have failed to appear
The promised funds include NIS
300,000 fra- the salaries of the
Samaritan high priest and other reli-

gious functionaries and teachers,

and die special Pessah subsidy of
NIS 40,000, winch had hitherto

been paid by die dvil administra-

tion.

Arafat promised both sums to the

Samaritans in a fa

December fa Nablus. He told

Nablus governorMahmoud Alalool

to make the payments immediately.

“So far we haven’t received ooe

prm [agora]. We’re still waiting.”

Al-TifFsaid yesterday.

BATSHEVATSUR

Chernobyl ‘liquidators’ seek special status
FIFTY “liquidators” of the
Chernobyl nuclear plant are on
hunger strike outside the Prime
Minister’sOffice in Jerusalem to put
pressure on the government to grant
them special status.

The sick and handicapped “liq-

uidator;” said they planned to con-
tinue the fast until late tonight.

“For a year, we have been running
•around to obtain this special status

and some of us wQI be dead before
.we get fa” one of the group said.

But Sofia Landver, of the Soviet

Immigrants’ Association, said that

she and group leader Alexander
Kalantersky had met yesterday with

senior officials in the Prime
Minister’s Office.

‘They’ve set up an intomimsterial

committee to deal with the problem,

and an expert from Ukraine will

arrive soon to advise toe committee

rat the victims* status,” she said.

landver said thatthey had pressed

that the “Hquidatars” be granted die

special status within a month.
The Ukrainian government has

recognized toe special status of
those persons who, either as special-

ists or as simple workers, helped to

liquidate the plant during the disas-

ter which occurred 10 years ago.

However, persons leaving the for-

mer Soviet Union lose this status

and foe ensuing benefits.

Queen Elizabeth H holds a bouquet of flowers and a birthday card yesterday as she greets weDwishers, celebrating her 70th birth-
day, after a church service on her Sandringham estate. iaf)

Yeltsin: I’ll beat communist challenge

tat f Israel

The day we remember
our dear ones

On Monday, April 22, sirens will sound
throughout the country at 8 p.m.

We call on all households to
kindle a memorial light

On Tuesday, April 23, sirens for a minute's
silence will sound at 11 a.m., at which time,

national memorial ceremonies will be held at
military cemeteries, and services will take place

in cemeteries where the fallen are buried.

Persons bearing weapons, including soldiers,

will not be allowed into the cemeteries.

3 Ministry of Defense • Rehabi
\ Section for Memorializin

INCREASE IN FREQUENCY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES
TO MEMORIAL CEREMONIES AT CEMETERIES

ON REMEMBRANCE DAY FOR THE FALLEN OF ISRAEL'S WARS
ON EGGED, DAN AND ISRAEL RAILWAYS

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1996

Klryat Straub Special fine 127. from the new Central Bus Station, via Derech Petal? TBcva, Ref?.

Hanegev, Derech Namir, Central Railway Station, to the cemetery, from 830; and rteum
after the ceremony.

Nahalat Yitzhak: Buses wiH added to lines 63 and 53 from Tel Aviv -Ramat Gan, from 730.

Buses win be added to Lines 40 and 42 from Ramat Gan, Line 2 from north Tel Aviv, Line

8 (Redding Station), Line 18 from the Central Railway Station Artosoroff depot via the Law
Court central Tel Aviv.

Buses wifi be added to Line 49 to Kiryet Shaul.

Buses win be added to Line 8 on its route to Segula from the Petah Tlkva Central Bus
Station.

Buses wiH be added to Line 92 from Bnei Brakto the Seguta Cemetery.

Haifa: Buses win be added to Lines 43, 44, and 45. After the ceremony there twin be express and
regular buses to Tel Aviv. Transportation wiH be avaSabie to the public from the paridng

lots, and from the Exhibition Center {Freud Junction), to toe Mtttary Cemetery In Haifa and
back after toe ceremony.

Israel Railway: To toe ceremony: from Nahartya - 9:35; from HatzrotYassaf- 9:40;

from Acre - 9:49; from Kiryet Motzkm - 1CHJ3; from Klryat Haim - 10:96;

from Haifa Central - 10:23: from Bat Gallm - 1030. Arrives at Hof Hacarmel at 1035.
From Rehovot - 8:40; from Bo'er Yaakov - 8:44; from Lod - 8:50: from Tei AviwHasbalom -

9:10; from Tel Aviv Central - 9:15; from Netanya - 936; from Hadera- 9:48: from
Bittyamlna 9:56; from ASS - 10:15. Arrives at Hof Hacarmel at 1025.

Aftarthe Ceremony; From Hof Hacarmel to Haifa, me Krayot, Acre, HatzrotYassaf. and Nahartya -12:00.

From Hof Hacarmel to Affit, Birtyamma. Hadera. Netanya. and Tel Aviv - 12535.

Jerusalem: Thera wifi be more buses on all city routes that go to ML HerzL

Klryat Antrim: From toe new Tei Aviv Central Bus Station at 8:30. There win be more buses on Une 187
from Jerusalem.

Nahartya: From special departure platform to toe local cemetery, at 9:00. 930, 10:00, 10:30; and
return afar the ceremony. Also direct service to Acre.

Acre: From toe Central Bus Station to toe Nahariya Military Cemetery at 8:00, and return after

the ceremony.

From special departure platform to the local cemetery, at 9:00, 930, 10:00; and return

after the ceremony.

From the new Tel Aviv Central Bus Station, special departure platform, at 830.

From Tei Aviv Central Bus Station, at 6:45.

From Haifa Central Bus Station. Platform 1. at 8:15; and return after the ceremony.

Belt Sheen: To Jerusalem, increased number of buses pn Lines 961, 963, 964. r

Negba: prom the new TelAviv Central Bus Station, special departures platform, at 830. f

Be'ar Tovbu From Tel Aviv, Une 5. near the Hablmah Theater, at 930. *

RUSSIAN President Boris Yeltsin

said yesterday he was convinced
he would beat off a communist
challenge to win re-election and
US President Bill Clinton said

Washington would shape its poli-

cy to meet any outcome.
The two men ended five hours

of summit talks with warm words

and hugs, saying they had made
progress towards solving differ-

ences over implementing two
arms control treaties and touched
on die Middle East where both

have sent peace envoys.

But the elections the two men
face -Yeltsin fa June and Clinton

in November - figured promi-

nently at a joint news conference

after a meeting in Yeltsin’s private

study in five Kremlin and a work-
ing lunch.

Tm not going to think about

tins because I am sure victory will

be mine." Yeltsin growled, brush-

ing off a question over whether

communist rival Gennady
Zyuganov could oust him in a

June 16 election which could

decide the future of reforms.
Clinton, answering a question,

said-the reUtionship.betwecn the

.

United States and Russia “will be
defined' by these elections” but-

avoided open endorsement of
Yeltsin.

In a later remark to reporters as

STEVE HOLLAND
MOSCOW

be went to meet members of the

Russian opposition, including
Zyuganov, he said: “The Russian
people will make that decision

(tbe election). We will proceed
accordingly."

Yeltsin, who had two mild heart

attacks last year and muffed his

lines and fumbled papers at-foe

nuclear summit on Saturday,

looked wooden at yesterday's

news conference and it lacked the

sparkle of many of his previous

encounters with Clinton.

Clinton said be and Yeltsin bad
produced new hope of ending
long-running disputes over tbe

Conventional Forces in Europe
(CFE) Treaty and the Anti-

Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.

But the two leaders indicated

they were still divided over
NATO’s plans to enlarge to

include countries of eastern and
central Europe - an issue which
has been at the heart of uneasi-

ness in relations in the last few
years.

..r.^NATOrexpansi^wiil be
* speeded^&p - at oaf5

v some; tanef ' Regi^fa^Cfrqton
r.

iixriseti to use Iris'irifibetice on
allies on this/* Yeltsin said.

Setting out a vision of coopera-

pro't

his i

tioo with NATO, he said: “I think

a two-way agreement might be
worked put fa our view, it might
include a provision dial no coun-

try may be accepted without
Russia’s agreement.”
But Clinton said there had been

no change fa the stance of the

West - which has repeatedly said

Moscow cannot veto tbe countries

of eastern and central Europe
joining NATO.
Yeltsin stonewalled on the

Chechnya conflict, an issue which
many say could cost him re-elec-

tion. Fighting has not ended but
he said a March 3 1 peace plan was
on track.

‘The Chechen republic should

be and will be part of Russia." he
said. There have beenno military

operations in Chechnya since

March 31. It is another thing that

some gangs are still running
around there.”

Clinton, who has been criticized

by some human rights groups for

giving Yeltsin a soft ride on
Chechnya, said he viewed the

region as part of Russia, but
hoped for a peaceful settlement

^TheTJShastakcn the position

thatCbechnya-raa pait of Russia,

-befin tbe end a free country has to
' have free association, so there has
‘ to be something beyond fighting,”

Clinton said.

Jaded Italians vote early,

then flee to the beach
ROME (Reuter) -Italians turned out

early to vote in a general ejection on
yesterday, putting tbe chaos of their

country’s politics behind them to

soak up tbe sun on the beach.

With Italy basking fa glorious

spring weather, voters took advan-

tage of a seven ajn. start to polling

to rush to tbe ballot box and then

take to tbe seaside and hills.

Tbe Interior Ministry said 16.7

percent of the 48.9 million eligible

Italians had voted by 1 1 ajxu. twice

the turnout at the same stage of tbe

previous election in 1994, which
was held over two days.

Nfoting was due to end at 10 p.nu
when television stations planned to

forecast tbe distribution of seats in

tbe two houses of parliament based
on opinion polls of voter intentions

carried out over the past week.

Definitive results were not expect-

ed before tonight but political com-
mentators have pointed throughout a
long and lackluster campaign to the

prospect of a substantial draw
between the two main blocs.

That could leave the federalist

Northern League and Marxist party

Communist Refoundation holding

the balance ofpower between media
mogul Silvio Berlusconi’s center-

right Freedom Alliance and
Romano Prodi’s center-left Olive
Tree bloc.

Italy, now seeking its 55th post-

wargovernment, enjoyed a measure
of stability through the Cold War
years until 1992. Though notorious-

ly short-lived, the country's rickety

coalition governments were until

then largely composed of tbe same
parties and people.

‘US-N. Korean talks useful’
BERLIN (Reuter) -A first round of talks between the United States and
North Korea to discuss Pyongyang’s ballistic missile program has been
“useful." the US chief negotiator said.

The calks have been useful and we have gotten off to a good start,"

Robert Einhom. the head of the US delegation, told Reuters, adding that

the discussions were scheduled to conclude last night
He gave no other details about the talks, at which Washington aired

its concerns about the development and export of Pyongyang's long-

range ballistic missiles.

The two parties broke for lunch after several hours of talks yesterday

morning at tbe North Korean interest section of the Chinese mission in

Berlin. The delegations began the talks with two sessions at the US mis-

sion on Saturday.

Many Serbs
move goods
out of last

rebel enclave
BELGRADE (Reuter) - More than

a third of Serbs in tbe last separatist

enclave of Croatia have moved
goods out to nearby Serbia ahead of
die area's transfer bade to Croatian

government rale, the local Serb
leader said yesterday.

Goran Hadzic, newly elected

interim “president” of Eastern

Slavonia, also substantiated

Croatian accusations that much of
the property removed was looted

from homes of Croats driven out of

the region in a 1991 war.

He said his main task would be to

“fight crime which has taken on dis-

turbing proportions” and stop an
exodus of Serbs, many of whom
fear reprisal from Croat refugees

due to return to their homes under a

UN transitional authority.

Hadzic spoke fa a newspaper
interview published yesterday after

he took over Eastern Slavonia’s

Serb administration fa an apparent

purge of Serb nationalist hardliners

opposed to the gradual reintegration

ofEastern Slavonia into Croatia.

Tbe area will revert to full

Croatian control by 1997 under an
accord reached by presidents

Slobodan Milosevic of Serbia, the

Slavonian Serbs’ patron, and Franjo
Tudjrnan of Croatia fa Dayton,

Ohio last November.

Separatists

claim India
blast, death

toll 17
NEWDELHI (Reuter) -Two sepa-

ratist groups said yesterday they had
set offapowerful bomb rial killed at

least 17 people in the Indian capital

to punish rivals and stop elections

next month in troubled Kashmir.

The blast on Saturday evening

toppled a lodging house in the

crowded heart ofNew Delhi, killing

eight foreigners and injuring 32 peo-

ple. polioe said.

They said three Nigerian men,two
French nationals and a Briton were

among theeightforeignerswho died

fa the 25-room boarding bouse in

Paharganj, an area of cheap hotels

and narrow lanes near Connaught
Place, the capital's central square.

A joint statement from the Islarai

Harkat-ul-Momineen and the

Khalistan Liberation Force distrib-

uted to newspapers in Srinagar,

summer capital of-the northern state

of Jammu and Kashmir, said the

bomb had been triggered by remote

controL

“Some anti-movement activists

including some foreigners of friend-

ly neighboring countries of India

were bolding a meeting when the

bomb was exploded tailing all of

them." it said.

Police said they were questioning

an Iranian who was among tbe

injured in hospital.

The blast, one of the deadliest in

the city’s bistory, occurred a week
before the start of India's general

election. Voting begins on Saturday

and ends on May 30 in Kashmir.

The separatist statement said the

bombing was part of an attempt to

stop (he elections taking place fa

Jammu and Kashmir, predominant-

ly Hindu India's only Moslem-
tnajority state, where more titan

20,000 people have been killed in a
six-year separatist insuigency.

“We have vowed to fight tin last to

stop India's plan to stage election

drama.” the statement said.

The parliamentary elections in

Jammu and Kashmir, set for May
7, 23 and 30. would be the first

since 1989. The Himalayan state

has been under direct federal rule

since the separatist revolt erupted in

1990.

The state's biggest pro-India
regional pasty, the National
Conference, has refused to partici-

pate in next month’s polls, and mili-
tants have vowed to step up attacks
against security forces before the
polls. Indian authorities have said
guerrillas might strike civilian tar-

gets.

Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha
Rao, whose ruling Congress party is

expected to lose its majority in die
general elections, has sought to
restore normalcy in the state by
deploying thousands of security
forces and striving to hold polls.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
IM has come , on a
whim. ALthe end ofthe
month one of the

hottest names - in : European
dance, Wim Vandekeybus, wili
premiere his Exhaustion from
Dreamt love, with the Batsfceva
Dance Company, jt is the
th°e the Belgian dancei/choreo-
grapher has agreed- 10 work out-
side of his own troupe; mid
marks a major coup for
Batsheva. .

vBa£shevahave been asking
me .for about five years to.come

' and work with them, biti j really
bad no : time, explained
Vandtekeybus, last week in the
cafeteria of. the Tel Aviv
Performing Arts Center, just
before a rehearsal with Batsheva.
“Now I. suddenly felt that the

' dine has:come and that nay work
ctorajctoally be done by others as

The 32-year-old choreographer
came to this realization'when he
recently remounted his very first
opus. 1Whai the Body Does not
Remember, with ah entirely hew
cast aside from himself. .

By coincidence, local dance
lovers also will be able to catch

waffle ends; dancer here
this

. work,
. ..

as well as
Vandekeybus* latest opus. Bereft
ofa Blissful Union, as his own
company. Ultima Vex, makes, its

Israeli debut in die Israel
festival next month. --

How. does Vandekeybus feel
about working with an existing
dance company which is not his
own and is not used to his style?
?Bynow X really feel it’s possi-

ble; And spending four weeks
with* these dancers you actually
make, them your own company
for that time period,”
Vandekeybus saw the Batsheva

dancers for the first time only
earlier this year. And his imme-
diate realization was that “what
they do is very different. They

.
start from the movement, while I

start from intentions. They are
very good movers^ but for me
they have to make a click and
think differently because my
work starts with a story.”

.
The Batsheva work is actually

not an entirely new opus but a

reworking of Vandekeybus’ ear-

lier opus Her Body Doesn't Fit

the Soul, which he describes as a
story about senses, and which
originally' was danced with two
blind people.

“And in order to make the
other dancers limited too on
stage, 1 attached one girl with a
screw to the floor and it is even-
tsally the blind man who frees

her.”

Some of tiie things in the new
work will be identical to the
older version, but this time there

will be no film incorporated in it.

“This work is based on an Italo

Calvino story about a man and a
woman who share the Mnv> room
and even sleep on the same bed,
but they are never together
because he works the night shifts

and she works at daytime. It’s a
very tender, poetic story with
lots of aggression underneath.
“However, I don’t work in a

linear way. I work very intuitive-

ly. And so there are several ocher

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

stories interspersed within this

one, and all have to do with the

far from clear border between
reality and imagination.

“It’s like a story where two
people have one heart and they
transmit it from one to the other,

but the transplant must always be
immediate and accurate or. it

could be fatal.”

Vandekeybus’ wild and free

imagination is also apparent
when he talks.

He starts off with one subject
and by the time he finishes a sen-
tence, several minutes later, he
has covered three or four addi-
tional topics as well.

But he always returns back to
the essence of his very personal
work which he tries to explain to
the Batsheva dancers.

“Yes, of course they can move
but now they have to start acting
too. When we are talking about a

duo, the two people must com-
municate with each other, other-

wise nothing will happen.”
Vandekeybus gives very spe-

cial titles to all of his works like

The Weight of Hand or,

Mountains Mode of Barking, for
example.

“I wake up with these titles in

the morning. The title is always
very important for me. I’m
inspired and influenced by litera-

ture, I always read 20 books at a
time but in a way eventually all

of my work is very autobio-
graphical.”

Vandekeybus, who also
appears in many of his works,
did not stan dancing until adult-
hood.
He grew up in a farm, one of

six children of a veterinarian.
Later on^fae studied psychology
and it is‘only when he was in his
early 20s that he made the shift
to the arts.

‘I’m much more open-minded
than those who started earlier.

Had I begun as a child, I would
have never achieved my
images."

These days he also works as a
photographer and makes films

too. his debut as a feature fiction

film scheduled for next year.

He remains very impulsive,
making decisions on the spur of
the moment. “I start like this on
the very first day of rehearsals.

I’m very impatient from the

beginning and the dancers like

that, they like to have a limit to

fight with.”

In Bereft, Vandekeybus. how-
ever. does not dance. “It was too
complicated a project,”

With 12 dancers, including one
Israeli, former Batsheva
Ensemble member Ronj Haver.
12 live musicians and a film, he
decided to take the controls
instead.

His very first opus. What the
Body Does Nor Remember, was
about instincts and reflexes. “It
was like brutal movement with-

out thought and eventually I did
it almost blindfolded.

“So I thought one day why not
make a show about the senses.

‘‘And I advertised for blind
people who were interested in

performing. Eventually I got a

phone call from Said Gharbi,”
and immediately the connection
was made.

“He is a Moroccan with an
incredible temperament, he is a

great actor and has incredible

violence too.”

And now Said is one of the

dozen dancers in Bereft, “but
believe me if you did not know
that he is blind you would not be
able to guess."

*

Vandekeybus says that he does
not aim at "entertaining his audi-
ence. They have to work hard to

get a lor of messages out of mv
work.”

The Batsheva Dance Company
presents Vandekeybus' Exhaus-
tion from Dreamt Love from
April 30 at the TAPAC.

’

Vandekeybus' own Ultima Vez
appears at the Israel Festival in

Jerusalem at the beginning of
June.

the
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FILM REVIEW

AP1NA HOFFMAN

BROKENARROW

. irk

Directed by John Woo. Screenplay by Graham
Yosl Hebrew tide: CodeShow. 108 urinates.
English dialogue. Hebrew subdues. CUMkb
under 17 nc« admined wnhom an adaii.

Vic Deakfns

.

Riky Hale.
. John TVarotfca

, Christian Slater
Tferry C»nwirTuM4 _ Samantha Mafias
CoLMutWns DeirajUndo

Jl
JLsoi

the opening frames of

:

Broken Arrow, two men
.square off in a boxing ring.

. They both wear siren-red gloves
and take turns glamimng each -

other in the face to the sounds of
dubbed grunting. The bigger;
darker guy (John Travolta) is ey-
ing to teach the younger,
scrawnier one (Christian Slater) a
few things about combat— basic .

stuff. like how to anticipate your
opponent’s next move and outwit
him with a smack in the stomach.
WfeJcotob GDcttarac&T develop-

mem, John.Woo style. The Hong
Kong action director’s latest

offering, a stick tittle package
designed to excite 14-year-old

boys around foe world, unfolds as
an extension of this initial pugilis-

tic show-down. Vic Deakins
(Travolta) and Riley Hale (Slater)

arc competitive friends and stealth

bomber pilots, assigned to fly a
test mission over the Utah desert
Deakins, however, has other

plans. With a quick one-two, he
dumps Hale in a canyon, high-
jacks the nuclear weapons . on
board, and ejects himself: He and
a band of fellow air force rene-

gades intend to demand a huge
sum from the US government by -

holding a major metropolitan area

for ransom with the threat of a
mushroom cload.

But they won’t succeed if Hale
can help iL After surviving the

crash unbanned, he joins forces

with a cute park ranger (Samantha
Mathis), ana sets out to stop the

evil Deakins and his men from

radiating Che entire Southwest

It goes without saying that

Broken Arrow is extremely vio-

lent Along with the perfunctory

action-movie gun battles and
hurled hand grenades, it features

harrowing shots of Woo’s trade-

mark “creative” brutality; a man
being run over by a jeep; another

getting hacked to death by a heli-

copter propeller; and yet another

who is killed when a hammer is

heaved at iris brow.

And yes, like all Woo produc-

tions, the film boasts lots of nifty

camera angles, is edited for opti-

mal speed, and contains many sly

wisecracks.

Aside from some over-the-top

sexual innuendo and the Buster

Keatonesque ability of the three

mam characters to emerge from

any catastrophe unscathed, bow-'

'

ever. Broken Arrow isn’t very

fimny. You don’t have to be Bob

My apprenticeship is over,

says opera’s new manager

‘Broken Arrow’ is another film in which John TVavolta dirts with radical self-parody as yet
another ‘smooth dude,* this time in the form of the evil Deakins.

Dole to find Woo’s callous blend
of gore and comedy more than a
touch unsettling.

The TVavolta character, in par-

ticular, seems an especially nefar-

ious sort of heroic bad guy.

He gets all of the best lines in

the film, and no matter what bit of
action he’s performing — taking a
deep drag off a cigarette, baring

his teeth in a wolfish grin, or fir-

ing his sideann - whenever Vic’s

in die spotlight, die soundtrack

shifts into his special theme, a

four-chord pluck ofthe bass guitar

which sounds like it was lifted

Straight from the score of a

Tarantino movie. It’s clearly

meant to be the musical expres-

sion of Vic’s total cool. So what if

he’s a vicious psychopath with a
Stolen cache of nuclear weapons

programmed to blow up Denver?

The whole film suffers from an

overdose of this same dubious

cool, evident from just a quick

glance at the ultra-chic credits.

Woo enjoys a major underground
following that seems rather out of
whack with bis abilities as an effi-

cient stunt technician. Broken
Arrow may hold us as it zooms
along, but so do the seat belts on a

747, and their manufacturers are

hardly the talk of the town.
Travolta and Slater were fine as

leading men in Tbrantino movies
(Pulp Fiction and True Romance,

respectively), though that sort of
attitade-as-acting cap be disas-

trous if repeated too often.

Both men have their charms in

Broken Arrow, both also flirt with

radical self-parody - especially

Travolta, who recently played yet

another smooth dude in Get
Shorty.

And lastly, the picture was writ-

ten by Graham Yost, of hip Speed
fame. Once again, Yost proves

himself capable of composing
lines that are brief and mindless

enough to be gasped by characters

as they tumble through space,

jump from burning vehicles, or

cling to the back of moving
trucks. Now that’s talent

HANNAH Munitz, general
manager of the New
Israeli Opera (NIQ), runs

a practiced eye over color prints

from its recent production of
Nabucco.
“One of these ” she says, point-

ing at shots which display the
chorus, the costumes, the set and
the lighting to dramatic advan-
tage, and as swiftly chooses
another five or six pictures. They
will be sent to a European opera
house which is thinking of
importing the production.

Holland’s Maastricht Opera has
already signed contracts to pro-
duce three NIO operas within the
next two years. Madame
Butterfly, Cavalleria Rusticana,
Pagliacci and Jenufa.

Munitz is also expanding into

coproductions with bigger hous-
es. This season will see Lady
Macbeth from Mlsensk by
Shostakovich, and conducted by
Valery Gergiev, in collaboration

with the Kirov Opera.
The NIO and the Vienna Folk

Opera will do Johann Stauss’s

jolly Die Fledermaus in 1999.
and that same millennial season
will see cooperation' with the
Vienna State Opera on Halevi’s

The Jew.
“Coproductions make sense

because costs are shared, so you
can use your budget differently,

like hiring better singers,” she

says.

Her years of apprenticeship
over. Munitz has come into her

own. She pays tribute to Uri Ofer,

whom she replaced last October
“One of the things he did. and for

which I bless him, was to intro-

duce a new standard of profes-

sionalism into production. I took

and learned from Uri all that I

could, but I’m very independent
too. I go my own way.”
This includes closer ties with

international bouses and an active

commitment to developing the

Israeli component in a company
which, say local artists, has relied

mainly on foreign talent for far

too long.

“I WANT to create a good inter-

national bouse, but with its roots

in our own culture and using our
own artists because they bring
with them what they grew up
with,” says Munitz. “The first

call I matte as general manager
was to Omri Nitzan," she adds.

Conductor sent packing after remarks
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

£ British conductor Gilbert Varga was m an

(plane seat rather than on foe wxfium on

iturday night, as a row over politics put a

e end to his scheduled series of concerts

Haifa Symphony Orchestra,

eean during the HSO concert on Thursday

rga, who had declined to take abow after the

* - leaving solo pianist Daniel Gottler. to

sdge the audience alone — made critical

about Israeli government policy to Gortier

te intennission-

ling to Cottier, Varga compared Israel to a

-police state. At the end of the concert,

^ foiled to take the customary bow, leaving

ince and orchestra somewhat perplexed,

rehestra members beard about Varga’s com-
• -i_ nnc fn»rL» nntfn nwfrw

SO music director Stanley Sperber says that “at

one point Vaiga thought about apologizing to the

orchestra, but then die story was somehow leaked to

the press and then all hell broke loose.”

The HSO issued an official statement “After the

conductor's remarks against the policy of the govern-

ment of Israel and bis unprofessional and his unethi-

cal behavior at die end of foe concert, it was decided

not to let him conduct the orchestra's concert on
Saturday.

“The HSO has always believed that politics should

not be mingled with its artistic work and it will never

let any artist use foe orchestra for such purposes.”

The task of breaking the news to Varga was left to

Sperber, as orchestra general directorBen-Ami Einav

was in the US. Eitan Globetson, HSO conductor in

residence -who had conducted foe rehearsals prior to

Vbrga’s arrival - took foe podium instead in Netanya,

while Sperber explained to the audience the reason

fin- foe switch of conductors. Varga himself left the

country Saturday afternoon.

SEE IT IN HEBREW

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

POLLARD
April 30 at 9:00 pJti.

Tiie controversial play about tiie United States naval officer.

Jonathan -Poiiard,.who' is serving a life-sentence in an American

pr ison for spying for Israel.;Mr
:

.

Pollard has since been granted -Israeli

citizenship. A panel discussion;’ which includes Ann Pollard, wif.;

- follow the performance

MIDNIGHT PRAYER
{Tikun Hatzot)
May 7 and 21 at 8:30 p.m.

A new preduef-on which deals- vrfto-the identity crisis of a young

Sephardi man who is tern between the j?tra-orthodox Ashkenazi

sec; which adopted him and hi s Sephardi origins, in a ivor.-d where-

the two communities 'are compieleiy separated.

BOX OFFICE; 03-523 3335* FAX: 03-5230172 * SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

HELEN KAYE

Nitzan, currently artistic direc-

tor of the Cameri Theater, will

direct a new production of The
Elixir of Love by Donizetti; foe
designer is Ruth Dar. This is the
first opera for both.

Elixir is the first of four new
productions, three of them Israeli

premieres, the NIO will mount in

its 1996/97 season, which offers

subscribers and fans nine produc-
tions. The first premiere and sea-

son opener is Der Frvischutz (The
Sharpshooter) by German com-
poser Carl Maria von Weber, foe
story of pure love and satanic

wickedness. The other premieres
are Verdi’s Rigoletto, with
Georgian bass Paata Burchuladze
returning for a third season as the

villainous Sparaforile, and Lady
Macbeth.
The revivals are audience

favorites, starting with The Tales

of Hoffman with a largely Israeli

cast including Hadar Halevi as

Nicklausse, Hoffman’s buddy.
Baritone Richard Cowan, who
captured everybody's heart as the
faithless Don Giovanni in the
very first Israel Vocal Arts
Institute workshop, will make his

debut NIO appearance as all four
of foe villains.

The other revivals are the tradi-

tional double-bill of Cavalleria

Rusticana and Pagliacci, the pro-

duction that’s going to

Maastricht, and The Barber of
Seville. There are also two equal-

ly popular guest operas from foe
Deutsche Oper, Berlin: Mozart’s
The Magic Flute and A Masked
Ball by Verdi. The conductor for

these will be Rafael Fruhbeck de
Burgos, a frequent visitor to the

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra's

podium.
The NIO and foe BPO are going

to collaborate too. They will

mount a joint production of Saint

Saens's Samson and Delilah in

honor of Israel’s 50th birthday in

1998. The director will be the

Berlin Opera’s Gotz Friedrich,

who has doneA Masked BalL

MUNTTZ STARTED at foe NIO
with Ofer 10 years ago, but she
has been in theater all her profes-

sional life. Born in Stuttgart, both
her parents were Holocaust sur-

vivors who immigrated in 1949.

Munitz grew up in Herziiya. At
Tel Aviv University, she studied
theater and philosophy for her
bachelor's degree and was three
years into law school before she
quit.

“I think I’ve done every back-
stage job there is from assistant

stage manager to producer," she
says. She was working at the
Cameri when Ofer offered her the
job ofNIO spokesperson, “and in

those early days, I wrote the pro-

grams. too.
“1 don’t wave the feminist flag.

I don’t think that I’ve achieved or
not achieved anything because
I’m a woman.”
Turmoil accompanied Munitz's

appointment last September. Ofer
had resigned just before be was
accused of fiscal and administra-

tive wrongdoing; the allegations

have never been proven. Munitz
was his deputy and therefore

tarred with the same brush, her
opponents claimed.

The Tel Aviv Municipality,

which provides 25% of the

opera's budget, didn't support her

candidacy. Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni
Milo made no secret of foe fact

that his preferred candidate was
Israeli conductor Daniel Oren.

’

Now Oren is committed to three

productions from 1998 on. and
despite Munitz's initial fears of
active opposition from City Hall.

’Tve had its foil support from foe

moment the board made its deci-

sion.”

The NIO’s 1996 budget is NIS
44.5 million of which NIS 1 1m.
comes from foe municipality, NIS
15m. from foe Arts and Culture
Authority, and foe rest is earned
income.

Munitz’s appointment was pro-
visional for a year. When Ofer
resigned, she had said, “If they
ask me. I’ll consider it”

Now, her message is different:

“I want to continue."

THE THEATRE OPTELAW

Cfl

Located in the heart ofTelMi on Gwly DhanguB

Street, theCaiwri is just a law minutes’ waft from

fxeacWront hotels. Easy acowsafe by bus or taxi.

Tbtfl*n.TWA»i**nflC«WR^jtan

LIBI - The Fund for

Strengthening
Israel's Defense to

t
SPECIAL PUBUC AUCTION

to be held at the end of Independence Day,

April 24, 1996, at 8:30 p.m.

Llbi Fund and the Association of Friends of Libi

will hold a nation-wide auction

at the "Tiroche" Gallery in Herziiya. to be

broadcast live on the Sales Channel, Channel 21

.

Anyone can participate in the' auction from their

home by phoning 03-6975183, or at the gallery.

Everyone buying contributes to Libi.

The Sales Channel will also contribute to Libi

10% of all of the receipts from sales of products

in the "Buy and Contribute" campaign, to be
presented on the Sales Channel beginning at 8

p.m on the Eve of Independence Day, through

12 midnight at the end of the holiday.

Some of the main items to be sold in the

framework of the auction will be exhibited

during the coming days on the Sales Channel.

UBl- The Fund for Strengthening Israel's Defense
17 Rehov Aranta, HaWrya, Tel Avhr 64734, Israel

Tel. 03-6975183, 03-268206, 03-5695610
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A contradiction in terms

T
HERE was something irresistibly simple

about Prime Minister Shimon Peres’s so-

lution to the Israeli-Palestinian problem.

Postulating that there are two reasons for Pales-

tinian bitterness and hostility - the Israeli occu-

pation and a low standard ofliving- he came up
with seemingly obvious solutions.

To eliminate the fust cause of unrest, Israel

withdrew from the Arab towns and villages in

the territories, and let the Palestinians establish

a self-ruling political entity which will inevita-

bly become a sovereign state.

But raising the living standards of a popula-

tion of almost two million is obviously a far

more complicated problem. Peres knew that

only a massive international effort, led by the

US, can transform a relatively backward system
to a thriving, modem economy.

Such a massive effort is not beyond the

ability of the US and the other economic giants.

The US alone implemented the monumental
Marshall Plan which rehabilitated Europe after

World War II. Loans, investments and grants

from the world's rich democracies should put

the Palestinian Authority on its economic feet,

Peres believes.And he has managed to persuade

the industrial nations not only that such a goal is

desirable, but that it is eminently attainable. As
a result of his efforts, a group of donor nations

has pledged more than SI billion to the PA.
To Peres's credit it must be said that the

notion of a Middle East Marshall Plan is not a

product of the Oslo agreements. He proposed it

at least a dozen years ago. It is based on the

assumption that prosperity is a potent antidote

to murderous animosity. Terrorists are bred in

miserable refugee camps, Peres seems to be-

lieve, not in seaside villas.

That Iran, one of the region's richest coun-

tries, has become the fountainhead of today’s

terrorism seems to militate against this supposi-

tion. But even if the premise is valid, there are

fatal flaws in the plan. The most obvious of

these is that unlike the European participants in

the Marshall Plan - democracies,with a highly

developed economic culture - the PA is a

hopelessly corrupt, villainous police state like

most of the regimes in the region.

This is why it should not be surprising that

the conference ofdonor nations held in Brussels

on April 11-13 had second thoughts about their

commitments to the PA. The emergency fend-

ing approved at the conference amounted to a

piddling $27 million, earmarked for the PA’s

public works projects and a project proposed by
the UN to support small workshops. To add

insult to injury from the PA's viewpoint, the

amount will be taken from money already

pledged previously to the PA - which means
that the conference produced no additional fi-

nancial assistance.

Peace Watch, the non-partisan organization

monitoring the implementation of the Oslo

agreement, reports that both Israeli and Pales-

tinian sources sense a steep decline in the do-

nors' willingness to provide assistance to the

PA. The donors are disappointed by the way the

Oslo agreement is being implemented. They
cite in particular the uncertainty about amend-
ing the PLO Covenant, the grave doubts about

the way the elections to the Palestinian Council

were conducted, and the delay in Israel’s with-

drawal from Hebron.

But much of their concern has to do with

purely economic issues. The donor nations’

demand for financial “transparency,” specifi-

cally their request that all PA financial activity

be conducted through the PA Finance Ministry

(which is subject to International Monetary

Fund auditing), has not been met The donors

have discovered that the PA’s Office of the

President was conducting unaudited financial

activities: using monies paid by foreign corpo-

rations doing business with the PA (mainly

Israeli firms), while bypassing the Finance Min-
istry. Funding from various sources would also

find its way directly to the Palestinian Preven-

tive Security Forces, without ever going
through the supervised Finance Ministry.

Perturbed by such irregularities, the donors

refused to subsidize the income of PA employ-

ees. As a result, the PA was forced to declare a

five percent salary cut for all employees.

Another factor which contributes to the do-

nors’ pessimism is that Israel does not seem to

want to lift the closure in the near future. The
loss to the Palestinian economy because of this

closure is conservatively estimated at $1 million

a day. But Israel is understandably unwilling to

trade its security for Palestinian relief.

The vision of a prosperous Middle East is

unexceptionable even if it fails to counter the

appeal and fervor of Islamic militancy. No one
in his right mind can object to abetter life. But
the Oslo negotiators were so eager to produce a

lightning agreement they failed to understand

that prosperity with Arafat as partner is a con-

tradiction in terms.
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Harvesting the grapes
AS Operation Grapes of

x a _\oi_ic TTZTJT in February 1992, not a single

Wrath proceeds, certain MOoHt AKtNo Katyusha was fired from Lebanon
questions need to be faced against Israel

ETTERS TO THE EDITOR

THE POLITICS
OF HUNGER

Sir, - It is easy to recognize mis-

:/<ces after you have made them. It is

.T.jcn harder to recognize mistakes

. rile you are making them.

Most Palestinians just want to be
>!? :o feed their chDdren and have a

.vocable opportunity to attain

vjlf-respect. They have a chance to

do thus with the ’peace process. Ha-

mas. an the other hand, has different

aims. To achieve them, it must win

fee beans of the Palestinians. This is

difficult when they have fell stom-

achs. The bombs "they sent to Tel

Aviv and Jerusalem were not aimed
a: just killing a few Jews. They were

aimed at emptying the stomachs of
the Palestinians. This aim has been

successful. We have dosed Gaza, so

that the pressure cooker can heat up.

The Hamas people are laughing

their heads off at how easy it was.

Now you see Palestinian police-

men trying to suppress demonstra-

tions of Hamas. This is very similar

to the beginnings of the Iranian rev-

olution. Soon the demonstrations

wiil get bigger. They will turn into

riots. The hungry jxiticemen will

turn around and join the rioters. Ara-

fat wiil fall as easily as the shah of

Iran fell. Of course the downs in

Likud and Labor will be busy elec-

tioneering and debating whether it is

worthwhile to give up the Golan.

When Gaza turns into Teheran,

all our fantastic weapons of war will

be useless. You cannot fight women
and children with an F-15. Israel

will look like Bosnia and Beirut

combined. There will be a war far

worse ihan anything in our history.

It will happen so quickly that there

will be no time to stop and go back.

The peace process with Arab neigh-

bors will be irrelevant. The world

will be as impotent as it is in Bosnia.

If we are to do something, wc
must do it now. The closure of Gaza

must be lifted. We must make every

effort to fill the stomachs of the

Palestinians. A border crossing ca-

pable of moving people between

Gaza and Israel quickly and securely

must be built. This would allow pro-

duce and labor to cross, but not

bombs. Some bombs will inevitably

get through. These, we will have to

take in our stride. The alternative is

far worse.

ANTI-ZIONISTS
Sir, - May I comment on the

letters by Dr. Berthold Wyler, “Eye
on the Media,” and by L. Yuval,

“Please, step it” (April 2).

First, we have to realize that anti-

semitism has undergone a funda-

mental change since Hitler and the

Nazis, the only ones who added the

racial dimension to Jew-hatred and

rendered the term universally ugly

and therefore unusable. While there

are many antisemites about who
bate Jews for all sorts of reasons,

some now call themselves anti-Zi-

onists and deny that they are antise-

mites. Anti-Zionism is unique in

only one way: it is the first form of

Jew-hatred to deny that it hales

Jews. Whether they call themselves

anti-Zionists or not, a considerable

number of editors, journalists and
other media personalities, including

some self-hating Jews, fall into this

category. They can easily be recog-

nized by their" almost constant criti-

cism of Israel and pro-PLO stance.

Mr. Hugh-Jones is but the latest

in a long line of editors and journal-

ises exposed by David Bar-Illan in

his “Eye on the Media” column for

the anti -Zionist antisemites that they

are. The almost continuous Israel-

bashing by “some of our best

friends*' proves the old Dr. Goeb-

bels adage, that “if one tells the

same lies long enough, people will

begin to believe them.”

Messrs. Wyler and Yuval inveigh

against David Bar-Illan without one

single piece of specific evidence to

disprove what he said about the in-

ternational editor of The Economist.

Mr. Hugh-Jones admitted having

said that “Jews have no more right

to Israel than Amazon Indians to

California.” This remark, in what-

ever context it was used, is the clear-

est possible evidence of his think-

ing. His article in The Economist,

“Did he say it or didn’t he?” pro-

vides proofof his backing for Arafat

and his rejection ofproofin Arafat's
many speeches since Oslo of his

clear intention of wanting to destroy

Israel.

David Bar-Illan deserves our sin-

cere thanks for his unceasing battle

against our media enemies. It is sad

that there are not more of his caliber

both here and abroad.

NORWOOD OU)
SCHOLARS

Sir, - It is planned to form an
Israel branch of the Norwood Old
Scholars Association (NOSA) and I

would like to bear from any boy or

girl who was a resident at the Jewish
Orphanage, West Norwood in Lon-
don. Should any of your readers

know of any such people who are

not already in contact with me, I

would be grateful if they would con-

tact me or arrange for the person

concerned to contact me by tele-

phone, 09-629341, or fax, 09-

840966.

Netanya. KENNETH BERG

MEMORIES
Sir. - I was reading Meir Ron-

nen’s article of April 3, “Picart and

AS Operation Grapes of
Wrath proceeds, certain

questions need to be faced
urgently.

Should we begin diplomatic

negotiations aow? With whom?
What should the objective of such
negotiations be?

Clearly, if we begin negotiations

after the IDF has succeeded in

ending Hizbullah's rocket fire on
Galilee, we will be in a far stronger

position than ifwe negotiate while

Katyushas are still falling on
northern Israel. Background music
of that kind won’t strengthen our

hand in the negotiations, and
ongoing negotiations can only
make it more difficult for the IDF
to complete its job..

If our political leadership allows

it, the IDF can certainly restore

tranquility to Galilee. One only
hopes that the leadership will have
the wisdom, stamina, and determi-

nation to let the IDF finish thejob
before it eaters into negotiations.

There should be no negotiations

with Hizbullah. Written or unwrit-

ten “understandings” with tins ter-

rorist organization, sworn to
Israel’s destruction, are less than

worthless. If anybody had any
doubts on this score, the serious

mistakes inherent in die “under-

standings” reached after

Operation Accountability - by
now probably clear even to those

in our government who saw them
as an achievement at the time —
should serve as an object lesson in

what not to do this tune.

Although Syria might initially

seem the obvious partner for

negotiating an agreement that

would assure peace for Galilee, it

is most unlikely that such an
agreement can be reached at the
present time.

Although Lebanon is no more
than Syria's - or, more correctly,

Assad's - puppet, the Syrian dicta-

tor continues with the charade that

the government in Beirut is sover-

eign, and that be. while sympathiz-

ing with Hizbullah, can do nothing

to prevent it from attacking IsraeL

There remains the Lebanese
govemmenL It will do nothing

MOSHE ARENS

without Assad’s approval, but

Operation Grapes of Wrath, if suc-

cessfully concluded, may create

the incentive in Damascus neces-

sary to encourage the Lebanese to

take the task of restraining

Hizbullah upon themselves.

A written agreement wife the
government in Beirut to this effect

would likely bring aboutthe stabil-

ity and tranquility we seek on our

northern border, setting the stage

The govemmenfs
response to attacks

by Hizbullah in the

last three years has

been ambiguous. ,lt

must now be clear

for an eventual withdrawal of fee

IDFfromsouihcm Lebanon.. -"..j

That should be our aim when
negotiations begin, and nothing

short of it should be acceptable.

But it is posable that thedomesr-

tic penalties ofsuch an agreement,

as perceived in Damascus and
Beirut, are such as to preclude its

attainment

THAT WOULD leave Israel wife

two options: deterring the launch

of Katyusha rockets by guarantee-

ing a massive response; or making
sure feat Katyusha launchers are

not positioned within range ofour
northern border.

It is being said feat Katyushas in

the Galilee were, are, and will

continue to be part of the lives of
Israelis who live in the North until

a comprehensive peace wife all

our neighbors is achieved. But the

facts contradict this defeatist com-
placency.

For almost 10 years, from
Operation Peace for Galilee in

June 1982 until fee killing of
Hizbullah leader Abbas Musawi

in February 1992, not a single

Katyusha was fired from Lebanon
against IsraeL

Until the second redeployment

of fee IDF into the present securi-

ty zone in 1985 the launchers were

out of range; and over fee follow-

ing seven years, even though the

security zone was narrower than

the range of fee Katyushas, fee

memory of Operation Peace for

Galilee was evidently sufficient to

deter all parties involved -
Hizbullah, the Shi'ite villagers in

southern Lebanon, fee govern-
ment in Beirut, and Assad in

Damascus - from returning to fee

tactics feat brought such disas-

trous results to Lebanon in 1982.

And when, after Musawi ’s

death, fee Katyushas reappeared

for a few days, a quick and effec-

tive IDF response in the air and on
fee ground, accompanied by a

message to Damascus that this

was only fee beginning unless the

rocket attacks ceased, was suffi-

cient to restore quiet

Unfortunately, fee Labor gov-

ernment's ambiguous response to

. Hizbullah’s attacks over fee past
three years - fee “understandings”

wife Hizbullah of 1993, fee

restraint shown after numerous
Hizbullah attacks against the IDF
and against Galilee towns and vil-

lages, fee prime minister's apolo-

gy to Hizbullah for so-called mis-
takes ofthe IDF last month- have
managed to erode our deterrent

capability and led to deterioration

of the situation.

Hopefully the current operation

win lead the Lebanese government,
under Syrian tutelage, to the conclu-

sion that Hizbullah must be curbed.

Even lacking a formal agree-

ment. the operation, if successful-

ly completed, will serve as an
effective reminder to all con-
cerned feat allowing Hizbullah to

attack Israel in the future will

entail prohibitive consequences.

If thru doesn't work, there will

be no alternative to pushing fee

Katyushas out of range.

The writer is a former defense

minister.

Fruit that is pure poison
HERE used to be peace over

Israel's northern frontier.

Before fee establishment of
fee Curiels," and it brought lack the state, I once got lost on my way

Kanru.f.

OJVE BLUSTON
Nstanva.

BILL OAKFIELD

moving memories for me.
Years ago, I lived in Barranquilla.

Colombia. We had some very nice

neighbors called Curiel. They were
Catholic as far as we knew. But
every Friday night before sunset,

Mrs. Curiel lit two candles In her

front-room window. One day, 1

asked her why she lit those candles

on Friday night She replied: “My
great-grandmother lit them, my
grandmother lit them, and my moth-
er told me I must never forget to do
so.”

REGINA J. CHURBA
Netanya (Manchester).

RECIPES
Sir, - In your interesting article,

“Pessah nostalgia” in your Pessab

supplement, Ms. Cashman mentions

that she has never been able to emu-
late the exact taste of her mother's

egg and onion mixture. May 1 sug-

gest she use chicken fat (shmak) to

bind the mixture. Today, most peo-

ple use oil or margarine, which may
be good for erne's cholesterol level,

but not one’s taste buds.

NOMJ KAUSCH
Netanya.

LISTEN!
Sir, - In his article of April 9,

“The old opposition.” Abba Eban

says: “The least debt we owe to the

Israeli opposition is to understand

what it says."

I would like to suggest to Mi,
Eban that the least debt he owes to

himself is to understand what Arafat

says. Mr. Eban is not listening and/

or understanding.

ROSALY EVNINE
Jerusalem.

to a northern bonier settlement.

Some elderly Arabs I met greeted

me warmly, and a friendly Lebanese
officer took me back to the border.

Nothing unusual here; Farmers
from both sides would frequently

wave to each other. Sometimes

they would meet and exchange
blessings. In fee first years of die

slate this was the norm along fee

border with Lebanon, even as

there was continual violence on
Israel’s other fronts.

When the Lebanon war broke

out in 1982. the Shi'ite population

was still extremely friendly

toward Israelis. In fee first week
of the war I managed to cross the

border, wife two other journalists.

We passed a dozen Shi’ite vil-

lages. Everywhere we were invit-

ed for coffee.

I had heard that the Shi'ite pop-
ulation was welcoming the IDF
wife showers of rice, but 1 would-

n't have believed three unprotect-

ed Israeli civilians would be so

warmly received. These were the

very same villages whose names
we now hear in daily media
reports of bloody violence.

How could devoted friends of
Israel turn into people who hate

Israel profoundly? The answer can
be summed up in two words: secu-

rity zone.

When Ariel Sharon and Rafael

Eitan. began fee disastrous 1982
invasion of Lebanon, fee' Shi'ites,

hoping for liberation from the

Palestinian yoke, were correctly

assumed to be friends of Israel. In

the space of several months, this

archangel duo. Ariel and Rafael,

worked a folifledged miracle.

UR1 AVNERY

transforming hundreds of thou-

sands of Shi'ites from docile

farmers to daring guerillas sworn
to fight Israel.

The Shi'ites, like then-prime

minister Menacheni Begin, initial-

ly believed Sharon's promise that

the IDF would go home after

expelling the PLO. But when fee

Israelis turned into conquerors
with no plans to leave, the Shi'ites

rose up and in a guerilla war suc-

ceeded in repelling the JDF from
much of the conquered territory.

Thus they became the dominant
force in South Lebanon.
Had the IDF withdrawn to fee

It turned friends

of Israel Into

profound enemies

international border, quiet would
likely have returned. Instead.

Israel remained in Lebanon, a

recipe for disaster. Hizbullah,

which had been a negligible reli-

gious-extremist group, became to

its people a liberation army. Its

popularity swelled enormously.

ISRAEL tried everything:

shellings, raids, the murder of
Hizbullah leaders and their fami-

lies. fee abduction of comman-
ders. and. ultimately, the expul-

sion of hundreds of thousands of
Shi'ites from their villages in

“Operation Accountability.”

Nothing helped.

Israel found itself riding a tiger

called the security zone, and it was
scared to dismount, lest it be

devoured. Meanwhile, the Lebanon
war, planned as a 48-hour opera-

tion, dragged on for 14 years.

Now a new episode in the

Lebanon saga has begun. A group
of politicians and generals, all

with spectacular records of failure

in Lebanon, are trying the old
methods anew.

Foreign Minister Barak asserts

that he is out to “teach Hizbullah a
lesson.” Rafael Eitan proposes
that Israel conquer the region

again, a disastrous idea that would
expose thousands of IDF ground
troops to a new generation of sui-

cide attackers. And Shimon Peres

returns to Rabin's Operation
Accountability.

We have heard many excuses

for fee escalation of violence in

Lebanon: Elections are around the

comer. There is (justified) fury in

the border settlements. The Israeli

public demands action.

Yet we know that failure is vir-

tually guaranteed. After all,

expelling the Shi'ite population

from South Lebanon does not

alienate it from Hizbullah. Quite
' the contrary: As Shi’ite refugees

take shelter in Hizbullah’s social

institutions, their rage and dismay'

only bring the organization more
support and volunteers.

F6r a real solution to the crisis in

Lebanon, Israel must move forward

in negotiations with Syria and
Lebanon, and it must extricate itself

from the security zone. This would
deprive Hizbullah of its “war oflib-

eration" excuse, and the population

would no longer have reason to

support the organization in contin-

ual attacks on Israel, returning

Hizbullah to the extremist fringe.

The writer is head ofthe Peace

Bloc.

T
HURSDAY’S terrible

tragedy in Kana m
Southern Lebanon in which

more than 100 Lebanese civilians

were kilJed and scores more

wounded is highly disturbing.*
^

First and foremost is ones

shock and dismay over the shat-

tered bodies, many children and

old people.

The senseless carnage would

have been unbearable under any

circumstances. But the knowl-

edge feat our forces were respon-

sible. albeit unintentionally,

makes fee tragedy all fee harder

to stomach.

No one in Israel was naive

enough to believe feat we could

fire thousands of artillery shells

at Hizbullah fighters and not

occasionally hit some innocent

civilian. Bui fee assumption

was that if the IDF can identify

fee spot to which a Hizbullah

fighter has fled after firinghis

Katyusha, well, it can certainly

spot a group of 250 civi lians

taking refuge in a UNlFlL
camp.
Tbe conclusion? Either some-

one spotted them but was willing

to rid: their lives in the attain-

ment of some short-term tactical

gain, or - as seems more likely -

the IDF was so immersed in its

“surgical operation” feat it

ignored eveiything apart from its

targets.

The army did warn fee local

population to vacate areas likely

to turn into battlegrounds. But
that doesn't mean it wasn't oblig-

ed to do everything it could to

avoid hitting anyone who ignored

fee warnings.

Israel has always known feat

Hizbullah is ready to endanger
fee Eves of innocent Lebanese
civilians by taking refuge
behind or among them. And so

its reaction to the Kana tragedy,

effectively feat “What happened
there is exactly what Hizbullah
wanted," is hardly a worthy
one.

Since we knew what Hizbullah

is capable of, we should have
been all tbe more careful not to

fall into tbe trap it set for us.

Israel, unlike Hizbullah, has

always tried to avoid harming
civilians. But fee media pictures

Last week’s tragedy

in Kana was much
more than a mishap

from Kana make that fact largely

irrelevant as far as world public

opinion is concerued.

Tbe Lebanese government -is

apparently not only incapable of
defending Lebanon's interests; it

seems totally apathetic as

regards fee frue of its own citi-

zens.

A normal, effective govern-

ment would have done one of
two things in fee situation

Hizbullah has created: It would
either have tried to neutralize

Hizbullah’s forces in southern

Lebanon by disarming them or
curtailing their free movement,
or it would actively have encour-
aged the civilian population to

vacate fee danger zone temporar-
ily, as did Israel in fee case of
residents of Upper and Western
Galilee.

BUT THE Lebanese government
is Assad's vassal (for which state

of affairs Israel's attempt to have
a pro-Israeli government imposed
on Lebanon back, in 1982 is at

least partly responsible), and thus
it is impotent.

Consequently no one feels
that it was in any wav responsi-
ble for the lives of the 100
Lebanese citizens slaughtered at
Kana, and since no one expects
anything from Hizbullah, it is
Israel that emerges as the main
culprit.

The result is certain to be a less-
ening of international sympathy
for the realization of Israel's main
objective in Operation Grapes of
Wrath, namely, slopping the
Katyushas from falling on fee
Galilee.

Since it is no secret that Israel’s
partner for a permanent settle-
ment with Lebanon is Damascus
rather than Beirut, and feat fee
attacks on Hizbullah are also

• designed to gel Syria to change
its attitude toward the organiza-
tion fee success of Grapes of
Wrath depends totally on its
effect on Damascus.
President Assad has to his cred-

it a massacre or two involvin'*
the deaths of thousands of civil*
ians, and^ the loss of )00
Lebanese civilians isn't anything
be is likely to lose sleep over. He
will thus undoubtedly take
advantage of fee tragedy to g0 on
dragging his feet and raising dif-
ficulties in his negotiations with
Israel.

.
Aether one takes fee human-

istic approach or an attitude of
cold realpolitik. one cannot
escape the conclusion that what
occurred last week at Kana was
much more than a mishap.

The writer is a political scientist.
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A
little more than five years ago, at the

Middle East peace conference in

l Madrid, it was hard to find a policy

k maker from the United. States, Is-

rael, Egypt or Jordan, or among the Pales-

tinians, who had a kind word about Syria

and its hard-line President, Hafez al-Assad.

As an outline of peace began to appear in

the Middle East, the Syrian President was

still resisting the sweep of optimism, and

this led to descriptions of him in the corri-

dors as a “dinosaur,” “deadwood" — a relic

Assad has always

sought to be the one

who could veto peace.

Now he is.

of the past soon to be swept away as the cold

war had been swept away by the collapse of

Communism. .

In the bitter spring of 1996. however, the

clearest image looming over the
JJffJSf

East appears to be that of renewed conflict.

And the clearest winner, for the moment,

appears to be Hafez al-Assad - sitting

pretty in Damascus, recennng an unprece-

dented visit by the foreign ministers of the

world’s most powerful nations. They are

coming to him as the key to ad™

for Lebanon and Israel — and, perhaps, for

restoring life to the peace process.

More than a week ago, after human-

backed guerrillas in Lebanon sent Katyusha

rockets into northern Israel, the Israelis

struck,back ferociously in Lebanon, with air

strikes and shelling that sent waves of Leba-

nese refugees northward. The clear mes-

sage received in the Arab world was that

3ess Lebanon and the country that pulls

the strings there, Syria, intervered mreinm

the guerrillas of the Party of God, Lebanon

itself would suffer new trauma.

But the Israeli calculations went terribly

wrong last week, when guns firing back

toward a spot near the riiiage of Qana

where Katyushas had been launched hit not

guerrillas, but civilians huddling for safety

in a United Nations post The fiery deaths

there of 75 Lebanese set off horror m the

Arab world and frantic international activi-

ty to arrange a cease-fire.

And attention turned to Damascus and

Mr Assad, whose cooperation in reining in

Hezbollah had been the point all along.

. Questions remain, of course: Just vmat

does Mr. Assad want in this crisis? What

does he stand to gain? How amenable will he

be to working out a deal that looks toward

peace rather than war?

Top Egyptian policy makers here, who

are normally contemptuous of Syrians, are

not very sanguine. They say that under-

standing Mr. Assad's calculations begins

with understanding Israel's:

The Israelis, according to this analysis,

were trying to get Damascus to disarm the

Party3 God and freeze that group s back-

er Iran, out of the Middle East equation by

forcring Syria’s hand in Lebanon. The object

was a new agreement on peace along Isra-

^nortierXnler in a tacii exchange (or

no challenge to Syria’s continued tegetnony

over Lebanon. With that achieved, Israel

could then hope Mr. Assad would resume

negotiations over an Israeli withdraw^

from the Golan Heights. “What is demanded

of us,” a senior Syrian official reportedly

told his Egyptian counterpart, "is to guar'

antee Israel’s peace of mind if we wanted

peace of mind in Lebanon.'

But there was a problem with that sce-

nario: Mr-Assad is not a tender man, nor

Agencr France-Presse

has he been moved to compromise for near-

ly 30 years by the fact that Israel has

occupied the Golan Heights.

Thus, the Egyptian officials say. the trials

of the Lebanese are not likely to move him.

This is after all, a man who did not hesitate

£d£ta?delay fashion with,15.000 of h.s

own citizens in Hama had rebelled

against his authority back in ihe I960 s.

If anything, some of the Egyptians sur-

mise, Mr. Assad would like to see the Israe-

lis even more deeply involved in attacking

Lebanon so that international public opinion

will continue to turn against them and their

chief supporter, the United States.

Indeed, the fighting in Lebanon has al-

ready set back the process of "normaliza-

tion'’ between Arabs and Israelis. That pro-

cess had opened the doors of many an Arab

capital to Israeli diplomats even as the

doors of Damascus remained firmly shut

and Mr. Assad continued to frown on what

his controlled press called "an undignified

rush to embrace the enemy."

Last week, Mr. Assad's brand of talk was

finding an echo in capitals like Cairo where

the wave of violence in Lebanon has re-

versed the sympathy extended toward Isra-

el after the suicide bombings staged on us

own territory by the radical Islamic Pales-

tinian movement Hamas. Anti-Amencan

Continued on page 3
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FHght attendant; What do you all do up here ... when autopiloting?

Justhangout?

nrrt Officer: You still gotta tell it what to do.

£L. If tt* auto,** didn't work,:he’d’be'one
bosyl be.

right now.

First Officer: (sound of laughter). m
From the cockpit recording ofa plane that crashed on Oct 31, 1994.
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From an Airliner’s Black Box, Next-to-Last Words
By ADAM BRYANT

F
EW offices have as little privacy as

an airliner cockpiL, where a micro-

phone picks up a pilot's every word,

chuckle and yawn. A recorder,

housed in a so-called black box. continually

erases all but the last 30 minutes of conver-
sation. It stops when the plane's power is off

and, an much rarer occasions, in a crash. If

the recorder is recovered, the tape is ana-

lyzed by investigators. It is then transcribed

and, as with details released last week- on

the crash in December in Cali, Colombia, it

is made public.
* Releasing the transcripts is a practice

that irks many pilots. It is disrespectful to

the pilots and their families, they say, and
casual readers may not understand when
pilots are relaxed as opposed to lax. Pilots

are a team, and a bit of joking can improve
the way they communicate.

Nevertheless, the transcripts can be im-

mensely valuable in determining why acci-

dents occurred. Last week, two weeks after

the crash that killed Commerce Secretary

Ronald H. Brown and 34 others on a military

plane in Croatia, the Secretary of Defense
ordered that the recordingdevices be 1n-

k

stalled on military aircraft carrying passes,

gers. (They are not required on private -’

planes, like the one in which the 7-year-old

pilot Jessica Dubroffwas killed this month.)

The transcripts are studied closely by
safety experts, particularly those concerned
that increasing automation may lead to

complacency in the cockpit. The planes are
now generally so reliable that safety ex-

perts are shifting their focus to pilot behav-

ior, which is cited as a factor in about three

of four crashes.

“It is the last frontier of aviation safety,"

said H. Clayton Foushee, vice president of

flight operations for Northwest Airlines.

The Federal Aviation Administration and
NASA are studying the problem of automa-
tion and pilot boredom. U is a concern
throughout the industry that many airlines

and manufacturers are trying to alleviate.

When is cockpit banter acceptable, in the

same way that surgeons sometimes chit-

chat over an open hean. and when is it

dangerous? The F.A.A. prohibits "non-perti-

nent" conversation below 10,000 feet, and
that includes taxiing. But when a jet is

waiting in a line of 15 planes to take off, or at

cruise altitude or in a holding pattern, is

anything wrong with a little small talk?

U is a subtle problem. For investigators,

part of the solution is looking beyond the

poignancy of knowing more than the pilots

about their imminent fate. Here are ex-

cerpts from four transcripts of cockpit

conversations before the planes crashed.

On the Way to Cali:

‘Uh, Where Are We?’
Lost Dec. 20, an American Airlines

Boeing 757 jei approached Caii, Colombia.
In the transcript, the pitots of flight 965 are

discussing work rules and their fatigue from
international flight. Some words that were
unintelligible to investigators are noted as

asterisks.

Captain: I started to say. I wrote this little

sheet out, I called tracking one day and l

said. 'Hey, this (expletive) international is

doing me. and I don't understand two-man
crew. blah. blah. blah. It varies, two-man
crew, three-man . . .

.'
I said. ‘I want you to

spell out the legal rest,' and that's where i

got this from, and I wrote it down very
explicitly. Ten hours minimum crew rest.

First Officer: That’s on international?

Captain: Yeah, if you fly less than 5V2
hours.

r . 0. : Which this case
Captain: That's our scenario. Ten hours

crew rest. 30- minute debrief, and one-hour

sign-in. And you can’t move that up at all.

because it's an FA.A. thing. You roll those

wheels, before 11U hours, you’re (exple-

tive). Now, now, like l say, 1 can. I'll have,

you know, grab a little extra half hour for us.

We'll report a little bit late. Just give us a

little extra sleep time. As long as we get the

thing off at 9:50 so we don't get. get our

(expletive) *“. Why the (expletive) didn't

you report? To which I will say, 'The 34-

minute (expletive) cab nde each way. 1

don't think we had enough legal safe time.

Now, if you want to hang me on that, you

hang me on that, but I didn’t break any
FAA regulations.' Anyway, you know . . .

:

The captain mentions a pilot friend who
was often tired from flying international

Rcuiers

A Colombian soldier in the wreckage
near Cali; the pilots were lost

routes, and then continues.

Captain: He said he didn't mind it. he
didn't" mine! driving back home at five

o'clock in the morning. But to me, I'm like

.-..it's torture.

F. O.: Yeah.

Captain: Torture in the (expletive) car,

trying to keep awake and stay alive, uh-uh. I

discussed this withmy wife. I said, ‘Honey, I

just don’t want to do this, I hope you don’t

feel like I'm She said, 'No way, forget it.'

She said, ‘You don't need to do that (exple-

tive).’ (sound similar to yawn)
Over the next 15 minutes, the pilots be-

come confused about instructions from air

traffic controllers and make a series of
small mistafees that are not corrected by the

controllers, and lose track of their location.

They reprogram the plane's flight computer
to make a turn.

F. O.: Uh, where are we? We gain' out to

Captain: Let's go right to, uh, Tulua first

of all. O.K.?

F.O.: Yeah, where we headed?
They turn the plane to the right, but

inexplicably allow the /el to keep losing

altitude. A warning system tells them they

are getting close to the ground.

Captain: Oh, (expletive). Pull up. baby.
F.O.: It's O.K.

Captain: O.K., easy does it, easy does it

Up, baby . . . more, more.
F. O.: O.K.

Captain: Up. up, up.

End of recording.

The plane hit a mountain, killing 160 peo-

ple on board. The investigation of the crash,

which has not been concluded, has exam-
ined whether the pilots were lulled into

complacency by the automated nature of

the Boeing 757 ’s cockpit.

Almost at Chicago:

‘We Still Got Ice
1

On Oct. ‘31, 1994, an American Eagle tur-

boprop was holding in icy weather at an
altitude of about 10.000 feet, waiting for

clearance to land in Chicago.

Flight attendant: What do you all do up
here when ,M when autopiloting? Just hang
out?

First officer: You still gotta tell it what to

do.

Captain: Lf the autopilot didn't work, he’d
be one busy little bee right now.

F. O.: (sound of laughter)

For the next 17 minutes, the pilots talk

about adjusting the plane's flaps to level out

their angle of flying. They also discuss the

rain, communicate with air traffic control-

lers, explain to passengers why they're in a
holding pattern, then return to chatting. The
captain says he needs to go bach to the

bathroom in the cabin.

F. O.: They're gonna be giving you dirty

looks, man.
Captain: Oh, man, oh, yeah, I know they

are. People do. It's either that or pee on 'era.

(sound of flight attendant call bell, then of

seat belt being unfastened)
The audio recording system picks up the

following from the cabin, where the flight

attendant and captain talk about whether
the aircraft has adequate fuel The captain
then calls the first officer fn the cockpit.

Captain: Hey, bro'.

F. O.: Yeah.

Captain: Gettin’ busy with the ladies back
here.

F. O.: Oh.
F.A: (sound of snicker)

Captain: Yeah, so if, so if I don’t make it

up there within the next say, L5 or 20 min-
utes, you know why.

F. O.: O.K.

Captain: O.K.

F. 0.: I’ll, uh, when we get close to touch-

down, I’U give you a ring.

Captain: There you go. ,

F. 0.: "* ’

Captain: No, I’ll, I’ll be up right now.
There’s somebody in the bathroom so
The captain returns and asks about the

list of connecting flighLs for passengers.

Captain: Where’s the, uh, where’s the

connecting gates? Did we throw those

away?
F.O.: Uh, I didn’t throw 'em away.
Captain: How do you, how do you get

connecting gates?
F.O.: In range one.

Captain: And you haven't heard any more
from this chick in, this controller chick,

huh?
F. O.: No, not a word. Where'd it go any-

way?
Captain: I don't know. I must have thrown

it away.
F. 0.: We still got ice.

The pilots /hen talk with air traffic con-
trollers about their altitude and how long

they will have to hold. As they descend to

8,000 feet, the plane starts to tilt uncontrolla-

bly from side to side before nose-diving.

Alert signals and horns sound in the cockpit.

and the pilots are breathing heavily.

Captain: All right, man. O.K., mellow it

out.

F.O.: O.K.

Captain: Mellow it out.

F.O.: O.K.

Captain: Autopilot's disengaged.

F. 0.: O.K.
Captain: Nice and easy.

F.O.: Aw,—

.

(loud crunching)
End of recording.

The plane plunged into a soybean field

near Roselawn, Ind.. killing all 68 aboard.
Although the final report on the accident has
not yet been released, investigators believe
that the sensitivity of the aircraft, an ATR-
72. to ice buildup on its wings created tilting

forces that the autopilot compensated for
until it could no longer hold. The autopilot

disengaged in an instant, handing the pilots

a plane that was out of control. All ATR
aircraft wings have since been modified to

better protect against ice buildup.

Approaching Pittsburgh:

‘Whoa . . . Hang On*
On the afternoon of Sept, fi, 1994, a Boeing

737 flown by USAir approached Pittsburgh

International Airport The weather was
good, and the pilots offlight 427 were expect-
ing a routine descent and landing. The first

sound on the recording from either pilot is.

in fact a yawn. They are at cruise altitude.

Flight attendant in the cockpit: Do ya
know what I'm thinkin' about? Pretzels-

Captain: Pretzels.

F. A.: You guys need drinks here?
Captain: Uh, \ could use a glass of so-

methin’, whatever’s open. Water, uh. water,
a juice.

First Officer: I’ll split a, yeah, a water, a
juice, whaLever's back there. I'll split one
with 'ira.

F.A: Okey-dokey. Do you want me to
make you my special fruity juice cocktail?

Captain: How fruity is it?

F. 0.: All right, I’ll be a guinea pig.

The pilots talk to air traffic controllers'

about reducing their speed. The flight at-

tendant returns with the drinks.

F. A.: If you don't like I didn't taste

'era so I don’t know if they came out right.

Captain: That’s good.

F. 0.: That is good.

F. A: It's good.

F.O.: That is different Be real, be real

good with some dark rum in it

The pilots then talk with Pittsburgh con-

trollers about their approach heading, and
then talk more with the flight attendant
about their juice drinks.

Captain: It tastes like a
F. 0.: Good.

Captain: There’s little grapefruit in it.

F. A: No. (sound of laughter.)

F. 0-: cranberry.

F. A: Yeah, you saw that from the color.

Captain: How else is in it?

F. 0.: Uh, Sprite?

F. A: Diet Sprite.

F.O.: Huh.
F. A: And I guess you could do it with

Sprite. Prob'Iy be a little better if you do.

Captain: Yeah, there's more?
F. A: One more
F.O.: Ah, O.J.?

F.A: You got it Cranberry, orange and
Diet Sprite.

F. O. : Really nice.

F.A: It’s different. Could ya keep cornin’

out, aaah, whalaya’ got different and
Captain: I always mix the cranberry and

the grapefruit. I like chat, (sound of aural
tone similar to altitude alert)

F. A: O.K., back to work.
A controller tells the pilots to descend and

maintain an altitude of 6,000 feet. They
make some checks of landing data, shoulder
harnesses and other matters. The first offi-

cer remarks, "Oops, I didn’t hiss ’em ‘bye,

"

and then tells passengers about weather
conditions in Pittsburgh and thanks them
for choosing USAir. The pilots stow the

aircraft as they descend.
Captain: Boy, they always slow you up so

bad here.

F. 0.: That sun is gonna be just like it was
cakin' off in Cleveland yesterday, too. I'm
just gonna close my eyes, (laughter) You
holler when it looks like we're close, (laugh-
ter)

Captain: O.K. (sounds follow that are
similar to electrical clicks and thumps)
Whoa . . . hang on . . . hang on . . . hang on—

F. O.: Oh, (expletive).

Captain: Hang on. What the hell is this

What the ... oh, God ... oh. God
F.O.: (expletive)

Captain: Pull.

F.O.: Oh, (expletive).

Captain: Pull.

F. 0.; God. (sound of screaming) No.
End of recording.

The plane's rudder had moved, forcing

the plane to skid to the left The \ei then
rolled and went inlo a 300-mile-an-hour

corkscrew plunge to the ground, killing all

132 people on board. The safely board has

not yet determined what caused the crash.

Over Dallas-Fort Worth:

‘Engine Failure’

On Aug. 31, 1988, a Delia Air Lines Boeing
727 on the ground began taxiing to a runway
al Dalfas-Forf Worth /niema/ionai Airport.

The excerpt begins just after air traffic

controllers have told the pilots to head ro a

different runway.
First Officer: What klnda birds are

those?

Captain: Egrets or whatever they call

’em.

Flight attendant in the cockpit: Yeah,
egrets.

F. 0.: Are they?

AssoetauedPreu

The American Eagle turboprop was holding near Chicago, waiting for clearance, in icy
weather. The autopilot could not hold. The wreckage in Roselawn. Ind.

F. A.: I think so. Are they a cousin to the

ones by the sea?
Captain: 1 don't know, they Whenever

I mow grass out in my pasture they come in

and it stirs up the grasshoppers and every-

thing.

Flight engineer; Boy, they just flock here.

F. O.: I’ve seen them all over the place
out around here.

Captain: Grasshoppers *

F.A.: Real “*\

Captain: They, ah, in fact, they sit on the
back of our horse now and then you see one
out there just sittin’ on the back of the horse.

F. A: Oh, is that right?

F. O.: I’ve seen them sittin’ on the back of

a lot of cows.
Captain: Yeah.

F. A.: Are they the ones that pick the bugs
off of them and stuff?

Captain: i guess and they hang around
them because while they’re grazing, you
know, they stir up the insects and they can
get ’em easier.

F. A: Uh-huh. They’re pretty birds.

The four crew members talk about how
the airport has improved in recent years,
and then return to the topic of birds.

Captain: Did you see that bird?
F.A: Yes.

Captain: Jie got the jet blast.

F. A.: Yeah, he did. He got it.

F.O.: Ah, what a crash.

Associated Pcew

At Dallas-Fort Worth, the Delta Boeing
727 crashed 22 seconds after liftoff.

gooney birds? They’re somethin’ to watc!
F. E.: They crash and look around to s

if anybody saw ’em, you know.
F.O.: Yeah. They would, they, you kno

ir you'd do a run-up, the flight would cor
up and do a run-up, and the gooney bir
would be back there in the prop wash, iu
hangin’ in the air, you know, and then th
shut. pull, pull the power back, and th
they’d just hit the ground, vou know Th
were hilarious. They’d send a truck oi
You’d get ready to take off, they’d send
pickup [ruck oui and they'd g0 raove ,
birds off the runway so you could take ol

F. A.: Oh. really. Oh, how funny YVhf>
are they? Where was that?

.
F- O.: Midway, Midway Island.
F. A.: Midway Island.

"

F. 0.: They come back and they nest
exactly the same spot that they were boi

F. A.: On the runway.
The crew then prepares to take off chei

ing that various controls are set prooer
As they take off:

proper

Captain: Somethin’s wrong. Oooh.

mu£.
: Engine fai,ure- We 8“ “

Captain: We re not gonna make it F
power.

u r

F.O.: —
(sounds of impact and screams)
End of recording.

The plane crashed 22 seconds after Hfn
killing 12 passengers and two flight atte,
ants and seriously injuring 26 others
passengers received minor injuries orw™hu*- w board said one cau?ethe crash was poor cockpit discipline resimg in the crew trying to take off iS
properly setting the wing flaps
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Warlords Ascend
In Liberia’s Ruins

By HOWARD W. FRENCH

Monrovia, Liberia
freed American slaves first

arrived to - “settle” this steamy
swampland in 1822, there has been
one constant in this country’s tor-

tured history: Liberia has always belonged,
like so much real estate, to its boldest sons.
Now in a renewed state of civil war, it waits
for the strongest to assert themselves.

From the very start, the land of the free
envisioned by Liberia's .American founders
never included the indigenous tribes who
were displaced by firepower

- and subter-
fuge. And to cement their grip, the Americo-
Liberians, as the newcomers were known,
instituted a subtle version of apartheid that
ended only in 1980. In that fateful year, 28-
year-old Army Master Sergeant Samuel KL
Doe overthrew the hegemony- of the Ameri-
can-descended ruling class, killing the Pres-
ident, William R. Tolbert. .

If this class revenge after decades of
deprivation and scorn was deeply satisfying
for many indigenous Liberians, their pleas-
ure would be brief. Soon enough, Mr. Doe's
terror produced a sobering hangover: with-
out its traditional elite, however selfish and
corrupt, Liberia was ungovernable. Sitting
amid the ruins of a country that once bad
one of West Africa's most developed econo-
mies, Liberians of every background craved
a savior bold enough to topple their bloody
and unschooled dictator.

Enter Charles Taylor, a ruthless descend-
ant of the American settlers, who bribed his

way out a Massachusetts prison, where he
was awaiting extradition to Liberia on em-
bezzlement charges. In 1989 Mr. Taylor,
promising national redemption, invaded
from neighboring Ivory Coast. Thefollowing
year Mr. Doe was captured and executed by
a breakaway militia. With conflict splinter-

ing, the country was without any organizing

Despite international

efforts, civil war. again
erupts in this once-

proud country.

thought besides the raw, boundless ambi-
tions of Mr. Taylor and his many rivals.

Liberia's latest troubles, the resumption
of a war in which the battlefield switched
terrifyingly in the space of a weekend from
the thick bush of the interior to the streets of
the capital, were the logical next chapter.
The year before, a political agreement

that made the warlords co-vice chairmen on
a transitional ruling council last October
provided the first real sense of hope the
country had known since the Doe coup. The
agreement, brokered by the 16-member
Economic Community of West African
States, also set up a timetable for elections.

It may one day .be seen as a textbook case of
how not to settle an African civil war.

Liberia’s peace pact effectively opened
the gates of a relatively tranquil capital to
the new vice chairmen and as many as
60,000 teen-age warriors before even begin-
ning to tackle thorny questions like disar-
mament, re-education or employment

"If only we could have mounted some-
thing economically, we could have drawn
these fighters away from the militias and
into some kind of productive activity for the
first time in their lives,” said one Western
diplomat, who saw pledges of international

aid evaporate with war. “Everything we-
were picking up indicated that people, start-

ing with the fighters, were tired of the war,
but we never got anything going”

Meanwhile, the 10,000-man West African
peacekeeping force, weary after five years

Associated Press

In Monrovia, Liberia's capital, a young war refugee sits on a sewer pipe and eats

bulgur wheat in the housing compound of the United States Embassy.

here, dropped its guard. Members of the

Nigerian-led force saw deployment here as
an opportunity for plunder. By the time the
shooting broke out on Easter weekend, what
had begun as a model of regional peace-
keeping had degenerated into a contraband-
running, shakedown operation where the
least desirable jobs were those that had
anything to do with keeping the peace.
The worst mistake in Liberia's return to

chaos, however, may have been giving only
three militia leaders, including Charles Tay-
lor, seats in the new Council of State. Al-
ready disgruntled over the size of the piece
of the cake reserved for them in the settle-

ment, members of the Krahn ethnic group, a
small but battle-hardened people who were
the backbone of Mr. Doe's army, needed
little persuasion to rally behind the latest
bold leader pulling the oldest maneuver in
Liberian politics: the naked power play.

Mutual Destruction

Persuasion came from Roosevelt John-
son, the leader of a breakaway faction of the
United Liberation Movement. In February,
Mr. Johnson, who was unhappy about not
having been named to the council, attacked
peacekeepers near Tubmanburg.
At the same time, the gardens of Mr.

Johnson’s suburban villa had become a re-
cruiting center for hundreds of idle Krahn
yotmgsters who flocked there advertising
their one and only skill: Lrigger pulling.

What ensued was a conflagration that
none of Liberia's many international part-
ners. including influential Americans, were
prepared for. Sensing a dangerous chal-
lenge just as his six-year bid for power was
nearer than ever to bearing fruit, Mr. Tay-
lor, whose forces had been infiltrating the
capital faster than anyone else's, issued a
warrant for Mr. Johnson’s arrest on spe-
cious murder charges. <

In the space of two of the most destructive
weeks in this country's long history, Mr.
Taylor and the outside world learned that
whatever the balance of power might be in
the bush, warfare along tribal lines in Mon-
rovia’s close quarters is mutually assured
destruction. With corpses rotting in the
streets, cholera sweeping muddy urban ref-

ugee camps and little left of a badly looted
city that once called itself the Manhattan of
Africa, the only question seemed to be
whether this ambiguous prospect would be
enough to usher in some form of deterrence.

Now, Iran-Bosnia

Who Knew What and When?
In Lebanon, the Gain
So Far Is for Syria

By ELAINESCIOUNO

Washington

I

PS an election year, so perhaps it should

come as no surprise that, suddenly, the

Clinton Administration has its very own
scandal involving Iranian ayatollahs

and secret arms shipments.
'

Or does it?

Obviously, the Republicans think so. They
are planning no fewer than six Congression-

al hearings to investigate the legality and
wisdom of President Clinton's unannounced

decision in 1994 to do nothing to stop Croatia

from sending Iranian arms into Bosnia.

Just by calling in the investigators, they

are planting the familiar impression that

there is something to be exposed — a flawed

policy, an end-run around Congress, and

perhaps even criminality.

But this episode isn’t Iran-contra II. If

there is a budding scandal here, so far it

involves a failure to inform Congress of a

decision it probably wouldn’t have opposed

anyway, the prospect that the White House

will withhold documents and some sloppy

handling of who knew what when.

Bob Dole, the President's challenger this

* year, has expressed shock: “It’s duplici-

tous, to say the least,” be said, *!to tell us one

thing while they’re trying to covertly sort of

wink and nod to the Iranians.’' He neglected

to mention that in 1994 he was leading the

charge in the Senate for lifting the arms

embargo, and when reports surfaced of Ira-

nian anus shipments, he did not object.

The Administration argues that Mr. Dote

is posturing. Officials recall that news or-

ganizations reported that arms from Iran

and other countries were arriving in Bosnia

via Croatia and that reports on the ship-

ments were in the daily classified intelli-

gence reports that circulate throughout the

Government.
. „ . ino .

What are the facts? In the spnng of 1994

Bosnia’s Muslims were under siege by the

yetter-armed Serbs. The Administration

'and Senator Dote) wanted tobelp the Mus-

im-ted Government by lifting the United

Nations-mandated arms embarga But

Vmerica's European allies, who had thou-

ands of peacekeeping troops on theground,

vehemently opposed such ai
moveJteAA-

nin tstratton ruled out breaking the embar

>o on its own, arguing that this would tear

>IATO apart.

’t Ask, Didn’t Tell

maid Reagan had been in the White

he might have ordered William Ca-

. Director of Central Intelligence, to

o a covert operation to send arms

y, just as they had done in Nicaragua

MW^operations don’t seem to be

aton's style. This one would have tied

ted States to the fate of the Bosnian

rand enraged the alltea Batt*
inton had a poor relationship wrfb

Woolsey, the Director of Central

ence, who would have had to carry

Ron R&vrwSABA

In 1993, Bosnian Muslim soldiers were fighting the Serbs despite the shortages of guns
brought about by an arms embargo.

out any covert operation. By law, Congress
would have had to have been informed,

inevitably, the operation would have leaked.

So Mr. Clinton came up with a watered-
down alternative: covert inaction.

On Air Force One on April 27, 1994, while

en route to Washington from Richard Nix-

on’s funeral, the national security adviser,

Anthony Lake, presented Mr. Clinton with a

way he could give a green light to Iranian

arms shipments. Croatia's President,

Franjo Tudjman, was preparing to ask the

United States what it would think about an
Iranian smuggling operation, and Mr.' Clin-

ton decided not to oppose it.

So Peter Galbraith, the American Ambas-
sador to Croatia, told Mr. Tudjman that he
had “no instructions” about such a plan. A
few days later, an Iranian 747 bearing arms
arrived in Croatia. And then Congress
passed legislation requiring the Administra-
tion to stop enforcing the arms embargo, so
ignoring such arms shipments became offi-

cial policy in late 1994.

Until two weeks ago, the Republicans In

Congress weren’t making any fuss over the
fact tint Iran helped Bosnia fightawar chat

the Administration and Congress wanted
Bosnia to win. That all changed when the
Los Angeles Times reported Mr. Clinton's
personal involvement.

_
It may well turn out chat the Administra-

tion did nothing illegal, but the episode still

raises questions about how well it makes
decisions. Why, for example, didn't Mr.
Lake, the coauthor of a 2984 book on flaws
in how foreign policy gets made, ask for a
formal National Security Council meeting

so that all the President’s top advisers could

be consulted? Mr. Woolsey, kept in the dark,
assumed there was a rogue operation run
outside the Central Intelligence Agency.
White House officials acknowledge that Sec-

retary of Defense William Perry and Gea
John Shalikashvili, the chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, were not consulted in

advance either. Mr. Perry, more than once,

expressed concern about Iranian arms
shipments, said a senior Pentagon official,

though be never tried to get them stopped.
Mr. Christopher, by contrast, who has

made economic and diplomatic sanctions
against Iran a pillar of American foreign

policy, formally recommended to the Presi-

dent that the United States not try to stop
theashipments. “Warren Christopher told

me that this was the way to go,” said Under
Secretary of State Peter Tarnoff.

Lawmakers may want to know whether
Administration officials were completely
honest about American policy. When Mr.
Christopher was asked in Geneva about
reports of the first Iranian 747 shipment, he
replied, “The United States expects compli-
ance with the embargo.”

Fair or not, the Republicans will try touse
die Iranian connection to tarnish the Clin-
ton Administration's peace agreement in

Bosnia, much as the Democrats went after

George Bush’s record as a war President by
arguing that he had mistakenly tried to

befriend Saddam Hussein before the Iraqi
President invaded Kuwait It may only be
theater; it may only be politics. But the Iran
episode certainly gives the Republicans one
more opportunity for a show trial

Continued from page 1

sentiment has also surfaced, based on feel-

ings thaL the Clinton Administration took

far too long to express sympathy over the
plight of Lebanon's civilian population.

“This war on Lebanon is an Israeli

crime, and the Qana butchery is a premed-
itated war crime blessed and supported by
the United States," wrote Abdelwahab Ba-
drachan, one of the Arab world's best-read
leftist columnists, in the daily A1 Hayac
His tone could have been found as easily in

a commentary by a rightist.

How long this will last is anybody’s
guess. The suddenness with which sympa-
thy for Israel turned to vitriol is testimony
to just how volatile the Middle East can
be. Maybe the diplomats now in Syria have
in their briefcases a package that can lure

Mr. Assad Into the role of active peace-
maker — though they have been seeking
that for years now, in vain.

It is also significant, in the Arab world,

that the harsh judgment of Israel is what
Hafez al-Assad has been saying all along.

In recent years it had been falling increas-

ingly on deaf ears in Egypt and elsewhere.

But now Mr. Assad’s intransigence, his

stiffness and his seeming inability to let go
of an implacable distrust of Israel seem
more in accord with a deep Arab disap-

pointment in the prospects for peace and
the vision of it as expressed by Shimon

Arab anger at Israel

echoes what Assad
has said all along.

Feres, the Israeli Prime Minister whose
election hopes now rest so heavily on
restoring some measure of control over
the violence his country is caught in.

From the Syrian point of view, perhaps
Mr. Peres will now negotiate to get a
cease-fire that would return matters to

where they were two weeks ago. This
would be a gain for Syria, because it has
always sought a veto on the peace process,

and giving Israel a cease-fire in Lebanon
now becomes a prize to be conferred only
in return for favors.

The alternative, it seems, would be to let

Israel continue to wade deeper into the

mud of Lebanon — the same quagmire
that proved so disastrous more than a
decade ago.

“Anwar Sadat always used to say he
who gives can takerh away,” an Egyptian
policy maker said. “Sadat used this logic

to make peace. Hafez Assad has elevated
it to an art, to extract concessions."

U.N. peacekeepers used blankets to cany away the body of a victim killed by Israeli

shelling near the village of Qana on Thursday.
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The Unwholesome Tale of the Herb Market

By GINA KOLATA

S
OME people assume that what is

natural is good for you, or at least

|

harmless. That assumption, as it

turns out, is a great marketing ploy

but a dangerous motto for living.

So far, at least 15 people have died in the

United States after taking herbal products

containing ephedrine, also known as ephe-

dra or ma huang. And yet, this herbal drug

is still on die market along with other un-

tested herbs and so-called food supple-

ments, including vitamins, amino acids,

melatonin and “natural” birth control pills

from yams.

Hemlock Tea, Anyone?
Dr. Richard Friedman, a psychiatrist who

directs the Psychopharmacology Clinic at

New York Hospital-Comell Medical Center,

wanted to test the limits on what kinds of

herbs could be sold without approval from

the Food and Drug Administration. So he

called the F.DA. Suppose, he asked, he

wanted to sell hemlock tea, the deadly poi-

son that Socrates drank. Would there be any

way for the F.DA. to stop him before his tea

was on the shelves in health food stores and

groceries across the nation? The answer

was no. The F.DA, he learned, “couldn’t

stop me from selling hemlock tea until the

bodies piled up.”

Why? There is a law that prevents the

F.DA from regulating herbs and other food

supplements. Less than three years ago,

tens of thousands of Americans, responding

to an intense lobbying campaign by the food

supplement industry, wrote, faxed and tele-

phoned members of Congress, urging them
to deregulate the industry.

Mitchell Zeller, the deputy associate com-
missioner for policy at the F.DA, who was,

at the time, a Congressional staffer, said

that Congress received more mail in 1993

urging it to deregulate supplements than it

received on any other issue that year, in-

cluding health care reform or Nafta.

And Congress responded In 1994. it

passed the Dietary Supplement Health and
Education Acl as a consequence, makers of

supplements no longer have to demonstrate

that their products are safe before market-

ing them. The burden is on the F.D.A. to

show they are unsafe — after they have

Herbai Ecstasy, a stimulant with ephedrine in it, on display in the windows of Loves Saves the Day, in Manhattan.

been marketed. The law also enables the

companies to make unrestrained and unjus-

tified health claims.

While Nassau County. N.Y., said last week
it would ban the sale of stimulant herbs

containing ephedrine. an amphetamine-like

stimulant, other cities across the nation are

still selling these herbs, with names like

Cloud 9 (not to be confused with the health-

food candy bar of the same name). Ulumate
Xphoria and Herbal Ecstasy. Stores are

marketing the herb as a “natural" sub-

stance to promote euphoria or increase en-

ergy. Under other names, the herb is sold to

promote weight loss or as an aid for body
builders.

One product marketed to body builders

combined ephedrine with kola nut, Mr.
Zeller said. “It was a combination of na-

ture's version of speed and nature's version

of caffeine,” he said And some people who
took it had strokes, heart attacks and psy-

chotic episodes. Some even died.

One of the recent ephedrine deaths was
that of 20-year-old Long Island man, Peter

Schlendorf, who died shortly after taking

eight Ultimate Xphoria pills while he was on

spring break in Florida last month.
When the ephedrine casualty reports sur-

faced this month, the F.D.A. decided to set

up a toll-free telephone number to solicit

adverse reactions to the herbs. The first

day, the agency received 1,200 calls. Al-

though some of die callers simply wanted
more information about the herbs, many
were alarmed by what had happened to

them or to their friends.

The widespread shock about these deaths
reflects two popular misconceptions of

herbal products, experts said. First, said Dr.

Friedman, there is the conviction that any-

thing that is “natural" is also safe.

“There is a suspension of any critical

disbelief.” he said. By contrast, he added,
many people view the pharmaceutical in-

dustry with great suspicion and search out

supplements to replace prescription drags.

At the same time, many Americans are

unaware titat the F.DA has no power ro

reoiiate food supplements.
“Everyone alive

today has come so expect that tte products

theybay are at least safe,” said Dr. William

SSris director of the National Council

Against Health Fraud '*They believe there

is tftispowerful regulation on. People

arealwavs talking about how the F.DA is a

such a hard-nosed Gestapo org^iuzaUtm.

They feel we’re oyerprotected. But. he

added, “of course, that's w* true when it

comes to health care products.
”

Not aB 'dietary supplements are danger-

ous;of course. In many cases, the worst that

happens is that people waste their money.

DrTBavid Eisenberg. director of the Center

for Alternative Medicine Research at Besh

Israel ftwjrftal in Boston, said, "1 think that

by and large the evidence is that many
herbal products are safe.

"AH have the potential to be-dangerous,"

he said but added that “the same is true for

conventional medicines and drugs.”

The ififference is that the risks of conven-

tional drags must be established before they

are marketed. And their benefits must be

shown to exceed their risks;

In the case erf herbs and ocher food supple-

ments, Dr. Jarvis said, even donors may
have trouble deciding whether a person's

symptoms have anything to do with a sup-

plement. “Information tin some herbal

drugs or on their interactions with prescrip-

tion drugs may be obscure or unavailable."

he said.

Prozac Plus Herb

Dr. Friedman tens a stoiy about the dan-

gers of herbs and the public's ignorance of

them. One of Ids patterns, an elderly woman,
was caking drugs tor manic depression. She

went to a “natural” doctor, who gave her a

drug to soothe her moods.
Dr. Friedman was concerned and catted

the ocher doctor, asking what he had given

her. Itwas a herbfrom Romania. Dr. Fried-

man said that when he looked it up. "I

almost died.” In combination with the Pro-

zac that his patient was taking, the herb
could have killed her. /
Dr. Friedman called the natural doctor

and insisted he telephone the woman and
orge her to scop the herb immediately.

The doctor who prescribed the herb was-
n’t incensed fay the psychiatrist's intrusion.

“He thanked me,” Dr. Friedman said.
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Unplugged: Not Everyone Is Wired
Continued from page 1

image of the Luddites, sometimes sets the

tone for his anti-technology lectures by de-

stroying a computer with a sledgehammer.
He calls personal computers “a mounting
intrusion.” He calls television “stultifying

junk." And. he says, he finds that increasing
numbers of people share his politicized view
of technology.

“More and more people are seeing their

jobs being eliminated and their skills being
devalued because of technology," said Mr.
Sale, who shuns computers but owns a tele-

phone and a car. “It’s not Republicans or
Democrats, Bush or Clinton. It’s the technol-

ogy”
For most people, though, technology deci-

sions are based on practical considerations.

Is it affordable? Is it easy to use? Is it an
essential tool? Or, if not that, is it at least

fashionable and fun?
Acquiring a personal computer is the initia-

tion fee to join the technological club. Sales of

computers to American households are ex-

pected to slow down this year, growing at 8
percent, after three years of growth in the 20-

to-40 percent range, according to Dataquest,
a research firm in San Jose, Calif.

Roughly one-third of American households
have persona] computers. And that is a lot for

a relatively short period of time. After all,

home computers only took off less than a
decade ago. But analysts say that gaining
ground from now on will be more difficult

because so many affluent households already
have personal computers and the less-afflu-

ent ones resist shelling out $2,000 or more for

a computer.
The Dataquest report, based on a survey of

10,000 households, estimated that two-thirds
of all the personal computers sold to house-
holds are bought by those with incomes of

$40,000 or more. Yet census data show that

only about one in three households have in-

comes of $40,000 or more.
Unless prices drop drastically, some ex-

perts predict, the personal computer will be
unlikely to find its way into more than 40
percent or 45 percent of American house-
holds.

A Computer In Every Pot
“The biggest misconception people have is

this chicken-in-every-pot notion of the person-
al computer,” said Mary Modahl, an analyst
at Forrester Research Inc. in Cambridge,
Mass. "It’s not going to be like the telephone
and the television. It’s not going to be ubiqui-

tous any time soon.”

Today’s technology changes so rapidly —
some people are even talking about a $500
Internet appliance — that any predictions

about its future course must be tentative. Yet
the trickle-down pattern already evident, with
its potential to divide society into technologi-
cal haves and have-nots, has raised concerns
in Washington and elsewhere.

To address the issue. Congress included

language in the recently enacted Telecom-
munications Act of 1996 that directs the Fed-
eral Communications Commission and the

states to set rules requiring telephone and
cable television companies to provide "uni-

versal access" to new services, like ihe Inter-

net. After consulting with the industry and
public-interest groups, the regulators are ex-

pected to mandate access and cut-rate serv-

ice for schools and public libraries.

Public policy advocates are also pushing
for inexpensive access to Internet services

for residents in low-income neighborhoods
and rural areas. The information highway,
they say. has the potential to deliver every-
thing from on-line literacy programs to

health information to help poor families.

"But none of the promise of this new tech-

nology will come to pass unless the Internet is

accessible to low-income communities as well

as the wealthy," said Jeff Chester, executive
director of the Center for Media Education, a
nonprofit public policy group in Washington.

Wired Isn’t Everything

Even those who are wired sometimes find
that the whole experience falls short of its

promise. Personal computers are now sold as
if they were consumer appliances, but for
many people they remain infuriatingly diffi-

cult machines to use. Telephones and televi-

sions. after all, do not come with operating
manuals that look like doorstops.

A survey of 1,000 home computer users,

reported in the current issue of PC World
magazine, said that 41 percent of the respond-
ents found computer manuals “so confusing,
they may as well be written in a foreign
language." And 31 percent of the people sur-
veyed said they spent more time trying to

figure out how to use their computer than
using iL

The number of people tapping into comput-
er networks is growing rapidly. Eleven per-
cent of American households subscribe to an
on-line service. The largest of those services
is America Online, and Us membership has
grown tenfold in the last two years to more
than five million. Steve Case, the president of
America Online, is fond of saying that more
people now subscribe to his on-line service
than to The Wall Street Journal, USA Today
and The New York Times combined

It sounds mighty impressive. But, appar-
ently, many subscribers are just experiment-
ing with the new medium, and then rarely
using it. An estimated 60 percent of America
Online's subscribers are" on the service less

than five hours a month. By contrast, the
average American household has its televi-

sion on for five hours a day.

For a medium that has set its sights on
challenging television for consumers' time,
the online world has a long way to go. As Gene
DeRose, the president of Jupiter Communica-
tions, put it, "It’s still too boring and too
slow."

Who Has What
Percentage of households with each
consumer electronic product in 1995.

Televisions 98%

Home radios 98%

Telephones (corded) 96%

VCR’s 88%

Answering machines 60%

Telephones (cordless) 59%

Home CD players 48%

Personal computers 40%

Computer printers 34%

Automobile alarms 25%

Camcorders 23%

Cellular telephones 21%

Computers with CD-ROM 19%

Modems 16%

Caifor ID devices 10%

Home fax machines 8% ..

Laserdisc players 2%

Based on a survey by the Electronic Industries

Association for the Consumer Electronics

Manufacturers Association. In monthly surveys
conducted randomly through 1995, a cumulative
total of 25,000 adults were interviewed by
telephone in all 50 states. Because each survey
focused on different areas, the margin of sampling
error is plus or minus 3 percentage points.
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Suffice a.to saythat Jackie .

Masxxiisnoiso crazy about
ihenewtedmotogy. This is

.excerptedfrom the cornedi-

att’sone-man show on Broad-
way, “Love IkyNeighbor":

h
Jackie Mason

They ten you, “Oh, you
havea computer— you can
talk topeople all over the
worid” People buy iL They
buyitbecauseofthepublicity
that you can talk to people all

overthe world. You can have
3,000 newspapers. You can
have everything. . .

.

“Oh, i gotacomputer!”
- “Whatdo you do with it?”

“I don’tKnow”...
. . Imagine if the opposite was true. Imagine if every-
body hadacomputer for$),000 and youwere stuckby a
tabfoevary timeyouhadto learnanything or readany-
thing. ..Andallofa sodden somebody inventedawhole
newthing—a newspaper! You know what would hap-

_ pen? Everybody would say, '*What an invention! A
newspaper! Forhatfa dollar you got the same thing *”
Not only that, you can take it wherever you want logo
You can’t take acomputer to the toUeL ... You can take
this whereveryou want -—wherever you want! The
dog : he’s about togo— do you putaeomputer under-
Death?

_

AU the geniuses with computers love to tell you youran talk topeople aH over the world ifyou'reonime.^Who wants to? Youwant to talk topeople all overtheworld? People don’t talk toiheguy next door. . Peoole

guy calls you up andhe’s got thewrongnumber
you starta conversation? Doyoueversay, "Sure cladyou got tbewrong number!” You’re gonnaho£»
got thewrongmimberl ” And God forbid be raU^you

^
agai^youam* he’s a stalker, you ca»the police.

.

PeoPIe you know that? ....They're crazv
?^1I^niput^:

.-- Lastweekagi2ycallsme: ?***
spoke toa£uyfrom Siberia, a mountainclimberfromSiberia. ...Ka mountainclimberfrom Siberia came

toesame information.- •

<^aar*er youget

want to flywith yoursister ^S^*”^***®"
w^;

re meetteE b™her-

want to press a pair ot pans 11
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New Blood for Big Three
ByROBYN MEREDITH

Wayne. Mich.

J
IST over a year ago, Tammy
M. Nedzweckas quit her
$10,000-a-year job as a restau-

rant cook and started working
the night shift at a Ford Motor

Company plant here, earning $31,000

a year. Every minute and 15 sec-

onds. she twists an air-conditioning

valve cap on a Bronco or a pickup,

slams the hood shut and clambers up
behind the wheel to drive the truck
around the comer. Then she hurries

back on foot to tighten the next cap.

Almost overnight, Ms. Nedz-
weckas (pronounced nez-WES-cus)
escaped the clutch of poverty-level

wages and grabbed a piece of the
American Dream: a better life for
her two children. “I can afford to

have my own house— I can afford to

have a reliable car,” she exults.

When her daughter was bom last

year, she collected five months of

paid maternity leave.

Ms. Nedzweckas, 29, figures she
walks 21 miles by the time she
leaves the Michigan Truck plant at

4:30 A.M, and soon, many others
may be walking in her shoes: For
the first time in a quarter century,
Detroit's Big Three auto makers are
on a hiring spree. They are replacing
a huge bubble of blue-collar workers
who are reaching retirement age —
people with strong backs who sweat-

ed on the production lines to lift their

families into the middle class. But
most of the new hires will have far

more skills and schooling.

American auto makers will hire

close to 170,000 factory workers in

the United States by 2003, a study by
the University of Michigan predicts.

The jobs are coveted because they
pay from $25,500 to $46,500 a year—
and up to $70,000 with overtime. And
there are enough of them to carry

nearly three-quarters of a million

people, the workers' family mem-
bers, out of poverty.

The number of job openings, stag-

gering in itself because the three

companies together employ just

443,000 blue-collar workers in the

United States, is all the more re-

markable considering the near-

death of job opportunities in the in-

dustry in the 1980's and early 1990’s.

The General Motors Corporation.

America's biggest company, went
an entire decade without hiring a

single production-line worker, before

finally adding 4,000 in 1995. The once-

troubled Chrysler Corporation, the
- No. 3 auto maker, began hiring again

in 1991. Ford, which is No. 2, did little

hiring from the early 1980’s until

mid-1992. Now, the same companies
plan to take on more new employees
in less than seven years than the

combined work forces of the Hew-
lett-Packard Company, the Coca
Cola Company and the MCI Commu-
nications Corporation.

For the nation's workers, Detroit’s

search for new blood is heartening
news. As corporate America has re-

structured over the last 15 years, its

employees have suffered one set-

back after another, from mass lay-

offs to the flight of jobs overseas to

wage stagnation:

As those with little education find

their job prospects dwindling, land-

ing one of these 170,000 jobs could be
like winning the lottery: almost their

only chance to escape a life of pov-

erty-level wages.

But the hiring drive is more than

just a gateway to middle-class pros-

perity for Ms. Nedzweckas and her
co-workers. It is also shaping up as a
golden opportunity for the auto in-

dustry to bring on a new breed of

worker, for just as tail fins have
given way to technology and modern
management techniques, production

lines— and the skills needed to staff

them — have changed drastically.

The Big Three have learned from
the foreign car makers that set up
shop in the United States. They have
borrowed Japanese management
practices, which emphasize team-
work and job flexibility on die fac-

tory floor as a way to improve quali-

ty. And now that they are hiring
again, they are putting quirk minds
ahead of strong bodies.

"At one point, we were hiring

hands and arms and legs, and now
we are hiring total people — with
minds more important than the oth-

er,’' said Robert J. Eaton, chairman
and chief executive of Chrysler. As a
result, the Big Three are putting job
applicants through a grueling selec-

tion process that emphasizes mental
acuity and communication skills.

All three companies have con-

tracted with HR Strategies Inc. a
human-resources consulting firm in

Detroit, to screen candidates. The
firm checks their reading and math
abilities, manual dexterity and un-
derstanding of spatial relations, said
David P. Jones, president of the

firm, a unit of the Aon Corporation of

Chicago.

Those who jump that first hurdle
are tested for drug use. Thai, for

about three hours, applicants are put
in groups of four to six and given a
task to complete while two or three

consultants assess their ability to

work together. The group might be
given a diagram of an assembly line,

along with the duties at each of its

job stations, and be asked to dteniss

how the process could be improved.
Or the applicants might be asked

to assemble a car part, like a head-
light. Each would learn the various

steps in the process, and then the
team would spend up to an hour
building the lamps. They would then

talk about ways they could do it

better. HR Strategies rejects 5 to 10

candidates for each one who makes
it into a pool of workers that General
Motors. Ford and Chrysler pick and
choose from, Mr. Jones said.

“Clearly, we are looking for atti-

tudes,” said John F. Smith Jr., chair-

man and chief executive of G.M.
"Today, we are operating with
teams."
Such scrutiny is necessary be-

cause foe nation’s schools have de-

clined even as factory jobs have
grown more demanding. To help

remedy that disparity, special pro-

grams have sprung up to train pro-

duction-tine job seekers. One of the

most effective is run for inner-city

youths in Detroit by a nonprofit

group called Focus: Hope.
Those who sign up, many of them

high-school dropouts, spend weeks
taking crash courses in algebra, ge-

ometry, manufacturing theory and
computer programming, then learn-

ing how to operate the computer-run
metal-cutting machines found these

days on factory floors. More than

1,000 students completed the 31-week

program last year, and virtually all

landed a job with the Big Three* or

one of die manufacturing companies

that supplies them parts.

That prize is worth fighting for.

Jalkm L. Kendricks, 23, just finished

the course. Her last class took place

a day before she gave birth to a
daughter, but her pregnancy didn’t

stop her from getting up at 6 every
morning and driving 45 minutes
across town to attend the classes.

Ms. Kendricks, who said she had
weak math skills when she started,

spent two and a half years in college

studying criminal law. Yet she found
that was only enough to get her a job

as a supermarket cashier malting

$11,900 a year. Now she can hope to

leap to a Big Three production line

job that pays three times that much.
“It is so hard to get info the Big
Three,” Ms. Kendricks said during a
recent break from classes. “You
really have to have some kind of

training to do anything — even a
high school diploma isn’t good
enough anymore.”
Management has high expecta-

tions of those who make the final cut.

Charles A. GuasLeila, 25, was hired

last June at about $15 an hour to fill

in for absent workers on the produc-
tion line at the Ford plant next door,

Wayne Stamping and Assembly.
‘Tve got a different Job every day,”

he explained.

He has installed steering wheels
and balanced tires. His most recent

task took a couple of days to master:
He guided the awkward movements
of the robotic arm that lifts doors
onto Ford Escorts and Mercury
Tracers as they come down the line.

Push the wrong button and a door
costing several hundred dollars clat-

ters to the factory floor. A genera-

tion ago, Mr. Guastella’s predeces-

sors slung the doors info place with

their own muscle power.
As varied as his work is, Mr. Guas-

tella isn’t cottent to do it forever.

Even though he has landed a job

with better pay than the $25,000 a
year the average recent college

graduate earns, be is studying part

time so be can eventually move into

management.
Workers say their new responsi-

bilities are a welcome change from
the mind-numbing routines of previ-

ous years. John M. Davis, 44, recalls

how 25 years ago he would hoist 68-

Hourty Workers at the Big Three: Facts and Figures

1985 1995 Change

’Big Three hourly workers can generally retire with full benefits after 30
years of service.

Source JttiCB tor mo StudyotAutcmaaiie Transportation. UmnrsttyofMicthgan

Total workers 623,133 442,708 -180.425
-29%

Average age 41.9 45.1 +3.2

Average years of service 15.3 19.4 +4.1

Workers with 30 years*

Percent of work force

40.560

6.5%
39,887

9.0%

-673

Still Opportunities

Even wiki their work force expected to

shrink by 23,008, the Big Three will

have added 167,819 workers by 2003.

V .'-.Tm '

Total hourty

workers,

1995

Expected .fl
attrition,

1995-2003

New hires,

1995-2003

pound bumpers and help two other

men bolt them onto Ford LTD’s and

Country Squire station wagons, 336

times a day. He weighed 168 pounds

the day he was hired, he said, but

added so much muscle that he
bulked up to 190 pounds in six

months.

In those days, the mood on the

factory floor “was us against man-
agement,” he said. That was be-

cause, he added “if you come to

work every day and you don’t have a
say in the way it is set up, you’ll say,

‘I’ll show them. I'll let these cars

kind of slide down the line.’

"

But that sort of resentment has
mostly melted away since Ford
“started listening to hourly employ-
ees,” Mr. Davis said Now, robots do
the heavy lifting, and many workers
must know how to operate the ma-
chines. Others might learn several

tasks—how to install seats, carpets,

windshields and headlights, for in-

stance. Some production line work-

ers program giant computer-nm
machines that precisely slice and

dice metal car pieces. That has
transformed the blue-collar jobs.

“Machines have taken the place of

the difficult labor of file past,” so

fewer unskilled workers are now
needed, said Mr. Smith, the G.M.
chairman.
Mr. Davis finds his job more satis-

fying these days. He is now a tin-

smith at Wayne Stamping, where he
operates sheet-metal-cutting ma-
chines to make parts and equipment
for the factory. “It is something dif-

ferent every day," he said “It is a
little more challenging.” As a skilled

laborer, he earns base wages of

about $47,000 a year that can jump to

$70,000 a year, or more, with over-

time — enough to put his daughter

through law school and leave him
money to play some golf.

Another longtime worker paints a
stark contrast between the factories

ofyesterday and the plants of tomor-

row. Twenty-three years ago, it was
usually a breeze to get hired by the

Big Three. Rainer Bell said all he
had to do to win a job at the Wayne
plant was to stand in line with other

job seekers, sit through a 15-minute

interview and pass a physical.

His first job was installing parking

brakes in 1974 Ford Mavericks. He
would sit on the door opening, pull

hard with his pliers to catch a wire
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from the brake and hook it to the car.

He performed the same simple pro-

cedure 45 times an hour for four

yeans, going home so exhausted that

he almost always west straight to

bed.

Today, he Is still an hourly wage
earner, but his factory has entered

the modern world of worker empow-
erment Mr. Bell works in a team,

not by himself, and his assignment is

to help solve problems, not move
metal.

Recently, his group beard com-
plaints from customers that the

small back-seat windows of Ford
Escorts popped” open on their own.

He discussed it with the window in-

staller, trying to trace the cause.

Within three weeks, after the worker
was given an inexpensive contrap-

tion that helped to hold the glass, the

problem was fixed. That saved the

company the cost of repairing the

windows of thousands of Escorts

down the road, and saved their buy-

ers frustration.

Two decades ago, there were no
trouble-shooters among the Big
Three’s factory workers. Mr. Bell's

new job description is just one of

many changes since then, and it il-

lustrates how blue-collar jobs are
taking on a white-collar tinge. Start-

ing wages outstrip beginning sala-

ries for the companies’ secretaries,

which at Ford are $22,000, and sur-

pass the $25,000 a year earned by the

average recent college graduate.

Indeed, as production-line workers
spend more time running sophisti-

cated machines and suggesting

ways to help business, the combina-

tion of high wages and new responsi-

bilities is attracting better-educated

workers. At Ford, for example, 4.5

percent of those hired since mid-1992

have college degrees, compared with
just 1.2 percent of those hired before

1987. Of GJM.’s 4,000 hires last year,

40 percent had taken some college

courses. . ....
The emphasis on education re-

flects a national obsession with up-
’ grading worker skills in an increas-

ingly competitive global market.

These days, a lack of education often

means a dead-end career of flipping

hamburgers at McDonald’s at $4^5
an hour. Labor Secretary Robert B.

Reich recently .sounded an alarm
about the danger of America’s pre-

dominantly middle-class society

splitting info an educated elite and
the uneducated poor.

“People who don't have high

school degrees are failing off the

charts — they are falling off the

cliffs,” Mr. Reich warned. "Their
wages are plummeting. Their bene-
fits are disappearing.”

The Big Three's new wave of

workers will have a somewhat dif-

ferent look from previous genera-
tions. With more years of schooling

behind them, the new hires will be a
bit older, with their average age in

the early 20's, compared with the

late teens of a quarter-century ago.

said David E. Cole, director of foe

Office for the Study of Automotive
Transportation at the University of

Michigan and an author of the uni-

versity’s study of projected Big
Three hiring.

And because most jobs are less

physically strenuous, more women
will probably pass the physicals. It is

unclear whether members of minor-

ity groups will come out ahead in the

hiring, Mr. Cole said, because many
inner-city schools, as well as rural

schools, may not be doing as good a
job as their suburban counterparts

of preparing students for the jobs.

G.M-’s hires last year were mark-
edly different from the members of

its current factory work force. About
a third were women, compared with

18 percent over alL Minorities made
small gains, accounting for about a
quarter of those hired, up from 23

percent of the current blue-collar

work force.

All three American companies are

following the example set by the

Honda Motor Company when it

started producing cars in the United

States in 1979. Honda carefully

screened job applicants. Beyond just

requiring them to have a high school

education, it tested them to make

sure that they could read the com-

puter printouts detailing which fea-

tures were to be installed in each car

and that they could understand

graphs illustrating quality short-

comings that were to be eliminated,

said Joyce M. Kowal, Honda’s man-

ager of personnel services.

The success of the Japanese in

turning out high-quality cars from
American factories demolished the

myth that the lemons that came out

of Big Three plants were the fault of

lazy or Incompetent American work-

ers. And thus it forced die American
auto industry to re-examine its man-
agement philosophy and adopt theo-

ries that gave production-line work-
ers more responsibility.

The result was a much more effi-

cient industry and a higher-quality

product, culminating in today’s hir-

ing blitz. For Mr. Cole, the Universi-

ty of Michigan specialist, the turn-

around is evidence that any Ameri-
can industry threatened by foreign

competition can reinvent itself. “We
have the capability to resurrect
what seemed to be an over-the-hill

industry and turn it info high-tech,

knowledge-based” companies, he
said.

Former union officials praise the
Big Three’s change of heart toward
workers. “It eases the tensions that

we used to have.” said Douglas A,
Fraser, the former United Automo-
bile Workers union president who
now teaches labor studies at Wayne
State University in Detroit “You get
accustomed to solving small prob-

lems, it makes it easier to solve big

ones.” Current U.A.W. officials re-

fused repeated requests for com-
ment
But the new openness also poses a

challenge to organized labor. Mr.
Cole said the workers now closing in

on retirement are among the

UAW.'s most militant As younger,
more independent-minded workers
are hired, he said, the U-A.W. “is

going to be shaken to its very founda-
tion by this transformation.”

Mr. Fraser agreed that new
U.A.W. members were likely to be

more independent "The workers
raise more questions with the union

as well as with management” he

said. In the past union members
more quickly followed the lead of

union officials, he said. “If you say
we’re going to run into the wall at

noon tomorrow, they wouldn’t ask

you why. they would just do it” Mr.
Fraser said. Management was
viewed as the enemy: “It was us
against them.” he added.

Still, Mr. Fraser thinks the new
members' self-reliant attitude offers

an opportunity for the union to

strengthen the rank and file's alle-

giance. "If you can convince a mem-
ber intellectually, then you’ve got a
stronger union member," he said.

Mr. Bell, the Ford trouble-shooter,

cares less about the broad implica-
tions of the hiring boom and more
about what it means to his seven
children. He said the high school
diploma he earned wouldn't be
enough to get ahead in the competi-
tive 1990’s, and he is determined to
get his six sons and his daughter into
college. The oldest three already at-
tend.

"With the education that I have,
there is no way that I should be
making this amount of money," said
Mr. Bell, who earned nearly $40,000
last year. If he were looking for a job
today, he said, he knows how he
would fare. “I would be a dishwash-
er somewhere,” he said.

April 15-19: Bond Yields Down, Stocks Up Slightly on Slow-Growth Expectations
Sources: Bank Rate Monitor: Bloomberg Financial Markets: The Bend Buyer. Datasneam-
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Sour Spring for Mr. Dole
The return of Congress after its spring recess

was planned by Republicans as a season made for

the leadership talents of Bob Dole. But it has not

worked out that way. Instead of running the Senate

like a fine machine, churning out legislative accom-
plishments, Mr. Dole stumbled last week through a

series of fiascos that betrayed confusion and uncer-

tainty about the direction he intends to lead his

party and, if elected, the country.

If Mr. Dole’s Presidential campaign is to get off

the ground, he is going to have to lift his sights and
deliver both a broad sense of direction and a com-
mitment to practical results, even if that means
standing up to the conservatives among his allies.

The biggest embarrassment to Mr. Dole came
when the Senate rebuffed his attempt to load health

insurance reform with measures desired by conser-

vatives but certain to provoke a Presidential veto.

Five Republicans joined with the Democrats to

defeat the amendment, clearing the way for Senate

approval of a clean bill to make health coverage

portable for employees who lose their jobs. The
health reform commanded broad bipartisan sup-

port as a modest attempt to address American
anxiety in this era of corporate downsizing. A true

sign of leadership would have been to reject the add-

on for medical savings accounts, which favor

healthy people who are also better off economically.

Mr. Dole has also bungled his party's opposition

to raising the minimum wage from $4.25 to S3. 15.

which appears to have enough support from Repub-
licans to pass in both the House ar.d the Senate.

Angered by Democratic attempts to force a vote on
the minimum wage and Social Security changes, he
abruptly yanked from the Senate floor an immigra-
tion bill thar also commands bipartisan support.

Instead of demonstrating his control ever the Sen-

ate. his actions showed that he did r.ot knew how to

handle a rebellious Democratic minority that

learned its guerrilla tactics aimed a: embarrassing
the leadership from the Republic ans when they
were in the minority.

This was also supposed to be a time for Mr.

Dole to display his foreign policy maturity writh a
speech outlining bis position on China. But he seems

well on his way to equaling President Clinton’s own
record of unfortunate vacillation on that issue.

There was the odd spectacle of Mr. Dole conferring

with President Bush, who announced that it was
important to renew China’s favorable trade status

despite its human rights and nuclear proliferation

record. Mr. Dole has long embraced that view, but

after the meeting he announced that he was rethink-

ing his position. The exercise did not strengthen
confidence in Mr. Dole as a man of conviction.

Against the heavy themes and emotions of Mr.
Clinton, Mr. Dole has long described himself as “a
doer, not a talker.” Between now and the Republi-

can convention in August, he may have little choice

but to spend much if not most of his time in the

Senate, since his campaign has run low on funds and
he does not receive the next installment of Federal
subsidies until after the convention. There is also

now clearly a debate in both Mr. Dole's and Mr.
Clinton’s campaigns over how much value would be
derived by both from a grand compromise on the

Federal budget, the one big issue Americans seem
to care about most.

Mr. Clinton says he wants a budget compro-
mise but will not gut welfare. Medicaid and Medi-

care to achieve it. Now that Mr. Dole has defeated
Phil Gramm and Patrick Buchanan, he has less to

lose within his party by pushing it to compromise
with the White House on budget issues, including

modest cuts in these entitlements. We have argued
that both sides would have a lot to gain from a
compromise, since they are close In the amount
they want to save. For Mr. Dole, accepting meas-
ures that may fall short of the radical agenda of

conservative Republicans he once courted for the

nomination would bring real progress in the drive to

balance the budget.

The financial markets would be cheered and
both Mr. Dole and Mr. Clinton could be doers as well

as talkers. Right now. Mr. Dole seems to be neither.

Stonewalling on Iran
When the Clinton Administration secretly ap-

proved Iranian arming of Bosnia in violation of a

United Nations embargo two years ago. it made a

policy blunder and slighted its constitutional re-

sponsibility to keep Congress and the American
people informed. Now it compounds the offense by
suppressing the report of a White House agency ihat

investigated the legality of the episode.

Congress, quite properly, wants to know more
about this whole matter, and the WTiite House
should make every' effort to cooperate instead of

withholding information. There are diplomatic and
intelligence aspects to the case that need public

examination. Congress, for its pan, should provide
a streamlined review mechanism, perhaps joint

hearings by the foreign relations and intelligence

committees in the Senate and House.
Early in 1994, Croatia's President asked Ameri-

can diplomats if the United States would have any
objections to Iran’s shipping small arms through
Croatia to Bosnia. The Bosnian Government, its

cities under Serbian attack, was prohibited from
buying arms by a U.N. arms embargo that the United
States opposed, but promised to respect.

Mr. Clinton, wanting to help Bosnia without
openly violating the embargo, secretly conveyed his
approval, while insisting to Congress that the em-
bargo had to be respected to protect allied peace-
keepers. Mr. Clinton’s decision helped Iran gain a
foothold in Bosnia.

Within days of Mr. Clinton’s secret decision.
Iranian arms were visibly flowing toward Bosnia,

with Iran Air planes unloading weapons in Zagreb
under Croatian military guard. The Central Intelli-

gence Agency reported on the traffic and Congress
was briefed on it. but the Clinton Administration did

nor disclose that it had approved the assistance.

The law requires the White House to notify

Congressional intelligence committees of any cov-

ert operation meant "to influence political, econom-
ic or military conditions abroad, where it is intended
that the role of the United States will not be appar-
ent or acknowledged publicly.”

The Administration claims that the law does not
apply in this case because the United States played
only a passive role in the Iranian arms shipments.
But even the accuracy of that assertion is in doubt.
There are indications that American diplomats
helped clear passage for convoys containing the
.Iranian arms through Croatia to Bosnia, though
they may not have specifically known weapons
were aboard.

The C.l.A.'s discovery of the arms shipments
led to an investigation by the White House Intelli-

gence Advisory Board to determine whether any
laws had been violated. That report apparently
found no illegality. But the Administration will not
make the report public or allow the board's chair-
man. Anthony Harrington, to testify about its con-
tents under oath.

White House stonewalling is the surest way to
provoke an extended Congressional inquiry and to

make the Iran arms an issue in the Presidential

campaign. Full disclosure is the wiser course.

Mr. Vallone’s Faux Term Limits
The New York City Council Speaker, Peter

Vallone, announced last week that he was willing to
accept upcoming term limits for himself and his
members — as long as the Council could iron out a
few bugs in the system. Unfortunately, according to
Mr. Vallone’s timetable, the bugs will not be eradi-
cated until around 2010.

A politician who supports a term limit law that
does not kick in for well over a decade is like a judge
who sentences a prisoner to be executed 50 years
down the line. The Council has been searching for a
way to cancel the results of a citywide term limit
referendum. Its leaders now admit that there is no
way to persuade the voters to repeal their decision.
Instead, they are hoping to settle for personal
exemptions.

In 1993, the voters approved an eight-year term
limit for all city officials. That means everyone
elected that year must retire at the end of 2001,
including virtually the entire 51-member Council. A
near-complete turnover like that, Mr. Vallone says,

would cause "absolute chaos."

A totally inexperienced City Council is indeed

undesirable. That is one reason this page opposed

term limits from the start A Council without expe-

rienced leaders would probably be relatively power-

less, undoing all of Mr. Vallone’s efforts to make it a

more effective branch of government.

But the Speaker’s solution is transparently self-

serving. He wants to put a new referendum on the

ballot in November, requiring the next redistricting

commission to come up with a plan for staggered

Council terms, and would postpone the terra limits

law until that plan went into effect.

The catch is that the next redistrmg commis-
sion will not be created until after the 2000 census.

Elected officials would then get to run in two more
elections, allowing some incumbents to remain in

office until 2008 or 2010.

Keeping the present City Council until this

year’s newborns enter high school is not what New
York voters had in mind when they endorsed term
limits by 59 percent to 41 percent. While many
critics, including this page, believe terra limits are a
faulty remedy for unrepresentative government,

they are less troublesome than doing an end-run
around the results of a city referendum.

The City Council believed — incorrectly — that

it could avert the original term limit referendum
through court challenges. As a result, the issue was
never really debated in 1993. The Council would
certainly be within its rights to call for another vote

so the issue could be discussed more fully, or to ask
the public to extend the City Council term limits to a
more reasonable 12 years.

But if Mr. Vallone is worried about continuity,

he should come up with a plan now for staggered

terms, and ask the voters to approve it this Novem-
ber. If that task is beyond the Council, the city will

have to accept whatever confusion comes with

abiding by the public’s original directive.

To the Editor:

Re Thomas I_ Friedman’s “Gar-

dening With Beijing” (column, April

17); It seems that President Clinton

is aware of the environmental dan-

gers of a modernized China. If a

billion Chinese become as energy-

profligate as the average American,

the world’s finite energy reserves

will decrease at a more frightening

rate than they do now, and the prod-

ucts of their consumption will poison

the atmosphere.

There is a corollary to this idea

that Mr. Friedman bypasses. Our
leaders on the right and the left

invoke “growth” as the solution to

our economic difficulties. However, a

significant aspect of growth is the

sale of manufactured goods abroad

that consume energy* The solution to

one of our pressing problems thus

has a depressing downside. If the

free-marfcet gurus have a way out of

thls’dilemma. I would like to know
what it is. Charles R. Cowley

Ann Arbor, Mich., April 17, 1996

•
To the Editor:

Thomas L. Friedman (column,

April 17) quotes President Clinton as

saying to President Jiang Zemin of

China: “The greatest threat to our
security that you present is chat all of

your people will want to get rich in

exactly the same way we got rich.

And unless we try to triple the auto-

mobile mileage and to reduce green-

house gas emissions, if you an get
rich in ihat way we won’t be breath-

ing very well.”

Exactly, except that tripling the
gasoline mileage is a misleading
goal. The Government’s corporate
average fuel efficiency (CAFE)

miip^p standards have been in

farce far 20 years: their effect has

been to increase vehicle miles trav-

eled and to increase car numbers in

PTfpw of the rare of human popula-

tion increase.

. Gasoline consumption has in-

creased steadily since these stand-

ards were imposed because the

standards have tended to reduce the

cost of fueL

The United States has almost 40

percent of the world’s automobiles

and trucks. They consume 20 percent

of the world’s oH supply and produce

a disproportionate share of green-

house gases.

There is much that shouldbe done.

T should be sponsored tO

remove driver's subsidies. Property
and sales tax yields should be. se-

questered so that they could be used

only for the legitimate needs of local

government— not for traffic signals,

traffic officers, accidents, repairand

Bnrtd5aer

Ethanol’s Value Wins Bipartisan Support

To the Editor:

As the president of the trade asso-

ciation representing 45,000 workers
in 53 ethanol plants across the coun-

try, 1 take issue with your April 18

front-page article on Senator Bob
Dole's support for ethanol subsidies.

You state that ‘for years, Govern-
ment studies have questioned etha-

nol's value,” and cite a 1986 Depart-
ment of Agriculture report as evi-

dence. But that report has since been
repudiated by the agency, and more
recent studies have promoted the

economic and energy benefits of the

ethanol incentive program. -

For example, a 1995 Department
of Agriculture study concluded that

the ethanol program increases net

farm income more than S700 million

annually. Another 1995 study deter-

mined that “the production of etha-

nol yields 25 percent more energy
than" is used in growing the -com.
harvesting it and distilling It into

ethanol.’*

With regard to the environmental

effects of ethanol you cite only a
Congressional Budget Office report,

which was neither intended nor able

to provide pobey guidance on air

quality issues. Ethanol adds oxygen
to gasoline, which reduces exhaust
emissions of ozone-forming carbon
monoxide. Because ethanol adds oc-

tane to gasoline, it also reduces the

use of toxic, petroleum-derived oc-

tane.

The support far ethanol is biparti-

san. The reason is that public pobey
makers have gained an appreciation

for its benefits. Eric Vaughn
Pres, Renewable Fuels Assn.

Washington, April 16, 1996

To the Editor:

An April 16 front-page article casts

a shadow on ethanol as a gasoline

additive, and thereby the subsidies

used to support its production. How-
ever. since ethanol burns more
cleanly than gasoline, its use as a
fuel additive should not be discredit-

ed.

It is indeed true that combusting
ethanol produced from starch crops

like corn yields only slightly more

energy than the amount required to

produce it. However
,
it is more effi-

cient and environmentally sustain-

able to make ethanol from cefiutosfc

crops like grasses and trees.

Until recanly. this was dfflffrnit: to
da But the discovery of special en-
zymes, yeasts and bacteria, com-
bined with the devetopmett of more
efficient operating processes, means
that in the near future it emM be
possible to produce ethanol from cel*

lulosic biomass commercially.
'

Asmeasured by the criteria caBed
“energy balance,” or the ratio of

energy produced to energy used,

corn is probably only just over 1,

meaning the benefits are veiattvefy

sznaS, although with best practices it

can range up to 1.5. The fossilenergy
balance for ethanol from"power
crops” is much better, probably be-
tween 4 and 5, and for pnxfedqg
electricity Rom power crops ft fcs

even greater, perhaps 10 or more.
Bitodly subsidizing agriculturally

produced ethanol is a questionable

practice. However, directed subsi-

dies to help the fottostry move away
from com and toward ceflntostc bto-

mass would be more environmental:
ty sound. Diana L. Sylvestre

San Francisco, April 16,.1996

m&otenaace of roads

“*
Altadsa. Calif., April 17, IMS

‘Trickle-Down Liberty’

To the Editor: „ .

‘Commerce and Diplomacy (edi-

torial, April 13) rightly points outfit

inadequacies of the Clinical Attoiims-

trafian’s “commercial diplomacy

policy of promoting Aiwricantra^

and investment in the hope that de-

mocracy will follow.

The “trickle-down liberty policy

has not only faded to achieve results,

it has also produced the opposite

With China, the policy has altowed

an increase in human rights abuses.

That judgment is based on the Stote

Department's recent reports of Chi-

nese human rights abuses.

More embarrassing is the policy s

failure as a job-creation strategy.

While executives from Boeing. Chev-

ron and AT&T are escorted by Unit-

ed States officials to expand their

m»rkP»g
,
back ax corporate head-

quarters, preparations are made to

reduce workers’ salaries, benefits

and job security, or simply to cast

them off.

Tens of thousands of high-paying,

bgfcrskiil American, jobs have been

threatened or eliminated. Winning

foreign contracts and promoting

United States exports does not neces-

sarily translate into more jobs and a

higher standard of living for Ameri-

cans. victor MEsom
Program Coordinator, International

Forum on Globalization

San Francisco. April 17, 1996

Habeas Revision

Is Justand Reasonable

To the Editor:

Re "Wrong Way to Recall the

Bombing” (editorial, April IS): The

majority of this nation’s prosecutors

would disagree with, your contention

that antiterrorism legislation head-

ing for President Clinton’s desk "is

not primarily aimed at terrorists but

at shredding the doctrine of habeas

corpus.”
,

The habeas reform section, the

heart and soul of the antlterronsm

tegMatiao, would not deprive any

prisoner of the right to a habeas
/appeal-'..-.

b simply would place some rea-

sonable limits on the exercise of that

right andend the present charade in

which many death-row prisoners

haveevaded Imposition of-ih«r ju<h-

ctaOy imposed punishment for up to

a- dozes -yean? or mom- Row tong

should victims"families have to wail

for the final chapter to their agony?
Habeas reform alms u> insert

some reasonable limitstin the num-
ber and time for appeals in such

cases. Michael p. Barnes
Sooth fiend, fad., April IS, 1996

The writer is president of the Nation-

al District Attorneys Association.

How to Achieve Remembrance ofHolocaust

To the Editor: '•
.

'

Re Clyde Habermas's April 16 cog?

nmn on debate over the growing
number of Holocaust museums: Asa
Holocaust survivor. I "believe thar

memory is short-lived without aeon-
text. The next generation cannot un-
derstand the Jewish meaning of

Shoah without an appreciation of the

culture die Nazis sought to destroy.
'

It is heartening that the Living Me-
morial to the Holocaust-Museum of
Jewish Heritage to New York CSty
win tell a more complete story about
the Jewish people. It isto be hoped
that visitors will come away knotting
not rally about Hitler but also HzSel,

not rally Mengele but also Maiznoni-
des, and not only Bormann but also
Bialik. Fanya G. Heller

New York, April 17, 1996

TotheEdifor:
•

Re Clyde Haberman’sApril 16 col-

umn aa debate on Holocaust mu-
seums: We who know the impor-
tance of teaching the lessons of the
Holocaust often forget to distinguish

between remembering this event
and the-ways we learn to remember.
Tobe taught in ways that prevent us

from distinguishing between allies

and enemies, or identifying us with a
culture of death instead of a culture of
Htei or preserviiQj a constant sense of
isolation and dread, is an insult to the
murdered we can no longer afford to
keep silent about Judaism is a vibrant
force in society, and while we must
never forget the past, we must never
let it prevent us from living in the
praseat Barry Joseph

New York, April 17, 1996

Avoid User-Unfriendly Computerized Library

To the Editor:

Your April 15 Business Day article

on the computerization of San Fran-
cisco's public library indicates that
such a procedure can be done with-
out damage to the library’s normal
functions.

That is not the case with the New
York Public Library. The Mid-Man-
hattan Library and the branches
have adopted a computerized cata-
logue system that is confusing and
cumbersome. The user sometimes
has to go through three screens to
find where a book is shelved.
This contrasts with the system

long in use in the main library, which
gives the call number of a book after
only one screen.

In addition, the Mid-Manhattan Li-
brary has too few computer termi-
nals. There are always lines of peo-
ple waiting to use one, and terminals
are frequently out of order.
Thus, I learned with dismay that

someone at our library has made the
decision to throw away the book cat-
alogues that classify all the books in
the collection by titles, authors and

subjects. As I pointed out toa library

employee, this mpans no one- can
locate a book when tbe computer is

down, and makes tt impossible for

anyone unskilled at the ' library’s

computer system to find a book.

Moreover, everyone has to wait

several minutes or longer-to gain

access to a terminal while the book
catalogues were always accessible.

“Well, there are some disadvantages

to ft, I guess,” was the employee’s
reply.

Why is thelibrary spending much
of its limited resources dna project

that makes it more difficult to use
the library? Thomas Hoobler

- * New York, April. 1£* 1996

Bob Grant’s Listeners
Got a Different View
To the Editor:
To the pleasure of some, the ra

talk show host Bob Gram was «

missed (news article, April ]Many others like me feel that we Ian individual who offered a differ
perspective on today's topics.
Wherhm you agreed with him

not, he offered a viewpoint thatvlftnm huril I— .1 .. .
1

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er’s name
, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to leiters@nytimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times. 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 10036-3959.

ffl
TheNewYorkTimes

Company
229Wost4SdSt,N.Y 10056-3969

'• -•

ABTHOROCHSgULZBKRflgR. Chairman
ChiefExecutive Officer

"

LANCSK FRTKia. President . ,

ChiefOperating Officer .

DAVIDL G09EAM. Senior Vice President
Deputy ChiefOperating Officer

EtfANET BAKER, Senior VicePreeideni
ChiefFinancial Officer

HQBABWZE OARBOW;SvdorVicePneident
-LEONARD e FORMAN, SeniorVicePnaidem

iATBAJ-Cas^^eeretaiy
MCHAEDG, 1HOMAS, Treasurer

on WABC-AM, so that listeners
the full political spectrum
Manymaynmfaiye always apr

with what Mr. Grant had to savhe did not yield to political corn
^ess- ' M Varj

Hoboken, April 18,^

Securityat Pordham
To tire Editor:

While the attack on a

block from
a security

v&stty. what el
wffim tv

Hs tocatum?

New
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Foreign Affairs
' THOMAS L.FRTEDMAJN

Washington
The best way to understand -what

-ihe.fighting between Israel and the
prorlranian guerrillas in south Leba-
non Is ah about is to think of it like
t&s:

1

Israel is about to have an elec-
tion (May 29) and the whole Middle
East is trying to take pan in the
campaign.
Those who cannot vote directly In

the Israeli election are trying to in-
fluence the outcome by tugging the
Israeli public in one direction or an-
other, using either violence, rhetoric
.or diplomacy. Yes, Israel is having
an election and everyone wants to
come — Hamas, Hezbollah, Iran, you
name it

Middle East expen Stephen P. Co-
hen notes that “for decades the basic
Arab perception of Israel was that it

didn't matter who ruled, because, the
Arabs argued, both major parties in

Israel had the same basic attitude
toward the P.L;0. apd the occupied
territories. Only their styles and lan-
guage were different But that is no
longer the case. The Arabs and Iran
understand very clearly that Israel is

now standing before a major choice,
There are real differences between
Labor and Likud, and the Arabs and
Iran want to shape that choice.”

those Arab states that, up to now,
have been rather quiet about Israelis

massive retaliation against Hezbol-
lah. want to see Shimon Peres re-

elected, because they know he will

keep the peace process alive. Iran and
the radical Arab and Palestinian

forces want to see Likud Party leader
Bibi Netanyahu elected because they
believe he will kill the peace process

and keep the radical dreams of the.

Muslim extremists alive. The militant

fundamentalists have not been able to

cajole, pressure or persuade a single

Arab Government to break existing

relations with Israel, so now they’re

trying to get the Israeli public to do it

for them.

Whether Iran, Hamas, Hebzollah&
Company will be successful in totally

-

disillusioning the Israeli people about

peace dependson Syria. It depends on
whether Syria will give the militants

room for troublemaking from Leba-

non, or whether Syria instead will

make them irrelevant, by standing up
and showing .

that Syria's .commit-
ment to pea<*-,.is more, than?just; a -

whisper inWairen Christppherisear.

The U.S. can’t

sweet-talk Syria

into peace.

Liberties

MAUREEN DOWD

Kafka on Madison

AnGrzej Dudanski

It’s Not a Wage Gap
But an Age Gap

to now the Syrians have opted'

oublemaking, and lots of it~ so

so that it’s now safe to say that

linton Administration has com-

y misread Syria. Syrian Presih

Hafez al-Assad has played the

jeans (and Israelis) for fools.

* Clinton Administration’s Syria

r has been based cm two assump-

Tbe first was that President

l had made a strategic decision

ike peace with Israel, and all

remained was to work out the

t The second was that even if

Vssad was slow in concluding

i, it was worth it for President

hi to go*to Damascus and pay

to him
,
and it was worth it for

tary Christopher to visit Da-

ns 17 times, because that would

President Assad “sweet’ * and

3 that he wouldn’t undercut the
'

process through his proxies in

'est Bank, Gaza and Lebanon,

ong. Mr. Assad not only balked

king progress with Israel, but he

ed an Islamic Jihad spokesman

tmascus to publicly take credit

suicide bombing in Jerusalem

nonih and he allowed Hezbollah

h cannot operate without the

approval of Syria's 35,000 troops

barton) to steadily increase its

i a rracks on northern Israel un-

ael retaliated massively
_

» only hopes that on Mr. Omsto-

s isth visit to Damascus he fi-

explains to Mr. Assad that if

is nor going to be part of me

on then the U.S. will treat Syria

rt of the problem, no better than

Mr. Assad only wants to take

visibility for peace one** * 1has

his Golan Heights back on tos

traditions. Until then, he tells the

leans, he is not going to pay^
in terms of his relajons wtth

or Hezbollah, by cractong^
s
°"

2

isn't true, what has never^
is the naive American notion

Mh-. Assad will do it we offer

utough pleasure, if we offer him

jh “inclusion" in the peace p

This is not aboutPleasur^Mi-

1 does hoc deal in carrots. He

i in sticks. This is

5 been shocking*

sssr-Ss
SMW-" “

By W. Michael Cox

Dallas
appears bent on

raising the minimum
•wage in an attempt to

accomplish by legisla-

tive flat what many
claim the economy can

no longer do on its own: give low-

income workers a bigger piece of the

pie. What legislators perhaps don’t

understand is .that if poorAmericans
can gain entry Into, the work force,

even at low wages, they usually

move up the economic ladder.

The 20 House Republicans who
have joined Democrats in calling for

raising the minimum wage are ap-

parentlyswayedby endlessly repeat-

ed popular myths: The rich are get-

ting richer and the poor are getting

poorer; the middle class is going

nowhere;
-itoday’s twentysomething

job-seekers are destmed to-be the

first Americans in history not to live

as well as their parents.

Census Bureaudata seem to verify

this pessimism. In 1994, the latest

year available, the bottom fifth of

households earned just 3.6 percent of

the nation’s income and saw their

share of the wealth fall from 42
percent in 1975 to 3.6 percent The cop

fifth, meanwhile, received almost

half of the nation's income, up from

43.7 percent in 1975. After adjusting

for inflation, the income of house-

holds in the lowest fifth rose only $87

from 1975 to 1994. The top tier, mean-

Why the

hourly minimum
could

hurt the

working poor.

while, gained $25,934.

Yet the doomsayers ignore an im-

portant economic fact: Inequality is

not immobility. The Census Bureau’s

static snapshots of Income distribu-

tion don’t gauge Americans’ ability

to move up the economic ladder. The
actual people In each percentile

change from one year to another.

To gauge opportunity in America,

it is essential to track individuals in

the labor force or those trying to join

it (people 16 and older who are work-

ing, unemployed, laid off, in school or

retired) and to follow them over a

period of years, capturing the ups

and downs in their income.

The University of Michigan’s Pan-

el Survey on Income Dynamics has

done exactly this, providing the tong-

est-running record of Americans’

earnings. In 1968, it began collecting

detailed information on 50,915 people

of all sges and income groups, and it

compiled data through 1991.

The study gives a startlingly opti-

mistic picture of economic mobility.

Take those who were in the bottom

fifth of all earners in 1975. Hie con-

ventional view would lead us to be-

lieve that these peoplewere probably

worse off in the 1990’s. But the Michi-

gan study found that only 5 percent

were still in the bottom fifth in 1991.

More remarkably 80 percent of

the bottom fifth In 1975 had made it

into the top 60 percent of earners —
middle class or better— over that 16-

year span- And 29 percent rose to the

top fifth. This evidence suggests that

holding low-income jobs Is largely a

transitory stage for people with little

work experience.

How mobile are Americans? Of

the Michigan group. less than l per-

W. Michael Cox is vice president of

the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas.

cent of those in the lowest fifth in

1975 remained in the bottom 20 per-

cent every single year until 1991.

Nearly a quarter of those in the

bottom tier in 1975 moved up the next

year and never returned. More than

. three-quarters of those in the lowest

fifth in 1975 spent at least one year
among the top 40 percent of income
earners by 1991.

The poor in the Michigan sample
also made dramatic gains in annual

income Those who started in the

bottom fifth in 1975 saw their aver-

age annual income increase by
$25,322 by 1991, adjusted for inflation.

Among 1975’s top 20 percent of earn-

ers, the increase was only $3,974.

B
ut not just the poorest

)
workers from the

1970’s did well. Among
, the second-poorest

|
fifth, more than 70 per-

cent had moved to a

higher bracket by 1991, with 26 per-

cent making 'it to the top 20 percent
From the middle fifth, almost half

managed to raise their incomes. And
a third of the people from the second-

highest group made it to the top

bracket
What about the rich of 1975? Some

fell to lower tiers, most likely be-

cause (hey retired or were laid off

from high-paying jobs. Even so.

nearly two-thirds of the group could

still be found in the top tier in 1991.

Less than 1 percent plummeted to

the bottom.

The Michigan study isn't the first

to took at individuals over time and

find strong evidence to contradict the

myth of a society sapped by declin-

ing opportunity. The Treasury De-

partment reached a similar conclu-

sion in a 1992 study. In analyzing tax

returns from 14,351 households, it

found that 86 percent of those in the

lowest fifth in 1979 moved to a higher

group by 1988. Two-thirds of these

people reached the middle 20 percent

or higher in just nine years, with

almost 15 percent making it to the

top fifth of income earners.

Not only do the statistics show that

our economic system is biased to-

ward success, but also they teach an

important lesson about staying mo-
bile in the economy of tomorrow. If

people get into the work force — at

any level — and stay there, they will

likely be rewarded. There Is a per-

manent underclass, but it consists

for the most part of people who drop

out of the work force entirely.

Getting people Into the work force

has taken on a new urgency in the

postindustrial economy. Lifetime

earning patterns have changed sub-

stantially. Traditionally, a worker’s

income rose rapidly in the early

years of working, peaked in middle

age. then fell as the worker eased

toward retirement But over the past

four decades, earnings have been

rising more sharply as workers age.

According to the Labor Depart-

ment, in 1951 workers reached their

peak earning years from the ages of

35 to 44. The average annual income

of individuals in this group was 1.6

times the income of those from 20 to

24 years old, and slightly greater

than that of workers between 45 and

54. By 1993, the peak earning years

shifted to ages 45 to 54, and these

workers earned almost 3.1 times

more than the those in the 20-24 age

group.

O
lder workers are doing

i better because the

\ economy has shifted

toward sendees and

f technology: brain

power can continue to

expand long after muscle power has

begun to falter. Thus as the country

retools itself for a more knowledge-

intensive era, workers are increas-

ingly rewarded for what they’ve

learned in the workplace. Earnings

for those with experience rise sharp-

ly, and the gap widens between youth

and middle age.

This in part explains the apparent

discrepancy between the Census Bu-
reau's figures and the Michigan

study. There is an income gap, but it

driven more today by the steepening

earnings of workers as they age.

It's not that the young are worse
off; it's thai older, more experienced

workers are doing much better.

Those who can stay in jobs almost

certainly will receive their reward.

Thus it is job experience, not govern-

ment, that makes work pay. The key
is to get a start and stay working.

So why is Congress talking about

raising the minimum wage when
economists of ail stripes agree that

even a 90-cent increase would reduce

employment by hundreds of thou-

sands of jobs over the long term?
This would expel from the working

class the very people whom the raise

would purportedly help: the inexpe-

rienced. It is the kind of help poor

Americans can't afford.

Washington
Someone must have been telling

lies about M.. for without having done

anything wrong she was defamed one

fine mowing. Who could these people

in biaefc suits be? Why wouldn't they

accept her proof of innocence?

“This is sheer nonsenseV M. told

the irresponsible gossips, whereupon

they advised her to change into some-

thing black.

What authority could they repre-

sent ? They had come from B.

Barneys has been so rattled by
Bergdorf-envy, bankruptcy and bad
press, its attitude has metamor-
phosed from hip to menacing, avani
to authoritarian.

You'd think the soigne emporium
would be busy’ with important things,

like that little matter of the $600

million it borrowed from the poor

Japanese and spent the way its own
customers would. But, no-o-o-o,

there’s still plenty of time for recre-

ational vengeance.

“Barneys plays hard ball," says

Jennet Conan t, who wrote a scalding

piece about the garment district Bor-

gias in the new Vanity Fair. “The
Pressmans have always expected
people to play along and be quiet

because they are so powerful. Bar-

neys is getting so spooky. I'm afraid

to shop there anymore, they're driv-

ing me back to Bergdorf’s."

My own hell began on April 11.

when I saw a New York Post Page
Six headline: “Dowd in dither over

discount denial." The gossip item
said r had gone into Barneys and
cruised the Prada counter "where
accessories often go for $700 and
more.” I had “set my sights on a

handbag from the spring collection,"

but when it came time “to fork over

the cash,” 1 “balked,'' demanding a

discount. “The clerk politely re-

fused," and so I "blew up."

Mistaken identity? No, it looked as

if somebody was framing me. I

called Mr. Page Six. Richard John-

son. who once modeled for Barneys.

He referred me to his colleague who
wrote the item, Jeane Macintosh.

I told Ms. Macintosh the story was
illogical. A Barneys clerk, intimidat-

ed? Bargain hunting in Barneys?
Anyway, the vixen in the trenchcoat

could not have been me. 1 don't own a
trenchcoaL I wouldn't be caught

dead in Prada. And l had not been in

New York in weeks.

Ms. Macintosh, who alleged this

happened on April 2, was unmoved
She stuck with the unnamed witness-

es she described as a fashion report-

er and three Barneys employees.

Women's Wear Daily reported

that Page Six put a private detective

on me. My spy at Page Six said the

detective failed to dig up a shuttle or

Metroliner ticket. The shamus re-

ported back that I didn't have a Visa

card. I have two.

“Maybe we should put you in a
lineup." Mr. Johnson said. “Are you

going to say that you're being perse-

cuted by a sleazy tabloidjournal with

no regard for truth, gross negligence

and sloppy reporting?" (Nah.)

Barneys was also scaring me. Af-

ter my January column tweaking the

store for its snooty ways, someone
went into the Barneys computer and
leaked the record of my purchases to

Page Six. This time around, I asked
Barneys if I could face my accusers,

bur the store would not satisfy
1 my

craving for justice.

A respected editor in New York
told me the same campy tantrum
story had been peddled to him by a

Barneys flack. The flack, of course,

denies it.

BeforeTd written a word. Barneys
sent a letter to The Times denying

responsibility for the item in The
Post and asserting that The Post had
confirmed its story.

Mr. Johnson called this claim of

confirmation “probably unfortunate

How I became
a fashion victim.

phrasing." What never happened
cannot, of course, be confirmed

I decided to investigate my own
whereabouts on April 2. I came up
with good news and bad news. The
good news was that l had an alibi. The
bad news was that my alibi was Strom
Thurmond.
“My records show that you were

here and you do have pretty red hair,"

the 93-year-old Senator said.

I asked Michael Kelly of The New
Yorker if he recalled our lunch at The
Irish Times. His statement: “Oh,

yeah, after lunch we went to the Price

Chib, where Maureen demanded a 75

percent reduction on a set of radial

tires. Pirelli, ! believe."

The Times researcher Barclay

Walsh says I tormented her all after-

noon for help on a column on Bob
Dole's thighs.

Just one of the million stories in the

naked city.
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T
[HE Cadillac of minivans,”

John Travolta calls the

Oldsmobile Silhouette he
drives in the film “Get
Shorty.” As smooth talking

as a car salesman, by the end of the

movie he has convinced a big Holly-

wood star, played by Danny DeVito,

that a vehicle lambasted by Consum-
er Reports for its technical medioc-

rity and derided in car magazines
for “Dustbuster styling” has its own
virtues. The punch line: The Holly-

wood star ends up buying one.

Just as that star was sold on the

Silhouette, Hollywood is increasingly

being sold on cars’ usefulness in

telegraphing something about a

movie’s characters. Audiences im-
mediately get the shorthand nation

that Mustangs mean macho inde-

pendence and that Volvos signify re-

spectability because those are the

images that automobile advertising

gives to those cars.

“The car companies spend a lot of

money defining their markets and
demographics,” says Norm Mar-
shall, who runs a product placement
firm that represents BMW. Volvo

and other car makers. "The film

makers basically take advantage of

that positioning to establish their

characters.”

Particularly with today’s fast-

paced films, which leave less time

for establishing characters' person-

alities and motivations, cars offer a

quick way to provide a wardrobe of

types, a palette of social standings

and personal obsessions. Such are

the subtle gradations of meaning
cars take on these days that, like

actors, they can become characters

in themselves. Movie viewers laugh

at the incongruousness of a Holly-

wood star driving a pedestrian vehi-

cle like an Olds mobile mini-van. And
they feel superior to the two hoods in

“Fargo" (Peter Stormare and Steve
Buscemi) who agree to kidnap a
man’s wife in exchange for some
cash and a forlorn-looking Oldsmo-
bile Cutlass Ciera.

Oldsmobile surely wasn't thrilled

with the use of its mini-van in "Get
Shorty.” A model already on its last

legs when the film came out, tne

Silhouette will soon be replaced by a
new version. Indeed it was exactly

because the mini-van — in the film,

the only car available at a rental

agency — wore such ar. air of hap-

lessness that audiences found it fun-

ny when Mr. Travolta’s character,

Chili Palmer, glibly compared it to a

Cadillac

On the other hand, when Sally

Field arrives in a square Volvo wag-
on for the wild children’s birthday

party Robin Williams is giving in

“Mrs. Doubtfire,” advertising and
viewer experience have already cre-

ated an image. The vehicle immedi-
ately casts Ms. Field's character as
professional, conservative and safe-

ty conscious, if not downright up-

tight.

Likewise, in “Basic Instinct,” Mi-

chael Douglas, in his detectlve’s-sal*

ary Mustang, struggles to keep up in

a car chase with the expensive and

powerful Lotus, a femme fatale of a

car, driven by— who else? — Sharon

Stone.

The Chevrolet El Camino — half

car, half pickup — that Harry Dean

Stanton drives from California to

Texas in the 1983 Wim Wenders film

“Paris, Texas" is close to the perfect

objective correlative of the existen-

tial ccuntry-and-westem character

he plays in the movie, in fact, the

appearance of a big, older American

car is a sure signal that we are about

to see a road film. Make it a convert-

ible — the Ford Thunderbird In

“Thelma and Louise” or the purple

Cadillac in "True Romance” — and

When a Mustang
zooms into a

film, there’s no

doubt the driver

is macho.

the car says: we're open to any-

thing; bring on the adventure.

When a character changes cars in

a film Gust as when a character

changes his wardrobe), that signals

Character Development. Take a look

at “Father of the Bride Part 11.” In

it, Steve Martin's character is shown
in an exotic sports car when he is

trying to feel and look younger; after

he discovers that he and his wife are

about to become parents again in

middle age, he is shown driving a
more domesticated Jeep sport utility

vehicle.

Although cars most often play sup-

porting roles, their appearance can
underscore the film's main theme.
In the Coen brothers' ‘‘Fargo,” a
series of murders centers on an
Oldsmobile dealership — the epicen-
ter of square America — and the
burnt umber Ciera the killers drive

appears as wan as the lives and
landscape depicted. The villain of

the film (played by William H.

Macy) is a car salesman who bullies

customers into paying extra for the

“true coat” rustproofing they don’t

really need; his deceptions in the

end prove just as ineffectual a sur-

face irealmem.
In “Flirting With Disaster." David

Russell's new farce of mistaken
identities, the important vehicles are

identical white Tauruses (both rent-

al sj that are confused at a crucial

plot point. ("Does anyone really own
a white Taurus?” one character
asks.)

The Taurus, the best selling car in

America for several years running,

is so ubiquitous that Hollywood can
ring comparatively subtle changes

on its symbolism. When Harrison
Ford is called to the White House in

“Clear and Present Danger,” he ar-

rives in his Taurus station wagon,
reminding us that he’s just an ordi-

nary suburban guy who happens to

work for the C.LA. (In the same film

the Columbian drug lords drive

Range Rovers.)

Not all cars that appear on films

are canny choices meant to portray

character — or become sight gags.

Some cars, like BMW’s Z3 roadster

in the recent James Bond film

“Goldeneye,” are treated as if they

were the stars of the films. (As a

result, the Z3 roadster is now back-
ordered.) This despite the fact that

the car appears in the movie for only

a few seconds.

Those few moments on screen can

act like mini car commercials. Auto-

mobile manufacturers have been

benefiting from their film roles since

the Keystone Kops drove Model T’s

back In silent film days. The Bruce
Springsteen song “Cadillac Ranch”
contains a hall of fame of car images
from films: James Dean's 1949 Mer-
cury (which he drove in the 1955 film

“Rebel Without a Cause"), Burt
Reynolds's Trans Am from “Smok-
ey and the Bandit" (1977).

The appearance of the Alfa-Ro-

meo in the 1967 movie "The Gradu-
ate,” many an auto buff will tell you,

kept that car going in the American
market for more than a quarter of a
century, until the Italian firm bailed

out of the United 5tales last year
after steadily declining sales.

Even though some cars appear on
screen because they say something
special about a character, or, in fact,

become a character, other cars turn

up because of deal making— just as

sure as E.T. followed a trail of

Reese's Pieces instead of M&M's.
The most publicized appearances of

vehicles in film these days are a
result of product placements that

involve joint promotional efforts by
car companies and film companies.
Once the film makers decide that

they need, say, a sports car, they

can play off the agent for Ferrari
against the agent for Lamborghini.
In essence, they are casting the part
while looking for the best business
partner. These deals, when they
work properly, sell both films and
cars.

Increasingly, the studios are look-

ing at parallel promotion from car
companies— like that from fast food

chains — to help swell ticket sales.

Mr. Marshall claims that advertis-

ing. promotion and associated pub-
licity from the BMW tie-in he ar-

ranged for “Goldeneye" added mil-

lions to the film’s earnings.

Tne first such big-car tie-in was
probably “Days of Thunder.” the

Tom Cruise stock-car racing film

from 1990 that Chevrolet used to

promote its Lumina modeL Despite

the film's mediocre reviews and fail-

ure to draw much of an audience,

"Days of Thunder” still Helped

Pearls Meet Pratfalls
By JAMIE DIAMOND

LOS ANGELES

S
1E has the fresh-faced look

of a 1950's Radcliffe grad:

good bone structure, great

shoulders, a natural ath-

lete. Someone a fellow

could go skiing with who wouldn’t

complain about the cold. Both gor-

geous and game. Tea Leoni is the

kind of girl a Philip Roth character

would go crazy for.

In the new film "Flirting With

Disaster.” a road comedy that turns

up deranged families in all the

wrong places, Ms. Leoni appears

with Ben Stiller, Mary Tyler Moore,

Lily Tomlin, Alan Alda and Patricia

Arquette. Reviewing the film in The
New York Times, Janet Maslin said

that Ms. Leoni "shows off a sleek

resemblance to Annette Bening and
fine comic style.”

In the film, Ms. Leoni, 30, plays

Tina Kalb, the earnest and wildly

inept former dancer and adoption

counselor who accompanies Mel Co-

plin (Mr. Stiller) on his quest to find

his real parents. Needless to say, the

neurotic and married Mel goes cra-

zy over her.

Ms. Leoni's comedic style harks

back to the screwball comedies of

the 30’s and 40’s, when there were

glamour pusses aplenty to take mov-
ie pratfalls. Sure, Roseanne or

Whoopi Goldberg may do great falls,

but Ms. Leoni falls differently. And
not just because she wears high

heels.

The only daughter of a corporate

lawyer father and a nutritionist

mother, Ms. Leoni grew up in Engle-

wood, N.J., and New York and at-

tended the Brearley School in New
York and the Putney School in Ver-

mont She plays golf and wears

pearls.

"I have learned In my life that the

world is very shocking, and I find it

funny to watch a character who is

shocked by everything she comes

into contact with,” she says.
!Tve

always appreciated what it feels like

to tiy to hold your head up and

maintain your grace when you are

faced with something completely not

whaL you had in mind.”

She could be speaking about her

career.

Burry WMCtier/MIrama*

7Va Leoni —She never took an acting class.

After dropping out of Sarah Law-
rence to live on Sl Croix, in the

Caribbean, and then spending time

on Cape Cod wind sailing and play-

ing tennis, she auditioned for and
won a leading role in a new. 19SS

series based on ‘ Charlie’s Angels"

that was never broadcast. The audi-

tion was done on a dare; she was so

inexperienced she read aloud the

stage direction (“beat") — and

managed to hold up her head when
everybody laughed.

"I’ve always admired actresses

who had a certain graceful poise,

like Lucy,” Ms. Leoni says. "She had

a dignified body language that could

tell you what her mouth 2nd hair

were screaming.”

Though she never took an acting

class, she won small roles in movies

like “Wyatt Earp” (1994) and “Bad

Boys" (1995). She was also cast in

two sitcoms, "Flying Blind" (which

ran for one season) and this year's

“Naked Truth” (now on hiatus at

ABC) in which she stars as a former

society wife who must support her-

self by working as a Labloid photog-

rapher. Ms. Leoni is happiest in

those fish-out-of-water situations in

which her character is hoisted by

her own high-mindedness.

“I grew up m an extremely aca-

demic and intellectual atmosphere.”

she says. “So the idea that the power
of your intellect could, should and
would control the outcome of a situa-

tion is a familiar one. That does
imply a bit of arrogance. But nothing
is more fun than laughing at an
arrogant human being having the
rug pulled out from under them."
While the women with plump lips

or no underwear know they are sexu-
al, and they know you know they are
sexual, Ms. Leoni, who is divorced,

appears unaware of her beauty. She
has a drop-dead deadpan manner.
Chris Thompson, who is the pro-
ducer of “The Naked Truth" and
aiso lives with Ms. Leoni, has likened
her to a “dirty Disney character."

Ms. Leoni says: “I have always
been able to keep a straight face and
know I am provoking laughter in the
room. But I wasn't the funny one In

the family. I wasn't the class clown.
To say. here's the new comedic tal-

ent still seems very foreign to me."
And yet, as Ms. Moore notes,

“She’s got spunk. That was die line

that Ed Asner said of me in the first

episode of ‘The Mary Tyler Moore
Show.' He said: ‘You know what,

kid? You’ve got spunk.’ And I looked

smug and pleased with myself. And
then he said, 'I hate spunk.’

”

Luckily for Ms. Leoni, the rest of

the world doesn't seem to agree.

Chevrolet sell cars. (It didn’t hurt

that Tom Cruise and the car ap-
peared together in the posters.)

In fact, Mr. Cruise had already
helped promote Porsches in an earli-

er film, the 1983 movie “Risky Busir
ness,” although few people reading
the script for that film would have
been enthusiastic about having their
luxury vehicle appear in a movie
about a college kid who becomes a
pimp in his suburban house while his
parents are away on vacation. Today
a number of auto executives speak of
the appearance of the Porsche in

that film as close to ideal movie
exposure. How so

7

Mr. Cruise’s character, after a se-
ries of comic misadventures, .ends
up submerging his father's Porsche
— which doesn't sound good. But in

the ensuing scenes, not only does the
film include, verbatim, the ad line

“There is no substitute for a
Porsche," but a scene in the dealer- -

ship shows the customer receiving
careful and polite attention, a rare
positive treatment in filth of car
salesmen.

Appearing in the right film, Mr.
Marshall says, can have more im-
pact “than being on 10 Motor Trend
covers." -

But note those words the "right

Micbad Tactat'G ramercy Ptcrorcs

rum ” -ai weiss. the executive in

charge. of publicity and marketing

for Mercedes-Benz North America,

who supervises placements in film,

is not always pleased with the way
his vehicles are depicted.

- “We are looking for nice upscale

placement^’ Mr. Weiss says, “nice-

guy car appeal — i-e., we wouldn’t

always like it to. be the Mafia staff

car." One Of Ids xars is incinerated

by an: angry wife, played by Angela
Bassett,hi “Waiting to Exhale” ; Mr.
Weiss, for doe, is more pleased with
the romantic ambiance tent to sev-

eral Mercedes models in the recent

remake of “Sabrina.” •

By Matt Gaffney / Edited by Will Shortz

across
I Clog (up)

4 Venue for
political

coverage

9 Sharp
14 Range
19 It has

ahead
and hops

20 Kind ofcuisine

21 Like some caps

22 Shiraznative

23 TV show on delayed
broadcast?

26 Lloyd George
contemporary

27 Beef cuts

28 Absolute Truth
29 Worn
30 One of the Pointer

Sisters

31 Kind of deck
32 Surrender specifics

34 Kissers' interference

35 Somewhat
36 Part of a pound
39 Actress Merkel
40 Like a good cake
41 Run through

43 “Sesame Street”
setting

44 Bills coach Levy
45 State name preceder

48 Dolt

49 “The Waltons"
character

51 si6cle

52 One in a wool coat

53 "Billy

Bathgate”
author

54 One of three Indy
winners

55 “Whatdidlteil
you?"

56 Out of control

58 First name in

autocrats

59 Parent

60 German-Polish
border river

61 Steady high

63 It's south of Eur.

65 Girls’ shoes

67 Work
68 Vienna transport

70 India's first prime
minister

72 Does field work
73 Folks'

74 “Who’s there?”

reply, informally

75 50’s TV actress

77 Expiration

78 Raiders leader

79 Feudal state

80 Had been

83 Van Owen player on
‘LA Law”

84 Look over

85 NewYork City

highway, with “the*

86 Melodramatic
parting

88 Chance
90 Word with water or

wall

91 Slangy greeting

92 Tennis’s Nastase

93 Does “Jingle Beils"

95 It precedes
"Remember” and
“Forget" in song
titles

97 Wasted time
98 Mohawk Valley city

99 City sacked by
Tamerlane, 1395

101 Scurrier

103 Untrained
104 Assassination victim

of 1981

105 Rain date for a big
sports event?

109 Academy founder

110 Draw— in the
sand

HI Aloft

M2 Aztecan
(language group)

113 Less straight-

forward

114 Kind of knife

115 Shocks
116 ImL writers’ org.

DOWN
1 Anesthetic

2 Loudlylaments

11 Dido of Carthage.
.

12 Speak deliriously

13 Raised -
. .

'*

. 14 It joins the Colorado
nearYuma

15 Stadiums -

16 1985 pop hit

released behind'
schedule?

17 Link

18 Brown and Turner

"

24 Semiconductor -

device

25 Clod buster

31 Mitchell place
33 Mick Jaguar's late

34 Treaty subjects

36 Gator cousin

37 Second dayof Lent?
38 Columbus’s home
40 Tardy employee?
42 "What—-IT

'

43 English portwest'of
Bournemouth

44 It gets-the shaft

46 Publishers
.

Clearinghouse
contests.

61 Nudged
• 62 Goes after

64 "If see you . .

."

66. Week of- tomorrows,
herein

69 "Agreedf" •

71 One-named
children's singer

74 Porcelain, e.g.

76 Celebrated Freud
case

80 Formed, as tears

81 Drive away
82 Racing vehicle
85 Impassioned

'

87 Ream'
89 Pinpoint

90 “Quit bother
me!"

91 Phi Beta Kap
such

93 Architecture
decorations

94 Toanydegre
96 Picked-up ite

97 Best Actor of
89 P.D.Q.

100 Inkatha Free
Party suppor

102 Ridicule

103 Feds
106 King of Spain
107 Baton Rouge
108 Over there
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3 Places forDecember 47 Sibyls

lights

4 Stadium sound
5 “ who?*
6 Subjectofa Swift

•

essay

7 Working tirelessly

8 Undo
9 To the point

10 Newspaper
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sentence for taking bribes
In the Supreme Court, sitting

as a Court of Criminal Appeals
bef°rJ £utic«
Goldberg, Eliyahu Mazza and
Ya'acov Kednd, in the matter of
Tikva Kfir, appellant, versusthe
State of Israeli respondent
{Qr-A. 3854/95). ’

Tikva Kfirj an employee in
the Beersheba traffic
licensing - office, was

authorized
. to „ issue driving

licenses to qualified applicants.
She .accepted the suggestion of
one Gila Videvsky, an official in
an Arad driving school, to issue
licenses to unqualified persons
in return for payment Over
some seven months she issued
fake licenses to 12 persons.
Some had -failed .their - driving
test a few times and some had
not even applied for a license m
the ordinary way.
There were also others the

issue of whose licenses was sus-
pended for non-payment of
fines. In each case Yidevsky
received NIS 3,000-NIS 4,000,
keeping some, and handing
some to Kfir. Videvsky was
charged in the Beersheba
District Court with bribing Kfir.

Following a plea bargain with
the prosecution she admitted her
guilt, was convicted, and sen-
tenced, at the prosecutor's
request, to three months' impris-
onment commuted to communi-
ty service. Kfir was charged
with accepting bribes, and fraud
and breach of trust, under sec-
tions 290 and 284 of tire Penal
Law of 1977.
The prosecutor informed the

court at the outset that the plea
bargain with Yidevsky was
based on the assumption that she
would be able to assist the pros-
ecution in tracing corruption on
the part of other employees in

the licensing office. That
assumption, he said, proved to

be mistaken, and he also con-
ceded that Videvsky had
approached Kfir and tempted
her to accept the bribes. He sub-

mitted, nevertheless, that Kfir’s

crimes were extremely serious

and demanded a prison sen-

tence. although Videvsky’s light

launch a state
LAW REVIEW

ASHER FEUX LANDAU

sentence should be taken into
account when punishing Kfir.
- Kfir was convicted. . In regard
to sentence; the District Court
held that Videvsky was the

“main culprit,'’ and also referred

to the rule .that offenders
involved in . the same crime
shouldgenerally be treated in the
same way. On the other hand, not
only was Kfir a public servant
who had accepted bribes, but she
had endangered the community
by issuing driving licenses to
persons unqualified to. receive
them. It therefore sentenced her
to nine months' actual imprison-
ment, 18 months’ conditional
imprisonment, and a fine of NIS
5,000. She then appealed to the
Supreme Court against the sen-
tence.

JUSTICE MAZZA delivered the
first judgment of the court.
Kfir’s counsel, be said, had
emphasized’ the rule of the uni-

formity of punishments for
offenders involved in the same
crime. He bad also stressed that

it was Videvsky who bad laid

temptation in Kfir’s path. He bad
also retied on Kfir’s personal
and family circumstances, that

she had lost all her rights in the

public service, and that the seri-

ous depression that had overtak-
en her could become permanent
if she were imprisoned.
He held, nevertheless, that

although Videvsky was tbe

prime mover in what happened,
Kfir’s crime was the more seri-

ous: Citing precedents, he ruled

that in cases of corruption

among public servants the

defendant's personal circum-
stances bad to yield, and sen-

tences of actual imprisonment
were necessary to deter others

from similar conduct. He was
sure the light sentence imposed
on Videvsky was • taken into

account by the District Court.

The sentence of actual imprison-

ment imposed on Kfir struck a
correct balance, iu his view,

between the gravity of her con-

duct and her personal considera-

oons.

For the above reasons Justice

Mazza proposed that the appeal

be dismissed- At the same time

be drew the prison authorities’

attention to Kfir’s personal

plight, which should be taken

into account in regard to the

conditions of her imprisonment.

Her mental state should also be

kept under review to enable her

to receive the necessary help

during that period.

Justice Kedmi concurred.

JUSTICE GOLDBERG dissent-

ed. In his opinion the principle

of the uniformity of punish-

ments had no place in die pre-

sent context. Videvsky was con-
victed of giving bribes while
Kfir was convicted of accepting
them. There was a wide differ-

ence between the two. and the

damage to the community.
Citing precedents, he agreed

with the rule that the correct

penalty for a public servant who
accepted bribes was actual

imprisonment. However, as in

all cases of passing sentence,

there were exceptions to the

rule, and this case was an excep-
tion. Where actual imprison-
ment would bring the defendant
to breaking point, his interests

should be preferred. Even
where sentences of actual
imprisonment were called for,

the principle of “thou shalt live

by them” should be applied.

The probation officer’s report

made it clear there was a real

danger that Kfir would be
unable to withstand imprison-
ment. Punishment was not
intended to break an offender.

He proposed, therefore, that the

appeal be allowed, and the sen-
tence altered to one of six

months imprisonment commut-
ed to community service.

In the result, and by majority

decision, the appeal was dis-

missed.

Suzy Sbalev appeared for Kfir,

Arye Peter, assistant state attor-

ney, appeared for the state; and
Hanna Etkis appeared for tbe

Probation Service. The judg-
ment was given on March 14.

1996.

The North American
role in Aliya Bet is

recalled by
Murray Greenfield

THE War of Independence started long

before May 15, 1948. It really started with

the efforts to bring Jews to Eretz Yisrael

after the Holocaust.

Though there had been many calls for unlimit-

ed Jewish immigration to the British mandate in

Palestine before the Holocaust, the British never

allowed these calls to come to fruition.

Then, at the conclusion of World War n, Aliya

Bet began with its efforts to bring Holocaust sur-

vivors to Palestine in every way possible.

North American Jews played a special part in

this. Seven ofthem even gave their lives: one was
murdered by the British on the ship Exodus 1947
and six others died in the War of Independence.
Many of the aspects ofAliya Bet have become

legendary. However, the key role played by
North American Jews - who purchased and
sailed ships used in Aliya Bet - is less known.
From August 1945 until January 1, 1948, some

69,560 Holocaust survivors were smuggled
through Europe in the underground Bertha oper-

ationaod then put on ships manned by some 240
North American Jewish volunteer sailors.

This immigration embarrassed the British to

such an extent that they mined to the UN for

guidance and the UN responded by taking the

mandate away from them.

On February 5. 1946. a newly formed compa-
ny wrote the first check to buy ships with money
the Jewish Agency had raised in the US. Dewey
Stone, a very active Zionist and a successful tex-

tile manufacturer, signed the Si 10.000 check.

The idea of forming a company to legally pur-

chase each ship was the result of a discussion by
the Hagana personnel operating in the US -
Yaakov Don and Danni Schind - and their

American partners - Captain William Ash, who
helped recruit other Jewish sailors, and Morris

Ginsberg, of the American Foreign Shipping

Lines.

The Hagana had wanted to set up a clandestine

operation as it had done in Europe and Palestine,

but the Americans claimed it was possible for the

Hagana bo operate legally in the US.
On January 31 . 1946. Eliezer Kaplan, who later

became Israel's first Finance Minister, estab-

lished an investment fund for Stone to adminis-

ter. Although Stone was not responsible for the

fund’s losses, be guaranteed Kaplan that he
would do his best and would submit regular

reports.

Some American volunteers who worked on behalf of immigration to Palestine are seen
in Cyprus in front of the British Guard Station. The article’s author is at Gar right.

By February 4. the money was in the bank and
only Stone's signature was needed to release it to

the Caribbean Atlantic Shipping Company.
Some 1 5 other checks, totaling $740,000, were

used to purchase a total of 10 ships under the

names of 10 different companies, such as FB
Trading and Western Trading. These ships ferried

to Israel almost halfof the immigrants who came
in Aliya Bet.

The ships ail had foreign registry, not

American, even though they had been purchased

in the US. This was necessary because none of

tbe ships could have passed the stringent

American inspection for seaworthiness.

Moreover, the crews were comprised of volun-

teers. many ofwhom didn't have a sailing license

or proper training.

The real success of the operation was that it

caused the British to turn to theUN for help. The
UN responded by endorsing the November 1947

partition plan, which paved the way for the cre-

ation ofa Jewish state.

The writer was a member ofthe Hatikva crew

and coauthoned The Jews’ Secret Fleet

Prevent woolens from
becoming a moth’s lunch

A visionary who brought Israel and the Diaspora together

EARTHLY CONCERNS

DVORA BEN SHAUL

GEOFFREY WIGODER

OW that Pessah i& over,

it is time to put away our
winter woolens.

This most generally involves

some measures to protect win-

ter clothing from moth damage
and the commonest way to do
this is by the use of chemical

sprays or naphthalene-based
moth balls.

Neither is pleasant to use and
some are toxic; moth-preven-

tive sprays contain CFCs that

arc believed to be the principal

cause of depletion of tbe ozone

layer around the earth that pro-

tects all life on earth from dam-
ages by blocking excess ultravi-

olet rays from the sun.

But there is an alternative to

the use of these materials that is

safe, pleasant to use and leaves

no smelly residue on clothing

and other woolens while pro-

tecting them from moth dam-

age.
. .

.

The system begins with

remembering that once things

are put away in a closed place

no new moths come to lay eggs.

What happens is that the eggs

of the moths are already there,

they hatch and the emergent

generation of larvae are what

eat holes in the matenaJ.

So the problem is not so

much one of protection against

future intruders but of eliminat-

ing the hatching of those that

are already there and one of the

simplest and safest ways to do

this is by freezing them.

This can be done m any home

freezer. Just clear a space in the

freezer, which does not have to

be too big, where you can

freeze packages.

Put the laundered, sun- or at

least fresh-air-dried woolen

garment or material into a plas-

tic bag, express the excess air

and seal the bag completely

with a good sealing mpe-

this packet into the freezer at its

normal temperature for deep-

freeze and leave it for 48 hours,

remove and store but do not

open it until autumn or winter

when you take these items out

of storage. The moth eggs will

be killed by the freezing

^femeans that you need not

have a very large space m yom
freezer, only large enough to

accommodate the largest g

tnent or blanket you want to

treat. Freeze a few items every

48 hours until you've empueo

your closets of woolens fln

have gotten everything ready

This system is also

safe for books, even leather-or

silk-bound volumes. Just put

them in a bag and i|jfhs
to get rid of book worm, moths

or book lice. You can then

them out of their bag and return

them to a shelf that has been
thoroughly cleaned and vacu-
nmed.

. Many libraries, including the

US Library of Congress and the

Oxford University Library, are

tiring freezing as an alternative

to chemical fumigation which is

hazardous to the health of the

library workers and to users.

Use the freezer to protect

other items from pests, without

using hazardous chemicals.

Cold is being used to treat small

wooden art objects purchased in

the tropics which otherwise
would turn to sawdust once you
get them home because the

worms or termites are already at

work. You can also freeze

sealed bags of flour, grains,

legumes and other dry goods to

keep them free of meal worms
for long periods.

PiROF. Moshe Davis, who
fdied this month in

Jerusalem, was a dynamic
academic, constantly brimming
with original ideas. He made a

wealth of contributions to Jewish

life both in Israel and in the

Diaspora.

Ban in 1916 in the Brownsville

section of Brooklyn, he first made
his name as a boy cantor. He was
ordained at the Conservative

Jewish Theological Seminary in

New York, of which he became
provost in 1950.

While there he was responsible

for a number of innovations that

stimulated American Jewish life.

One of these was the Ramah
camps, which pioneered the

Jewish summer camp network in

tbe US. Another was the seuti-

oary’s “Faith" TV series - the first

regular Jewish broadcasts on a

national network.
Moshe Davis was driven by a

deep love ofZion. As a student he
came to the Hebrew University

where, in 1937. he was the first

American to receive a doctorate.

He returned in 1956 to establish

the university's Institute of
Contemporary Jewry. His concept

of the need for such an institution

coincided with the thinking of

then-president Binyamin Mazar
and rector Natan Rotenstreich and
they invited Davis to Jerusalem,

where he made his home.
With an overall vision of his

goals and an unerring eye for

young talent, he built up an out-

standing faculty and the institute,

the first of its kind, became an

example for similar projects else-

where.
While he coined the academic

discipline of contemporary Jewry,

tbe institute was based on an

interdisciplinary approach - com-
bining history, demography, edu-

cation and sociology with special

departments for the Holocanst,

Zionism and regional studies. He
also introduced two departments

Prof. Moshe Davis: Ad Inno-

vator forAmerican Jewry and
a noted Zionist, ttoei Fishman i

that were firsts in the Jewish

world: oral history and a Jewish

film archive.

One of his favorite projects was
the establishment of America-
Holy Land studies, which has pro-

duced a whole library of books
concerning the relationship of tbe

US land later of other countries)

to the Holy Land. Davis, who was
appointed professor of American
history and institutions, was a

popular teacher beloved for his

sense of humor and cheerful opti-

mism.
In 1965 he founded the Study

Circle on World Jewry in the

Home of the President of Israel,

which met regularly during the

terms of office of presidents

Shazar. Katzir, Navon and
Herzog and led to a series ofchal-
lenging publications, edited by
Davis.

As a noted Zionist ideologist,

Davis was deeply involved in the

affairs of the World Zionist

Organization and founded its pro-

ject for academic seminars on
Zionist thought, with the partici-

pation of groups of Jewish intel-

lectuals in many countries.

Davis made yet another major

contribution when he founded and
headed the International Center

for the Academic Teaching of

Jewish Civilization. This has
stimulated and coordinated the

teaching ofJewish subjects in uni-

versities around the world, sug-

gesting curricula and producing

textbooks.

The center is in contact with

more than 1,000 institutions of
higher learning with courses on
Jewish civilization. Davis’s most
recent book was Teaching Jewish
Civilization which synthesized a

global Jewish view to higher edu-

cation.

He was responsible for hundreds
of publications, in which his con-

stant collaborator - as in every-

thing else - was his wife, Lotte.

Davis’s goal was an Israel-

Diaspora symbiosis based on sep-

arate but complementary Jewish

identities reaching out for each

other and based firmly in knowl-

edge, study and deep love of tbe

Jewish people.
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Jerusalem Municipality

Sing along with Yoni Rechter
Instrumentalists: Yoni Rechter, Eli Mohar. Avjtal Pasternak

Yoni Rechter's best known and loved songs
Sberover Hall at 10:00 p.ni.

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra IBA
Conductor: Yutaka Sado, Laureate of the Leonard Bernstein conducting competition 1995.

Soloists: Laura Afkin (Soprano) - Berlin State Opera
Davida Demiani, Baritone. Vienna Royal Opera

Program:
Orgad - Two Overtures for Brass, Famous Operatic Arias and Duets

Beethoven - Symphony No. 9

Henry Crown Hall at 9:30 a.m.

Special Folklore Performance for Tourists
The Jerusalem Hora Song and Dance Troupe, favorite Israeli songs.

Rebecca Crown Hall at 10:30 p.m.

Dance Party from 11:30 pan. (following the performances)
in the foyer of the Jerusalem Theater

Hashagririm Band will play dance music till dawn.

Jerusalem Independence Day Party

Tickets prices: US $28 / NIS 90 group purchases (minimum of 15): US $22 / NIS 70 .

Free admission to the dance party with ticket to one of the performances.

Tickets: Bimot, 8 Shamai St. Tel. (02) 240896
Kia’im, 12 Shamai Sl Tel.(02.) 256869
Jerusalem Theater box Office, 20 Marcus St. Tel. (02) 61001
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Business&Finance
Monday, April 22, 1996

Damages in

North at NIS 70m.
Bank of Israel raises BUSINESS BRIEFS

interest rates by 0.8%
JENNIFER FRIEDUN Commercial banks follow suit

SINCE Operation Grapes of
Wrath began on April 11, the

nonhem region has sustained

more than NIS 70 million in

direct and indirect damages,
according to Income Tax
Commissioner Doron Levy.
The hundreds of- Hizbullah

Katyusha rockets fired from
Lebanon have affected more than

1. 100 homes and public and agri-

cultural buildings in the North,

causing more than NIS 20m. in

direct damage.
The agriculture industry alone

has sustained NTS.3m. in damages
..Shops and hotels in the largely

abandoned northern cities -
including Nahariya and Kiryai

Shraona - have lost more than

NIS 50m. in revenue.

“The milk that spoils and the

food that a caterer prepared for an
event that was canceled as a result

o'f the attacks are all calculated in

die indirect cost of the operation,”

said Sarir Giladi, spokeswoman
for the Income Tax Commission.
Yoran Eventsur. spokesman for

the Kiryat Shmona Municipality,

could not confirm the figure, say-

ing only that the operation should

be carried out until quiet can be
restored to the city of 23.000 res-

idents.

In response to the fighting, the

Income Tax Commission has dou-

bled the ceiling for payments for

indirect damages, not including

workers’ wages, from NIS 2,000

to NIS 4,000.

The commission has also given

employers and independent work-
ers from the confrontation areas

an additional week to file their

income tax reports and payments,

moving the deadline back from
April 22 to April 30.

The deadline for yearly income
tax reports has been extended one
month to May 31 . and residents of
the confrontation areas will have
until May 15 for other claims and
payments - including damage
assessment reports and the pay-

ment of fines.

The Customs and VAT
Authority also announced it has

extended the deadline for pay-

ment of VAT taxes until April 30,

and is offering reductions and a

special payment program for

businesses in the confrontation

THE Bank of Israel yesterday

announced it is raising its key

lending rate by SO base points, to

14.8 percent, effective Thursday.
Two months after it last raised

its discount rate, from 13.7% to

14.0%. the central bank yesterday

cited new indications of inflation-

ary pressures as the reason for its

decision to further tighten its

monetary policy.

Over the first three months of
the year, the cost-of-living index

rose 2.8%, a pace which would
result in an annual inflation of

12%. well above the govern-
ment’s declared target of 8%-
10%.
An expanded money supply -

which last month rose by 3.8% -
accelerated demand both in the

private and the public sectors, and
a further increase in the current

account deficit left Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel little

choice but to raise the price of
credit again.

Speaking to Israel Radio,

Frenkel said that, despite the

recent hikes in the’ central hank's

rates, real interest rates - namely
the nominal price of credit minus

Jerusalem Post Staff

the level of inflation - has recent-

ly been on the decline.

As for the government’s infla-

tion goal. Frenkel said time is still

sufficient for it to be attained

through corrective measures over

the remainder of the year.

Meanwhile, Manufacturers'

Association President Dan
Propper reiterated his long-stand-

ing view that Frenkel’s policies

have failed, saying cheaper credit

would ultimately narrow the cur-

rent account deficit and reduce

overall inflation.

However, Tel Aviv University

economist Prof. Haim Ben-
Shahar supported Frenkel's move,
dismissing Propper's suggestion

that interest rates bear no impact

of inflation and asserting that the

deficit stems from over-consump-
tion rather than the credit policies.

Lower interest rates might have
expanded exports, but would also

have accelerated demand, said

Ben-Sbahar.

Ben-Shahar’s view carries spe-

cial weight, since he is considered

a confidant of Prime Minister

Shimon Peres.

The Bank of Israel itself

declined to address Propper’s spe-

cific arguments, saying only that

debating with him would be

futile, since “he always calls for

rate reductions regardless of eco-

Dispute resolved between B«e^MakeW
A long dispute between Bezeq and the1

management
been resolved afterthe telecomranmcanore <?£**”* . for
agreed to transferNIS 190 *Mont°** todm

,

984.

Commnracations Ministry workers who
zeq

^ ^ard
. The agreement,, which must soil he

wayofthe intema-
of directors, eliminates another burner ro the way

dUJ£rlor_gen_
tional stock issues planned by the company,

notentiaJ
eral Yitzhak Kaul raid. The agreement mates**ĵ *&*

£

investors that the financial commitment will not be a
Siegel

books or affect its profitability.
*

nonuc circumstances.
The Histadrut said interest rates

should only be raised within the

framework of a comprehensive
package of economic
measures-Gcif/ Lipids Bede adds:
The five major banks announced
yesterday they will raise their

prime lending rates 0.8 percent-

age points on Friday in response
to the Bank of Israel’s rate hike.

All the banks said they would
raise their prime lending rates

from 15.5% to 16.3%. The banks
said the other interest items would
remain unchanged.

In response to tie central bank’s
rise in interest rates, Propper
called for Frenkel to admit die
failure of his monetary policy.

“The Bank of Israel’s policy has
not succeeded in reducing infla-

tion, but as a result, it has led to a
widening of the balance of pay-
ments gap.”

FIBI, Menorah to establish pension fund

Fust International Bank, its parent company FIBI Holdings, and

Menorah Insurance yesterday announced plans to estetiusn a

new pension fund. It will be named Shfluv Pension Fund-

ThiTis the first fund that will be jointly managed by a bank ana

an insurance firm. Menorah has a 50% stoke inthe
.

25.1% and First International 24.9%. Mordechai HefSkoVitt,

deputy general manager ofMenorah, was appointed chairman

manager of Shfluv. Shfluv will offer two pension options, one that

places a high emphasis on the savings component and the other

with an emphasis on the insurance component. Gala Upkis bcck

KLA transfers final royalty payment to BIRD
KLA Instruments this week transferred a final royalty payment

of NIS 5.5m. to the BIRD Foundation for its assistance in

.
developing its KLA 5000 series.

The California-based KLA develops equipment used in moni-

toring the manufacture of silicon vrafers for the semiconductor

industry. BIRD-F has been Involved in supporting the Israeli divi-

sion of KLA since 1986 and has received a total of NIS llm. in

royalties to date.

BIRD-F general manager Dan Wtlenski said the fund was proud

“to take part in the success ofa product which has become a world

leader in this field,” adding he expected further cooperation in the

future. Rachel Neiman
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Gilo: Scitex’s largest shareholders
trying to maintain control over company

r
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SCITEX’S largest shareholders

are attempting to maintain control

over the company by preventing

the majority of shareholders from
changing the composition of the

board and having a say in the

company’s affairs, claims high-

tech entrepreneur Davidi Gilo in a
letter sent to Scitex chairman Dov
Tadmor at the end of last week.
The letter came in reaction to

Tadmor ‘s letter to Scitex share-
holders which discusses Gilo's -

hostile attempts to take over the

company and claims Gilo's plans

are intended to serve his financial

interests ahead of the other share-

holders.

Gilo's letter was also sent in

reaction to the purchase by

GAUT UPKIS BECK

Sritex’s four largest shareholders
- International Paper Company.
Clal Electronic Industries,

Discount Investment and PEC
Israel Economic - of more than a
million shares of Scitex in the

open market last week.
These purchases seem solely

designed to thwart my offer, or
-for- that-matter any-ofier-to-pur-
chase Scitex," Gilo said. “It is a
clear attempt to perpetuate con-,

trol over the company by creating

a blocking position in terms of
voting control of Scitex.

“If the group is successful, it

could effectively prevent the

majority of shareholders from
changing the make-up of the
board ami thereby from having a:

say in the company, its direction

and ownership,

“Worse yet, by engaging in this'

creeping tender offer,” the group
is depriving all of Scitex^ other
shareholders ofthe opportunity to

for their shares, either now or at'

any time hr the future, without
paying any premium them-
selves.”

In related news. Furman Sdz
has recommended investors pur-

chase Scitex shares, for fee sec-

ond time in two weeks. According

to analyst Robert FeinbUm. Suited

Digital Video (SDV) division rev-

enues will grow 20% in 1996 to

SlOOm.
Commenting on Gilo's poten-

tial .takeover of the company
Feinblatt said that “if the current

suitor £GUo] were to disappear,

we see maybe $2 in downside to

the shares, while a potential $8-59

.
ip upside exists from current iev-

ds. in cFite view, based on a poten-

tialspin-offor take-over scenario.

“As a result, we believe long-

term value oriented, investors

should buy the shares aggressive-

ly on weakness if a pullback were
to materialize due to a vanishing

suitor,”

McDonnell Douglas signs

$400m. in deals with local

defense contractorsMM.* *. w ..in rmTrwm r.V.""". .-Ma,l.A'rA ,.&. l ... . ..J
A group of Vietnamese hawkers squat on the roadside yesterday in front of a billboard advertis-
ing the construction of a new and luxurious resort complex. With the influx of foreign investors
following economic reforms introduced in the late 1980s, the need for international standard
hotels and leisure centers has risen sharply. rceuun

STEVE RODAN

Friedman: Banks had
authority to charge

kibbutzim higher rates
GAUT UPKISBECK

(mun) TARGET onu
MutualFund for ,

Foreign Residents e PRIME D”Tfl
MutualFundfor

Foreign Residents

18.4.96
18.4.96

Purchase Price: 14734

Opting for a bull's eye,

every time?

Let us handle your

portfolio.

Redemption Price: 146.34

Purchase Price: 108.07

1

leumipia ironuri

Redemption Price:

leumipia tcoimft

107.41

(^|f• TACHLIT

Israel's High Tech Edge
in Banking

Portfolio Uanagmenl Co. Ltd.
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Israel's emergence as a world
banking center is the result of
two factors:

a. \ major reservoir of
financial talent;

b. An obsession with

maintaining the laid in

the innovation ofhigh tech

bankingandfinancial
information services.

Nowhere is this more
apparent than Mizrahi Bank
.which took the high tech lead

early on, and has consistently

'pioneered new ways to

enhance customer service

through computerization.

Mizrahi was the first to

provide on-line banking with

fully networked terminals

throughout its branches. It also

pioneered ATMs in Israel, was
first with computerized voice

abswering services in four

languages, and introduced

home banking which enables

customers to perform banking
transactions and securities

tradingviaPC
Recently Mizrahi introduced

CalDfonk™ and FaxBank™,
allowing its customers to

receive information by pre-

arrangement or upon demand
from any phone or fax in the

world.

For further information please

contact one of the offices listed

below, or visit any of our 90

branches throughoutIsraeL

For current information on
securities la Israel

and the U.5., ieclodiug

high-yielding U.S.

government-backed

debentures,

call:

MCDONNELL Douglas has
signed $400 million in deals with
Israeli defense contractors, more
than half of its offset agreement
for the IDFs purchase of the F-
15L a senior company executive

said yesterday.

Robert Trice Jr- McDonnell’s
vice president of business devel-

opment. told the Israel

Management Center that his com-
pany is looking for long-term
partnerships with contractors here
rather than simply purchasing
products from them as part of the

offset agreement
“There are very few countries

that McDonnell Douglas sees as

important strategically to its

future," Trice said. “One of them
is Israel."

In 1993, McDonnell pledged to

purchase $780m. in Israeli goods
as part of its more than $2 billion

sale of F-15Is to the EDF. Trice

said the first jets are to arrive in

Israel at the end of 1 997.
Trice said a dozen Israeli com-

panies are already direct suppliers

to McDonnell. They include
Israel Aircraft Industries’ Labav
division, which is a partner in a

bid to upgrade 435 T-38 trainer

jets.

Elbit and Rafael are working
with the US defense contractor to

develop the supply the Dash
Helmet and Python missile

respectively to McDonnell’s F-
18A.
Israel is also one of 1 1 nations

involved in a McDonnell project

to develop the MD900 Explorer, a
ew airplane.

In the civilian sector, an Israeli

consortium is working with
McDonnell to develop solar ener-

gy in a project to begin this year. •

In another project, MadahCom, a
small Israeli firm, is working with
McDonnell to adapt military

communications to develop a
commercial public address sys-

tem.

Trice said that during his cur-

rent trip he will meet with defense
officials, as well as local contrac-
tors.

He stressed that he did not have
“a major business agenda" on this

trip, including reports that he
would try to convince El A1 to

purchase McDonnell’s civilian

jets.

COMMERCIAL banks had the

authority to charge the kibbutzim
current accounts with higher
interest than the agreed-upon,
interest for delay rate, Ptof.

Daniel Friedman said in the first

chapter of his legal opinion report

concerning thekibbutz debt crisis.

The report was commissioned
by Bank Hapalim ; and Bank
Leumi in reaction to tbeProcaccia
Report on kibbutz debt, which
alleges that the oonunerdai banks
miscalculated charges to kibbutz-
im over many years.

Friedman, an Israel Prize win-
ner for jurisprudence^ is Consid-
ered. a legal specialist in contracts
and companylaw
In the fust chapter, Friedman.

.
examines Procaccia’s claims that

tire banks overcharged the kib-
butzim by moving their finked
loans into current accounts to
avoid limitations on interest
charges and to chargethe kibbutz-

im interest for delay rales.

According to Friedman, the kib-
butz movement's signing of the
initial debt arrangement in 1989
legally implies they cannot
demand that the bank’s re-exam-
ine their accounts or make com-
plaints against the bank’s method
of calculation in the period in
question.

In addition, he says the bank’s
failure to complain to the banks
during the relevant period is an
indication that they agreed with
the bank’s interest calculations.
Last week, economist Daniel

Sidon. who was also commis-
sioned by the banks, submitted his
own opinion on the Procaccia
Report.

Sidon’s report concluded that
tbereis no economic significance
to Procaccia’s claims, due to the
banks’ and government's wide-
spread write-offs and debt sched-
uling of kibbutz debt.
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ELAL yesterday reported a rise in

annual net profits to $15 million

from some NIS 14m. in 1994,

marking the 10th year in a row in

which the national airline ended
in the black.

Profits from only flight activi-

ties went up to SI 1.9m. from
S6.4ra. in 1994.

The company also pointed out

that the operating profit last year
rose to S35m. from $15.7m.
According to El A! spokesman

Nachman Klieman. the gap
between the operating profit and
the net profit was largely the
result of the fact that the airline

acquired five Boeing 747s during
the last two years for $55Gm.
E1 Al subsidiaries showed an

increase in net profit to S2.7m.
from SI.4m.
Company general revenues rose

17.5% to $1.21 7m. from

$ 1 .035m.. while expenses went up
16% from $1.020m. to $l.I82m.

The number of passengers
flown rose 18% from 2.477 mil-

lion to 2.929 million. The compa-
ny flew 210.000 tons of cargo last

year. 6.6% more than in 1994.

According to die company, this

was the second year of the gov-

ernment's liberalization of air pas-

senger traffic, during which it

competed with 40 scheduled car-

riers and 60 charter companies.

Airline occupancy rose from
72.4% to 73.8%.

New routes during the past year
included a flight to Milan and
non-stop flights between Los
Angeles and Tel Aviv.

The company also began using
Stanslead Airport in London and
Newark Airport near New York as

a result of increased flights to

London and New York.
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Precious

metals

closed

mixed

COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

PRECIOUS metals closed mixed
_ on Friday, with June gold futures
Hading steady to mixed in a dull
session on . COMEX, analysts
said.

News that the IMF (International
Monetary Fund) will Kkely agree
on gold sales to help relieve debt
in Third-World countries would
represent a short-term bearish
factor.

May silver closed slightly lower
in an extremely nervous marker
analysts said.

Sources said people are looking
for silver prices to drop to near
$5.00 in the coming weeks.
July platinum futures closed high-
er, on the back of some strong
producer-buying support, ana-
lysts said.

Meanwhile, June palladium
futures closed lower in a general-
ly featureless market.
At the close, June gold settled

30 cents higher at $392.70, while
May silver settled 1.0 cent lower
at $5,257.

July platinum settled $230
higher at $40430, while Jane
palladium closed $135 lower at

$133.90.

May high grade copper futures

closed sharply higher on Friday

on COMEX, as strong fund buy-
ing continued May copper’s

recent rally, poshing May futures

to close up 240 points at $133.
Wheat and com took opposite

paths on Friday, with wheat clos-

ing higher on Fund baying and
corn closing sharply lower as it

was hitby profit taking. .

At the.cfase, May corn futures
closed down. 21/2 cents at $438
per bushel, while May wheat
futures closed up 71/2 cents at

$6.08 per bushel.

Soybeans tumbled near Friday’s

close, pressured by profit taking.

Fund selling picked up aad buy-

ing was scant throughout the day,

as soybeans traded weaker for

most of the session.

Soy products also saw very thin

trade. Soybeans closed weaker;

pressured by ideas the market was
overdone on Thursday's rally.

May Soybean futures closed

131/2 cents weaker at $7,993/4

per bushel.

May cotton futures settled lower

on Friday after late speculative

selling entered the market

Sources reported light volume.

May ranged between 83.85 and

84.50 cents before settling 9

points lower at 84.23 cents.

The balance of contracts settled

5 points higher in October 1996

to 130 points lower in October

1 997. First notice day for the May
contract is Wednesday.

World sugar fixtures settled

slightly lower after a subdued ses-

sion following Thursday's col-

lapse on technically motivated

fund liquidation.

The July contract settled 4

points lower at 1038 cents — up

from the session low of 1035

cents. The May contract settled 6

points lower at 1 1.09 cents.

Coffee futures settled lower on

Fridav after seeing choppy play

on the May-July switch in nearly

the same range as the market trad-

ed on Thursday.

The July contract settled 33

points lower at SI. 1830. The May

contract settled 65 points lower at

$1.3815.

Cocoa futures settled lower on

speculator selling prompted by a

bearish quarterly US cocoa grind

number, traders said.

The July contract settled $2U

lower at $1335. while the May

contract sealed SI7 lower at

$1318.

Courtesy ofMichael Tyeebner,

CommStock Trading Ltd.
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Kantor: Japan must open up
its‘sanctuary’ markets

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - New
US Commerce ^Secretary Mickey
Kantor said Japan continues to
maintain excessive barriers

against US-made goods that he
said must be brought down.
‘They still have sanctuary mar-

kets," Kantor said on CNN’s
Evans and Novak program.

“

We’re going to open those up.”
Kantor, who moved from the

position of US trade representa-
tive to replace the late Ron Brown
as commerce chief,

that he considered progress was
being made since a so-called

Fayed
brothers
may float
LONDON (Renter) - London's
landmark Harrods department
store may be floated on tire stock
exchange for as much as £1 bil-

lion, according to a report in The
Sunday Times.

It said the store's owners, the

Egyptian Fayed brothers, were
considering plans for a flotation.

A Harrods spokesman said the

report was speculative.

“We are not going to feed
rumors, nor engage in specula-

tion,” the Harrods spokesman
said.

The Sunday Times said the idea

of- floating Harrods, a vast store

which'ranks as one of the leading

shops in the world, came to the

Fayeds after they saw the valua-

tion of one of its rivals.

“Mohammed Fayed and his

brother, Ali, are thought to have
been impressed by the valuation

that Harrods* near-neighbor,

. Harvey Nichols, will achieve
when it goes public shortly/' the

newspaper said.

The brothers paid £573 million

for Harrods’ owner, House of
Fraser, in 1985.

They subsequently Boated off

other raiser stores while enlarg-

ing Harrods.

As a private company, Harrods

Holdings reported pretax profits

of£70.9m. for the year to January

1995. -

framework agreement was
reached in mid- 1993 for Japan to

import more US goods.

He said US exports to Japanese

markets have risen 85 percent

since that time, or about 21/2

times more than US exports have
risen to other parts of the world.

In response to questions, Kantor
also strongly defended the North

American Free Trade Agreement
with Canada and Mexico, insist-

ing it has created jobs and added

political stability to Mexico.
“We grew 291,000 jobs in just

two years as a result of NAFTA -

only lost 52,000 and only 17,000

were related to trade to Mexico,"

Kantor said.

“It stabilized the Mexican econ-

omy. kept investment there." he
added.

“This [Mexican] situation would
have been a lot worse... had we
not had a NAFTA."
On the domestic front, Kantor

said he favored raising the US
minimum wage not only to inject

more money into the economy but

also to aid social reform.

"How can we ask people to go
off welfare - which we won’t

even reform - unless we raise

their wages above the poverty

level? It makes no sense/* Kantor
said.

The minimum wage currently is

$4.25 hourly and there is a pro-

posal before Congress to raise it

to $5.15.

The commerce secretary said he

anticipated US interest rates will

stabilize and that there will be no
significant downturn in financial

markets.

Corporate profits are on the rise,

Kantor noted, adding "We’re
doing very well in this economy.”

Shares drop

after rate hike
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCE MARANZ

New UK Sunday paper
launched in crowded market

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain's first Sunday newspa-
per devoted entirely to business was launched yester-

day in an already crowded media market.
The launch of Sunday Business was bedevilled by
problems, with its London printer withdrawing at the

11th hour and reports that a major investor, the

Hinduja family from Bombay, had pulled out.

But the print went ahead with a headline claim that

tbe ruling British Conservatives were awarding a

£33 billion defense contract to British Aerospace in

a bid to boost party support in constituencies where
the firm has factories.

A Defense Ministry spokesman, quoted in the mar-
ket-leading rival paper The Sunday Times, said: “No
decision on the contract has yet been made.”
Sunday Business needs to sell 150,000 copies to

break even, but editor and founder Tom Rubython is

confident he can reach his target of 220,000.
“Obviously we would not be trying this if we didn’t

think it could work," he said.

The Sunday Times, the Sunday Telegraph, the

Observer and the Independent on Sunday are bat-

tling for readers in the quality market. All cany
extensive business news.
The Sunday Times is top. with average circulation of
almost 1.3 million. The Sunday Telegraph sells

660,000 copies, the Observer 465,000 and the

Independent on Sunday around 315.000.

The Sunday Correspondent closed in 1 990, just over
a year after its launch. The Financial Times, Britain’s

leading businessman's daily, does not publish on
Sunday.

194.53
-130%

Two-Sided Index

STOCKS sank yesterday after

four days of gains after the Bank
of Israel announced it will raise

the rate at which it lends to banks.
The central bank's decision to

lift rates 0.8 percentage points to

14.8 percent, effective Thursday,
disappointed investors, said

David Rosenberg, head of
research at Herzliya investment
firm Pacific Mediterranean.

“For most of last week there

were people who thought the bank
wouldn't raise rates, or that it

would raise them ar most 0.5

points." said Rosenberg.
Last week share indexes rose

more than 3%.
The Maof Index fell 135% to

204.3, and the Two-Sided Index
fell 1.30% to 194.53. Of 993
issues trading across the

exchange, nearly three times as

many shares felt as rose.

Some NIS 92m. worth of shares

traded, NIS 20.3 million above
last Thursday's level and about

NIS 20m. above last week's aver-

age trading level.

204.30
-135%

Maof Index

Teva Pharmaceuticals Ltd., the

most active share on the

exchange, was an exception to

yesterday’s decline.

Teva rose 2.25% as NIS 8.3m.
worth of shares changed hands
following gains in Teva’s
American Depositary Receipts
traded in New York. The ADRs
rose from 431/8 on Wednesday to

447/8 on Friday, the last foil day
of trading in New York to influ-

ence Tel Aviv. Other
shares rose following gains on
Wall Street as well.

Dal Electronic Industries Ltd.,

the only Maof Index-listed stock

other than Teva to gain, rose

0.5%. Oal Electronic owns 26%
of EC I. which rose to 245/8 on
Friday on Wall Street from 22 on
Wednesday.

Two-Sided Index-listed Mofet
Israel Technology Fund rose
3.75% following gains in Vbcallec

Ltd., a manufacturer of voice

communication software for the

Internet in which Mofet bolds a
stake. (Bloomberg)

Food importers face months of grain price anxiety
PARIS (Reuter) - The world's poorest

nations face months of anxiety over grain

prices - now at record highs and threat-

ening their weak economies, analysts and
traders said yesterday.

Lack of rain is drying out the US wheat
belt and threatens to postpone for another

year a much-needed recovery in global

grain reserves from 20-year lows.

Doomsday predictions by Thomas
Malthas, the 18th-century British cleric

who predicted rising populations would
run out offood, are farfrom being proved
right.

But tbe margin for failure is uncomfort-

ably slim in ayear when Western farmers

are struggling to make up for several

annual production shortfalls which have
eaten into stocks.

*1 think we can get through this year on
the back of stocks, but if there is a bad
crop in 19%. then we could be in a more
serious position/’ said Bill de Maria,
assistant executive director at the

International Grains Council.

Fears of damage in the US. the world's

largest grain exporter, started a stampede
on frantic Midwest futures exchanges last

week. Wheat and com prices soared with

a bushel of Kansas wheat touching an all-

time high near $6.40.

Dealers said wheat in several important

areas had been starved of moisture and
appeared to be deteriorating rapidly.

Storms moving now into the Midwest
could spark a sell-off if they bring

enough rain. But with no let-up in

demand, wheat importers face months of

agonizing volatility, traders said.

‘The heat will not be out of this market
until the end of July/’ said a senior US
trader in Geneva, the capital for grain

deals between Western exporters and the

Third World-

In a sign of alarm on Friday, Morocco, a

key importer whose economy has already

been hit hard by high prices, canceled its

second attempt in a week to buy 60,000
tonnes of foreign wheat
Such a purchase would cost some $15

million today, whereas two years ago -
with exporter subsidies that have since

been axed due to high prices - it would
have cost a third as much.
Consumption is rising steadily, as more
people in developing countries move to

cities and grow accustomed to Western

diets that eventually require grain —
bread, meat and dairy goods.

To prevent unrest, many countries which
encouraged the trend are unwilling to halt

the flow of wheat, meaning funds must
be diverted from elsewhere in their

economies, experts say.

“The have-nots are slowly creeping up
on the haves. A higher proportion of a

larger population is beginning to get a
betterdiet,” said another European trader.

“The question is where does the money
come from.”

Adding to importers’ unease, markets are

obsessed by weather this year but they

cannot folly erase the memory of

Soviet raids on UJ5. markets which
caused the last price boom 20 years

ago.
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BRUSSELS (Reuter) Fishermen
look set to benefit, from a more
flexible fish catch quota system

due to be agreed by European
Union fisheries ministers today,

EU officials said.

Quotas are currently set annually

causing serious problems for fish-

ermen toward the end of the year,

when limits for certain species are

exhausted and fisheries have to be

closed.

But the European Commission,
the EU's executive, has now pro-

posed allowing fishermen to bor-

row up to 20 percent of a fish

catch quota from the following

year if the current quota is fin-

ished.

*The proposal is of strategic

importance, because it will allow

fishermen to plan their fishing

better," European Commission
fisheries spokesman Filippo di

Robilant said.

It will reduce wastage due to the

jettisoaing, or discard, of fish

which have been caught as by-
catches but whose quotas have

been folly utilized, he added.

For instance, fishermen hunting

sole may catch plaice in the same
net but have to throw it overboard

because its quota has been filled.

Some EU member states, anxious

to safeguard stocks, oppose the

commission’s plan to borrow
from next year’s quota, saying it

could encourage overfishing.

Officials said a compromise of
10% could be agreed, but it was
premature to say which species or
fishing zones would be affected.

However, stocks for which no
scientific advice is available, and
where “precautionary" total

allowable catches (TACs) are set;

are the most likely to included in

tbe scheme.
Any borrowing of quotas would
be regarded as a “loan” and
should be paid back, officials

said. A similar arrangement
would apply to transferring any

unused quotas to the following

year.

Fishermen would be penalized

for overfishing by having quotas

cut the following year. Penalties

would start to bite after catches

exceeded quotas by more than

10% and would then be progres-

sively increased.

The new system, which would
take effect from January 1997.

depends upon all member states

giving accurate figures for fish

landings, officials stressed.

But some said the record of

some countries caused concern.

Survey: Vietnam
most stressful for

managers in Asia

mepeons mu can uue to.

SOURCE:

SINGAPORE (Reuter) - Vietnam

is tbe most stressful country to

live and work in Asia, followed

by India. China, South Korea and

Indonesia, according to a survey

of expatriate managers by a Hong
Kong-based group.

At the other end of the scale was
Singapore, trailed by Malaysia.

Hong Kong and Japan.* the

Political and Economic Risk

Consultancy Ltd (FER.C) said in

its latest Asian Intelligence report

made available yesterday.

In the survey, carried out in the

first quarter of 19%, expatriate

managers were asked to grade

Stress levels in their living and

working environment both in

their home and host countries.

Singapore scored 2.43 and
Vietnam 7J56 on a scale of zero to

10, with zero representing the best

situation possible and 10 the

worst Other countries surveyed

included Thailand, Taiwan and

the Philippines.

With the exception ofAmericans,

who consider the environment in

Singapore to be less stressful than

that of the US. most other respon-

dents - including Australians,

Swiss and British - considered

stress levels at home to be signif-

icantly less than in virtually every

Asian country.

PERC said Singapore may have

received its favorable grade,

because expatriates in the island-

state found it easier to communi-
cate and understand the concerns

of Singaporeans.

It said the main cause of the

stress doing business in Vietnam

or China was an initial inability to

communicate and understand

each other’s specific goals far

joint ventures and. once an

arrangement was entered into, a

continued inability to communi-
cate each other’s logic and con-

cerns.
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Knicks clinch 5th playoff spot
.^BOSTON (AP) - Patrick Ewing
-had 28 points and 13 rebounds
yesterday as the New York Knicks
clinched the fifth seed in the

* Eastern Conference with their

15th consecutive victory over the

I Boston Celtics. 122-111.

... The win snapped a two-game
’“losing streak that ruined New

York's chance for home-court ad-

vantage. The Knicks finished 47-

35 - their lowest win total in five

.years - and will play the

.-Cleveland Cavaliers in the first

' round of the playoffs.
'

'

m
Boston finished 33-49. in its

‘

" first season away from the Boston
I Garden, the once-proud franchise

.had its third consecutive losing
'• season.

/ SATURDAY'S GAMES
’

; Cavaliers 75, Pistons 73

)\ Bobby Phtlls stripped the ball

“from Grant Hill with 1.1 seconds

left, preserving Cleveland's 75-73
victory over the Detroit Pistons as

.the Cavaliers clinched homecourt

'
'.advantage in the first round of the

‘^playoffs.~
Ph ills scored 21 points and

* ’Chris Mills had IS for Cleveland,
"which wrapped up the fourth seed

'in the Eastern Conference. The
‘.Pistons, who got 26 points from
Allan Houston, are now assured

.-of opening the playoffs on the
* road.

Both teams were scheduled to

finish the regular season yester-

day. Cleveland at Indiana and
Detroit at home against

Milwaukee.
Pacers 100, Bulls 99
Chicago failed to tie the NBA

record of 40 home wins in a sea-

son as Eddie Johnson's last-sec-

ond free throw gave Indiana the

victory.

The Bulls lost two of their last

four regular-season games at the

United Center after opening with

a league-record 37 conso:utive

victories. They needed a win to tie

the 1985-86 Boston Celtics' mark
of 40- 1 . The other home loss, to

Charlotte on April 8. was also by
one point.

Michael Jordan scored 24 points

and rallied the Bulls from a 99-91
deficit to tie with 50 seconds left,

hitting a 3-pointer, assisting on
Toni Kukoc’s 3-pointer and then

making a 1 0-foot jumper.

But Jordan missed a 20-footer

for the lead with about 10 seconds

left, then was called for fouling

Johnson, who was firing up a

jumper from just inside the 3-

point line with a half-second left

Johnson made the first free throw

and missed the second intention-

ally.

Hawks 121, Nets 99
Christian Laettner and Mookie

Blaylock scored 20 points apiece

for host Atlanta, which outscored
New Jersey 34-15 in the third

quarter.

Atlanta went into the final day
of the- regular season with a 45-36

record, tied with Detroit for the

sixth playoff spot and one game
behind New York which grabbed
the fifth spot.

Jazz 104, Rings 92
Karl Malone scored 18 points

and Utah tied its second-best sea-

son with 55 victories as the Jazz

won at home.

The Kings, assured of eighth

place in the Western Conference,

were led by Olden Polynice with

21 points and Mitch Richmond
and Lionel Simmons with 13

apiece.

Utah, seeded third, will open the

postseason at home Thursday
night against No. 6 Portland.

Sacramento will be at top-seeded

Seattle on Friday.

Lakers 106, Timber-wolves 82
Cedric CebaUos scored 22 of his

36 points in the second half as the

Los Angeles routed Minnesota in

their home finale, giving Del
Harris his 100th victory as their

head coach.

The Lakers, who have gone 36-

12 after a 17-17 start, concluded
their regular schedule yesterday at

Portland before starting their fust-

round playoff series against the

two-time defending NBA champi-

on Houston Rockets next

Thursday night at die Forum.

Rangers still confident

despite trailing 2-0

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Cleveland 75. Detroit 73

Indiana 100. Chicago 99
Atlanta 121. New Jersey 99
Utah 104, Sacramento 92
LA Lakers 106, Minnesota 82

SATURDAY'S STANDINGS

EASTERN CONFERENCE WESTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
“-Ortando 59 22 .728

Midwest Division
"-San Antonio 59 22 .728 _

•-New York 46 35 .568 13 •-Utah 55 27 .671 4T
fe

-Miami 42 39 .519 17 •-Houston 47 34 .580 12
Washington 39 42 .481 20 Denver 34 47 .420 25
Boston 33 48 .407 26 Minnesota 26 56 .317 3372
New Jersey
Philadelphia

30 52 .366 29Yr Dallas 25 56 .309 34
17 64 .210 42 Vancouver 14 67 .173 45

Central Division
'••-Chicago

t

71 10 .877
Pacific Division
•“-Seattle 64 17 .790

•-Indiana 51 30 .630 20 ‘-LA. Lakers 52 29 .642 12
-Cleveland 47 34 .560 24 ’-Portland 44 37 .543 20
•-Detroit 45 36 .556 26 '-Phoonix 41 40 .506 23
-Atlanta 45 36 .556 26 -Sacramento 38 43 .460 26
Charlotte 41 40 .506 30 Golden Stale 38 45 .444 28
Milwaukee 25 56 .309 46 LA. Clippers 29 52 .358 35
Toronto 21 60 .259 50

-dinctied playoff spot “-clinched division —-won conference tWe

MONTREAL fAP) - For a team
that's lost twice at home to an
underdog, the visiting New York
Rangers have lost little of their

cockiness.

The Rangers believe they out-

played the Montreal Canadians in

the opening two matches of the

best-of-7 NHL playoff series and
were looking forward to yester-

day's game at the Molson Centre.

“We dominated those games in

a lot of areas with die exception of
putting the puck in the' net,**

Rangers coach Colin Campbell
said Saturday.

*xWe produced a lot

of chances.

“We did all the right things. We
worked well down low. But they

scored on the rush."

Now, the 1994 Stanley Cup
champions must win in Montreal,

where they're 1-17-3 in their last

21 visits, against a young
Canadiens team gaining confi-

dence with each victory.

Four other games were set for

Sunday with Chicago and Detroit

both taking 2-0 leads on the road.

The Blackhawks were slated to

play in CaJgary while the Red
Wings headed to Winnipeg.
Elsewhere. Philadelphia was
scheduled to break its 1-1 series

tie with host Tampa Bay, and the .

Blues and Toronto also were tied

1-1 entering Game 3 in Sl Uruis.

In Saturday night's action,

Colorado beat Vancouver 4-0' to

take a 2-1 kad in their best-of-7

Western Conference series. Peter

Foraberg, Valeri- Kamensky and

Claude Lemieux each scored

power-play goals in the-first two

periods as the Avalanche's special

imwc^mni^ die game atGM
Place.

After winning fhie firstgame 3-2

in overtime. Montreal coach

Mario Tremblay showed his play-

ers a newspaper clipping quoting

New York general manager Neil

Smith as saying New' York would

win the series because the

Rangers are “bigger and
stronger.” .....

“It said the longer the series

went, the better their chances

were” said Tremblay, “I don’t

think.the'smaller guys like (Saku)
Koivu br (Valeri) Bure liked that

too much,”
Not ail the Rangers are as confi-

dent
'

• “You can’t say you played well

when you lose two games at

home," Rangers' defenseman Ulf
Samuelsson said. “Bat it’s not a

fiasco yet .

“I tfnnlc
1 we played better than

w did in the last month of the

2JE but we can’t turn demand

%% have to keep getting bet-

te

Tampa Bay returns

its 2-1 overtime victory Thursday

night and were

toface an entirely heai!ty Myers

team. Eric Liodros bnusedhrsteft

knee Thursday and

sprained his left knee, but both

were expected

LeClair (sprained left

John Druce (sprained left knee)

are less likely.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Pittsburgh at Washington (today)

(Washington leads series 2-0)

NY Rangers at Montreal (last night

»

(Montreal leads series 2-0)
.

Philadelphia at Tampa Bay (last mgnt)

(Series tied at 1-i)

Boston at Florida (today)

(Florida leads series l-O)

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Colorado 4, VSuicpuver 0

Colorado at Vancouver (today)

(Colorado leads series 2-1

)

Detroit ar Winnipeg (last night)

(Detroit leads series 2-0)

Chicago at Calgary (last night)

(Chicago leads series 2-0)

Toronto at St. Louis (last night)

(Series tied l-l)

Muster chides
‘American’Agassi

after winning
Spanish Open

BARCELONA (Reuter) - Thomas Muster retained his Spanish Open
'title yesterday, outlasting Chilean sixth-seed Marcelo Rios - and then
took a verbal swipe at Andre Agassi in their ongoing debate about
American domination of the spoil.

*
;

Muster criticized US control of the circuit on Friday, saying it meant
;cIay-court tennis was dying because tournaments played on the surface
were squeezed into just eight weeks.

Agassi responded on Saturday by suggesting the Austrian “would not
be so paranoid if there weren’t so many people following him every-

where" and Muster could not resist the temptation of another verbal vol-

ley.
**

"His comments probably come from eating too many hamburgers
w, ith English meat." said Muster, after clocking up his 30th consecutive
victory on clay with a 6-3. 4-6. 6-4. 6-1 win over Rios. Muster, who
last week yielded his No. I world ranking to Pete Sampras, lost his serve

-in the third game but broke,back twice to take the first set.

.
Rios survived two break points at 4-4. kept his serve and then broke

Muster to take the second set but after a break at the beginning of the

'third set there was no way back for the Chilean.

“I knew when I took the first seL even though he won the second, that

.1 would win. He tired and started missing a lot of balls towards the end."

.said Muster, whose third title of the season was achieved in characteris-

tically uncompromising style.

IFA calls off all 2nd
Division matches

OR! LEWIS

THE Israel Football Association
yesterday decided to postpone the
next round of Second Division

matches by at least a week and
hold them on May4.-
The move comes, following

Hapoel Kixyat Shmona’sinabflicy
to keep up with the rest ef the
league, due to the security situa-

tion in die North. The IFA has
been left with no. Option, as its

standing orders stare that, any
backlog of postponed fixtures

most be cleared within five

matches of the rompletion of the
league. Kiryai Shrnona has been
paralyzed since the deterioration

of the security situation there dur-

ing the past two weeks. Wfth. 25

matches of the 30-round league

having been played by last

Saturday, Kixyat Shrnona has still

to complete matches against

Maccabi Kixyat Gat and Maccabi
Yavne. The next fixture this week-

end is a home match against

HapoeI .Ramat Gan. The post-

poned - matches have . been
rescheduled, with the northerners

doeto host Kixyat Gat cm April 30
-and the away match in Yavne to

be played on May 6. IFA manag-
ing director. Ya’akov End said

yesterday. feat there is still a
’ chancoftBtt the decision conkl be

Operation Grapes of.Wrath is

reachedwithin dsntfxt 24jx4fe-

HAT-TRICK - Dionicio Ceron (No. 1) passes beneath the Tower Bridge en route to his third-
straight London Marathon title yesterday. With temperatures reaching the mid-70s F, Ceron won
in 2 hours 10 minutes fApi

-inning win

• PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
include VAT:

' Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152 IQ 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tonal word NIS 15.21.

‘ MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words

, (minimum) .each additional word - NIS
\ 23.40.
*. WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 31S.90
r for 10 words (minimum), each additional
• word- NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

• ditional word - NIS 40.95.
. MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50

for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

GILO, RARE OPPORTUNITY. 4.
well-kept . double conveniences. Ameri-
can kitchen, quiet, fantastic view.
SI 65.000. Tel- 02-763198.

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area Tel Aviv

NEW YORK (AP) - Jose
Vizcaino, back is the lineup after

the birth of his sou. singled home
tiie winning run with two^mts in-

the 10th inning and the.New York
Mels bear the Colorado Rockies
4-3, ending- a three-game losing

streak. .....
Andres Galarraga. bomexed

SALES HOUSEHOLD HELP

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age. parking. $495,000.’ ISRABUILD*. Tel.

02-666-571.

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE, 300 m.
built + 55Q m. property, comer tat. beauti-
ful. pool, covered parking, near golf
course. Ready 7\96 Tai. 06-343777.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. CaB
Hilma Tel. 03-9659937.

HARMON HANAZIV, LARGE 1 room
apartment + balconies. Exclusive through
RAM REALTY(Mafdan). Tel. 02-258-918.

HERZL1YA PITUAH. LUXURIOUS
house, pool, breathtaking view to sea. Tel.

09-540994. 050-231725.

YEFE NOF, QUIET, 3 + storeroom,
view, privacy. Ageml (No agents!). Tel. 08-
936-1418.

HOUSE IN KFAR SHMARYAHU. about
80 sq. m. (grounds 320 sq- m.). rights to ad

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
bestl! The biggest and oldest agency in
Israel. For fhe highest quality live-in Jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423,

up to 45%. S600,000 (no commission).
Tel. 050-252805.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South

Sharon Area _ twice Saturday, doubled and
' ~~

.

—

drove in all. three Rockies runs.
HELP HOUSEHOLD HELP Hie led off the ninth inning with a

AVAILABLE, LOOKING FOR A pleasant Filiplna (F).
joine fun against John Franoo (2-

jondltlons, the foe out, 5 1/2 dayafweek. 8 hours. Tel. 09- 0), tying it at3.-

-

1 Au Pairs. CaB 562334. Rey Ordonez opened ihe Mels’

npFlf*F QTaFP 10th with a biloop single off John
We are the ’ Habyan (0-1) and moved to see-
test agency in CAESARIA, EXPERIENCED CLERK Ond OH & tWO-Stiiki£ sacrifice by

IW33S SSattag.S.* {“““T ,
B*nt

.
May*.

Vizcaino singled, and. Ordonez

AMERICAN LEAGUE
; Indians 2, Red Sox 1

/' Jade MciDpweO pitched five*

, hitirell for ti innings for his sec-

ond victory over Boston this

? week and Julio Franco had a two-
run single to lead host Cleveland.

•• McDowell (2t1), who earned
-his 13th career shutout in a 8-0

twice Saturday, doubled and - victory on Monday, allowed one
drove in all three Rockies runs. .. run before leaving with two outs
He led off the ninth imring with a and .a man bn in the seventh in
home run against John Franco (2- Saturday's game. Jose Mesa

African au pair, live-in, central Tel Aviv.
$750 + NIS 200 Immediate bonus. Tel. OS-
62011 95. 052-452002-JackJe.

VEHICLES

DWELLINGS

EADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication, for Friday and Sunday
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; lor Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and_12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

Tel Aviv

FOR SALEIRENT - IN JAFFA] Spacious
Arab-style house with view of sea and Old
City. 400 m. built KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-
5239988.

NETANYA. PARDES HAGDUD, exclu-
sive neighborhood, amazing villa!

S750.000. Must seel REGEV INVEST-
MENTS. Tel. 09-826-826. 050-267-875.

General
slid home ahead of right fielder

Dante Bichette's throw.

IN TEL AVIV seeking woman for house-
keeping. live-in. Hebrew/Spanish speak-
ing. Tel. 050-254-497.

PASSPORT

RA'ANANA. 4 ROOMS, 3rd floor, (no
elevator). 130 sq.m, central. Tel. 09-
432844. 052-492602.

MAN. LIVE-OUT. EVERY day. In Kfar
Shmaryahu. Tel. 050-252113.

FROM DIPLOMAT, SUBARU Le
2000, 1993, futt options, excellent. 1
557725.

.

RENTALS
SERVICES

General

SEEKING AU PAIR for warm family,
great conditions. Tei. 03-535-7644.

UNRESTRICTED

DWELLINGS
General

BASEL TOWER, LUXURIOUS, 4
rooms, unfurnished, long-term. Tel. 052-
576-669(NS).

EDUCATION

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. - Short
term rentals Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745.
Fax:02-618541.

N. TEL AVIV, 4 room apt. - 125sq.m. t

furnished, excellent location - close to
sea. air con..TV. elevator, parking. Tel. 03-
604-4094.

THE LANGUAGE CENTER tar Hebrew
and Preparation for Psychometrics. Pri-
vate lessons also in your home Jerusa-
lem. Tel Aviv, Haifa. Tef. 050-291-460. 03-
962-7210.

OFFICE STAFF
INTERESTING WORK WITH import
and marketing company, English mother-
tongue preferred. Tel. 03-562-3137.

RENAULT 5, 5 DOORS. 1984 (overhaul

Vizcaino left Friday night’s
gamp, for a pinch-hitter when his
wife, Jessica, wentmtolaborwith

acy. the couple’s third’ child. Their
09- sou, Jonathan, was born later in

the evening. -— Giants 8, Cubs 4
Bany Bonds bomexed, doubled

and drove in three runs and visit-

ing.San .-Francisco -endedw, V iu, MATT IWVOIIKUK /^r. m m _

1994), isoocc. Danny. TeL 02-780790 8-5 Chicago s four-game winning
(NS)- streak-

' ” "
,

WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY
seeks an English mother-tongue typist

VEHICLES

SALES

seeks an English mother-tongue typist
with word processing skills. Sunday to
Thurs. 08:00-16:30 . Tel. 03-685-9580.

Jerusalem

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 5 + balcony
facing Park/Kikar Medina, 4 + terrace.
YAEL REALTOR (Maldan) Tel. 03-642-
6253.

Tel Aviv
SITUATIONS VACANT

(NS)- streak.
'

The reams combined for five-

home runs, .taking advantage, of
. . 21 mph winds. A day earlier, the

- - .

Jerusalem clubs bit nine bOmers.
T

Bonds went 3-for-5. He fed
-

off
CARS:

S*

HEALTH Dan Re

RENTALS

TALB1EH (BRENER ST.), 3, 95sq.m..
4th floor, elevator, balcony, ouieL Imme-
diate. WEINSTOCK Tel. 02-666-943.

EXCLUSIVE - SHALOM ALECHEM!! 3.
huge. Bauhaus-style building. $300,000.
Kav Hayam. Tel. 03-5239988.

FOR HEALTHY BODY 3 a happy mind,
have a professional massage or shiatsu.
Tel. 03-5602328.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SITUATIONS VACANT

ABU TOR, 3 like 4. + terrace. SI 000.
Kevs at De PronL Tel. 02-663314; 052-
601680.

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH o» TeJ
Avivlf Penthouse, 200 sq.m. on a level +
46 sq.m. on roof + au pair unit + pool.
S1.650.000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9988.

Jerusalem
SEEKING PLEASANT AU PAIR. $700
+ board and lodging, permanent position.
Tel. 03-5242085

02-6523735. 050-240977
^

froihef; a tOWOtiHg shot . Onto
Sheffield Avenue beyond tbe
right-field bleachers, and. bad u

UNRESTRICTED
" two_n“ donife in the fourth,———* Expos 11, Pirates 2 V. .

Darrin Fletcher frit his first
PEUGEOT, 1984 GR 505 automatic, grand slam and tied a carcer-hivha™ 02-361603^ ^.ThST
(home-NS); 315641 (wo*).;

GENERAL

MUSRARA, LONG TERM, new apart-
ment Arab building,4 + gallery- 3rd floor,

balconies, view of Old City Tel. Aw - 02-

284530. 050-348707.

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAI1 1,000 sq.m,
pot- tSO sq.m. built. SI .200.000. KAV-
HAYAM Tel. 03-523-9988.

PHYSIOTHERAPIST FOR children
with C.P. Neve Zvi rehabilitative center.

Tel. 02-429393. Sun-Fri 8:00-1:00.

OFFICE STAFF

SALES
NORTH TEL AViv, 4 room apartment,
big living room, renovated. S410.000.
Girsch-

. Tel. 03-5444331.

ARNONA. BEGINNING CONSTRUC-
TION of high quality apartments. 6. 4 + 2
rooms. Tel. 02-333-808. 052-534-240.

FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION,
full-time, administrative assistant. Word.

D-Base, PC-CALC. Tel. 02-6221132.

BARGAIN FOR HAREDIBI only! Ra-
mot. cottage, 6 rooms, balconies, possible

to divide to 2. Exclusive through RAM RE-
ALTY {Maldan). Tel. 02-258-918.

ON KING DAVID, PENTHOUSE
AFARTMEJVT, 4 rooms, access to garden.

eteva,or a"d parking. Tef.
03-6955515.

pitched die ninth for his fourth
savei '

•

.
White Sox 8, Athletics 3

Tony- Phillips homered and
drove in four runs for visiting
Chicago.:-. . .

The White Sox won their third
in a row and sent the A’s to their
fourth straight loss..

. Rangers 8, Orioles 3
. Will Clark drove in four runs,
including a three-run homer in the
first inning, and Juan Gonzalez
added a two-run homer as host
Texas won its fourth straight,
matching its best start ever at 12-
4.

Ivan Rodriguez went 3-for-5
with a solo homer, double and
Single for Texas.

_ Yankees 7,Twins 6
Ruben Siena homered twice

and drove in four runs as visitingNew York spoiled Rick
Aguileras return to the starting
rotation and stopped a three-game
losing streak. -

.
Aguilera lasted only three

jnaiugs m his first start sinceSeptembw 1989, allowing four
runs and seven hits m threeummgs.

nhS£
1

ln?!?
tclzad Pitch«l the

^Jntil second save, allow-

VAYER GROUP LTD
MATURE SECRETARY. ENGLISH
speaker. Knowledge Hebrew + computer.

8-5. Tel. 02-651-3343

dwellings
Sharon Area

RECEPTlONISTtASSISTANT +
WORD, Access, E- Mail. Hebrew. 8:00 -

13m TeL 02-6221128 immettiaie.

BEAUTIFUL APT., 4 rooms, large

storeroom. 3 bedrooms/2 bathrooms, 2
large covered parking spaces & 1 open, 2
sinks. Shabbal elevators. $455,000. Tel.

02-242666 (No agents).

RENTALS SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HERZLIYA PITUAH. FURNISHED
house. 3 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, garden.
32,000. Utam Real Estate. 09-539611.

GENERAL

PACKING&
SHIPPING
BY V.G.
ISMAEL’S FINEST

SINCE 1948

Personal effects

Fine Arts/Antiques :

Electronic Equipment

Ourown Warehouses

Customs Clearance ..

Door to Door Service -

Insured -Worldwide :

with five- RBIS and- Henry in£ an RRIrinnKi *

Rodriguez homered twice, lead- Chip Hale.
Ie to pu

ing Pedro Martinez and Montreal .

toa-faomewin. .

• -
:

Rodriguez,., wIk> also, doubled
and drove in foor. runs,, and ffqfencnsco:8.^L(

4
1

1

Moises . Alou consecutive - T Los AngdcsT
home runs in the first inning :-.“if^*'l.RuladebiriaO
-against John Ericks (0-3). Ericks 5
Ires lost eight straight decisions
since last Aug. 5; . '^2^^

- RdchCT hit a grand slam off frSlwaoWi?., it,^ .

reliever Lee Hancock during a 8, Oakland 3 ^
six^nm third mhing and added an ‘ Iexas,?- Saltimore 3
RBI single in the fifth.

-

.
- yMonna 2, Detroit I

-*H- - • ' Tbroatos^. Seattle!

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

20 sqm besemenL garden, underground
parking. Immediate.'ISRABUILD* Tel 02-

66657T

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent, 4 bed-
room house with basement near sea.
MORAN REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-572-759.

BEN GURION AIRPORT, interesting

work + English typing and correspon-

rianca and aood Hebrew. Tel. 03-751-dence and good Hebrew.

4212.

Tel Aviv: 03-6810273/5, 6838335. 6829933
Vayer- Los Anoeles: 1 (818) 771 1111
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Bruce WHIls plays an unwilling vohmteer wbo embarks on an experimental trip back to the
year 1996 to find the source of a deadly virus in ‘12 Monkeys.’ (pm Canwo)

CLASSICAL MUSIC
- MichaelAtzenstadt

THE JERUSALEM ' Symphony Orchestra cele^
brates Independence Day with its annual festive
concert. This time Yutaka Sado, winner of the Gist
Leonard Bernstein International Conducting
Competition, is on the podhzm leading the orches-
tra in Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony and in two
overtures for brass by Ben Zion Orgad.
The major part of. t3he -program- is devoted to

opera with soprano Laura Aikm and tenor John
Pickie singing arias and duets from Die
Zaubeiflote and Don Giovanni (Mozart), Rigoletto
(Verdi), Les Contes d’Hoffmann (Offenbach),
Hamlet ^Thomas), Judina

.
(Lebar) and L’elisir

d'amore (Donizetti). After the conceit patrons are
invited to a dance ball in the Jerusalem theater’s
foyer. Tuesday 9:30 at the Henry Crown
Symphony HalL

CINEMA
Adina Hoffman ; ,

MIGHTY APHRODITE — Woody
Allen’s latest offering continues along the mildly
entertaining

, overwhelmingly unambitious tines of

his last few films. Littery as always. Alien plays

Lenny, a spoitswritermarried to a distracted, well-

heeled gallery owner (Helena Bonham Carter, wbo
stutters eerily here, just tike Mia Farrow).

A bit bored by his marriage, Lenny resolves to

find oat the identity of their adopted son’s biolog-

ical mother, she turns out to be a prostitute and
pom actress - and an Episcopalian, to boot Played
by Mira Sorvino (wbo won a best supporting
actress Oscar for the part), Linda is big, blonde
and titeral, a perfect foil for Allen's nebbishy little

Lenny. The movie’s hang-ups feel very familiar;

remarkably enough, they're also pretty funny.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Not recom-
mended for children.)

12 MONKEYS —In many ways, Terry
Gilliam’s latest movie is an attempt to synthesize

the themes that have run throughout all of the

director’s work, an effort to find some makeshift
use for the contents jam-packed into the ware-
house of his own loopy visual imagination. It’s a
tribute to detritus of all sorts.

Hie picture takes place in an old-fashioned
future, where enormous, rusting cranks, chutes
and turbines crowd the dingy underground land-

scape. The year is 2035 and 99 percent ofthe plan-
et’s population has been wiped out by a deadly

virus- a strain ofplague which also sounds vague-
ly archaic, medieval, tike the Black Death.

Bruce Willis stars as a convict sem back in time

to gain knowledge and save the earth from further

destruction, whfle Madeleine Stowe is a sexy
expert in apocalyptic visions, and Brad Pitt, in a

bravado comic performance, plays a wild-eyed

schizophrenic wbo talks at a furious rate and jabs

his fingers frantically into the open air, railing

crazily about the craziness of The System.
(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Children

under 17 not admitted without an adult)
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ACROSS

1

Brought to acceptable
standard, given,rough edge
of tongue? (6,4£)

9 Chap holds sleeve ofjacket

(7)

XO Objecting to profit, in a
way (7)

11 We hear players are

abundant (4)

12 Prom concealment, shoot
- bird (5)

13 Left with impression
animal fives there (4)

16 Write about melody from
one of The Planets £7)

17 Cut tax before the first of

December (7)

18 Decent sort of piano (7)

21 on walkabout! (7)

23

Got back a Roman 9 (4)

24 Prevent bridge partners’

weddingannouncement (5)

25 Tight., being owed money
(4T

28 Peculiar, the name ode tins

gas (7)

29 It’s torrid here, where
- subjects imprison king (7)

30 Announcements about
separate rooms in Palace

(540)

DOWN
1 Hours of darkness when
one may smoke? (8-2,5)

2 In competition, rave about
r

,
fix (5,2)

3 Just calm (4)

4 Set rnnti problems—that’s

serious (7)

5 Go reluctantly to wild
parties (7)

6 Beat mates up (4)

7 Books of flowers? (7)

8 Was put on record as

prepared to fight (7,3,5)

14 Quietly press for removal
of dissidents (5)

15 Start to scofficecream and
cake (5)

19 Much rowing here when a
target is changed (7)

20 Business better, so buy
bigger house (5,2)

21 Senior pupil's TV set (7)

22 Meeting up again on
Preach island (7)

26 Rescue from keep (4)

27 Get me to work up sonnet

(4)

SOLUTIONS

HiamnaamsuiaQEasinsaQB.flJ
3BB031S3 aanaQHQanaanaos
Haas anssa anasEHBcrnaGJ-H
aaasoma ofnamaraa
3 a an
anaanaa aanaBsn
d a c-0 a Q rams 090B3 sasaa no
asaasna oaaa^oBsonaasES
ssaanHGiBaiaiiaa
Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 7 Waiter, S Minute. 10

Abandon, 11 Ideal, 12 Barn, IS

Break, 17 Uercj, 18 Slim. 22 Ratio,

23 Thought, iA Crease, 25 Plunge.

DOWN: 1 Sweater, 2 Rivalry, S

Needy. 4 Shader, 5 Quiet, 0 Kopiy,

9 Intricate,14Bomaree, 15Hegaat,

IS Smother. IB Erect, 20 Strew, 21

World.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Sen trip (6)

4 Passengership (5)

8 Hood (5)

9FLah(7)
10Signalled a

message (7)

11 Sleepingfurniture
(4)

12 45-inch length (3)

14 Go ahead (4)

15 Atmosphere (4)

18 Tree (3) _
21 Not at home (4)

(7)
25 Alligator pear (7)

26 In pursuit (5)

27 Bruithome (5)

28 Proverb (6)

DOWN
1 Decanter(6)
2 Offence (7)

3 Parasol (8)

4 Outdoor
swimming-pool (4)

5Hangman’s rope
(5)

6 Dashing (6)

7 Scold (5)

13 Guest-house
keeper (8)

16 Italian dish (7)

17 Spicy sausage (6)

19Army officer (5)

20 Trapped (6)

22 Circular coral reef
(5)

24 Milk pudding (4)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News 6:45 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

Rl educational TV

8:00 Revolutions in the modem era
8:30 Learning to read 8:50 Science
of Nature 9:05 Nature 9:25 Sesame
Street 10:00 On Second Thoughts -
Politically Correct 10:30 Science and
Technology 10:50 English 11:15
General History 11:40 English 12:05
Physical Geography 12:25 Social

Studies 12:50 Quality of the

Environment 13:15 Jerusalem in the
1920s 13:30 Silly Cat 13:40 Our
Friends 13:45 Kitty Cat and Tommy
14:00 Fables of King Babar 14:25
Mother Goose 15:00 Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:55 Rex 16:20 On the Tip of the
Brush 16:50 Zap to Dovele 16:59 A
New Evening 17:34 War and
remembrance - interviews with
young people 18:15 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport magazine 19:00 News
in Arabic

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Remembrance Day studio
20:00 Ceremony of lighting the
memorial candle for the fallen 20:20
To Grow Up Without a Father- inter-

views with people whose fathers fell

in battle 23:30 News 23:25 Songs
for Remembrance Day 00:00 Verse
of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Talking with Danny Roup
14:00 Edge of the Wilderness - new
adventure series about a group of

delinquents 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00
Sharkey and George (rpt) 15:30
Trick or Treat - drama series 16:00
The Bold and the Beautiful 17:00
News magazine with Rati Reshef
17:30 Mother of a Soldier - drama
about a war widow who has also lost

a child and is pressured to give per-
mission for her soldier son to serve

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at
NIS2B.06 per tine, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NIS520JS per line, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Touts
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ot the
Mount Scopus campus, in English. da8y
Sun.-Thur.. 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Recaption Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23, 26.

28. For Mb. Call 882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions, ChagalT Windows. TeL 02-416333.

02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Unman,
Drawings 1994-5 New Horizons:

Sculpture; Micha Bar-Am - The Last War,

Photographs; Tiranit Barclay. 1995;
Miriam Cabessa, PairttirgsYaacov

Dorchin • Blocked Well; Face to Face;
The Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEM PAVHJON FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. Sophie Calle. True
Stories. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Tub. 10 am,-lO pm Frt. 10 am-2 p.m.

Sat. 10-3 p.m. Meyertioff Art
Education Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

WIZO. To visit our projects cafl Ted Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, (Sal 04-374253.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Lett) Yaffe. 731901

;

Balsam, Salah e-Din, 272315; Shuafal,

Shuafat Road. 810108; Dar Aldawa.

Herod's Gate. 282058.
Tbt Aviv: Superphann, 40 Einstein,

Ramat Avtv, 641-3730; Kupal Holim Ctalrt.

7-9 Amsterdam, 523-2383. TTfl 3 a.m.

Tuesday: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda.
522-3535. Tilt midnight: Superphann
Ramat Avtv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730;

London Ministers Superphann, 4 Shard

Hamelech. 6060115.
Ra'anana-Ktar Sava: Kupat Hoflm
Maccabi. 49 Hahayfl. Ra'anana. 907736.
Netanya: Trufa, 2 Herzl, B28656.
Krayot area: MotzJdn. 64 Moshe Goshen,

Kiryat MouHn, 873-7243.

Haifa: Balfour, 1 Massada, 862-2289.

Herzfrya: Ctal Pharm, Bert MericazBn, 6

Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Herzkya

Pftueh, 568472. 558407. Open 9 am to

mldnigW.
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair

Mali. 570468. Open 9 am to 10 pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem (Inter-

nal, surgery, orthopedics, END; ffisgav

Ladach (obstetrics); Bikur Holim (pedi-

atrics); Shaare Zedek (ophthaJmotegy).

Tot Avtv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

MexScal Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal.

ENT); Bikur Holim (surgery);

Hadassah Ein Kerem (pediatrics,

ophthalmology); Hadassah ML
Scopus (orthopedics, obstetrics).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center

Dana Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics);

Tel Aw Medical Center (internal,

surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POUCE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Megan David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) in most parts of the country. In

addition:

AsMod* 551333 Ktar Sava 902225
Ashkaton 551332 Nahartya’912333
Baorehata' 274767 Neanya- 804444
BeA Shamnh 523T33 Peahtewa’ 8311111

Dai Region' 5783333 RehovoT 451333
ESersaWS Rbhon* 9642333

Haifa" 8512233 Sated 920333
Jerusalem- 523133 Tel AviV 5460111

KwtnW 9985444 Ttoerias' 7M444
* MoMe mtanstw* Cere Unit (KBCU) service n
the area, around the dock.

in a combat unit 18:00 Santa
Barbara 19:00 Daughter of a Pilot -

documentary about Mira Artzi-Padan
of Kibbutz Deganya, whose father

Ikki Artzi went missing in action dur-

ing the Six Day War. After 20 years

she reafized that she knew nothing

about him. Only after the birth of her

own children, did she realize the

need to discover who he was. 19:30
News 20:00 Ceremony of remem-
brance for those who fell in Israel's

wars 20:30 In memory of Mordechai
Gur21:50 In their memory - the sto-

ries of Harm Ben-Yona who fell in the

War of Independence, and Ofer
Haroush who who lost his life this

year in Lebanon 23:05 The stories

behind the pictures - bereaved fam-
ilies talk about how they cope in the

vacuum 00:00 News 1:05 On the

Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

14:00 Bonkers 14:30 Richie Rich -

cartoon 15:00 Bush School 15:15
Playabout 15:30 Bustin' Loose 16:00
Animals of the Mediterranean 16:20
TAO 17:00 French Programs 19:35
The Nanny - comedy 20:00 Baby It's

You 20:25 Rock around the World
21:00 World Echo 21:10 100 years
of capitalism in Korea - documen-
tary 22:00 News in English 22:25
The Bold and the Beautiful 23:10
P.S. 1 Luv You 00:00 Taurus Rising
24:40 Ellen - comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55 Coast of

Skeletons - an ex-British officer is

hired to investigate a corrupt dia-

mond mine operation in Africa.

Starring Dale Robertson and
Richard Todd. 16:30 Dennis the
Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20 Fables of

the Green Forest 17:45 Another Life

18:10 Magnum 19:10 The A-Team
20:00 World News Tonight (Arabic)

20:30 CNN Headline News 21:00
The Bill Cosby Show 21:30
Diagnosis Murder 22:20 Snowy
River 23:30 700 Club 00:00 Special

Program

CABLE
B (TV 3 (33)

17:00 Remembrance for the Fallen -
memorial candle fighting and recital

throughout the night and the follow-

ing day of the names of the fallen

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Mathematics
for Bagrut 16:35 Investigative Eye
17:00 The World of Discovery - car-

toon series 17:30 Soul of Africa

18tf0 Conversation with Professor

Anita Shapira 18:30 Family
Relations 19:00 Basic Arabic 19:30
Reflection 20:00 A New Evening
(with Russian subtitles) 20:30
Shmulik and Zohara - Based on a
true love story about a young couple

who met at the Ein Harod training

facility. Shmulik was killed in 1947
and Zohara in 1948. Their story is

told against the backdrop of the

Palmah. 21:34 A Sword m the Valley

- the story of the Mizrahi family from

Yesud Hama'ala which lost a father

and two sons in Israel's wars

B FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors

(rpt) 12:35 Perry Mason 13:30 Bob -

comedy 14:05 The A Team 14:45

Falcon Crest

Remembrance Day for the Fallen

of Israel's Ware - Family Channel
and Movie Channel present com-
bined broadcasts beginning at

15:30

15:30 The 20-Year War - documen-
tary unveiling the history of the State

of Israel from the Declaration of

Independence unta the victory In the

Six Day War 17:00 Night Slogan -

90 soldiers from the AJexandroni

Brigade were killed in the battle for

the Faiuja pocket in the War of

Independence. This program investi-

gates how battle plans became so

badly thwarted, and why the battle

Movie theaters are closed tonight,

the eve of Remembrance Day for the

Fafien of IsraeTs Ware
JERUSALEM
RAV CHEN 1-7w 792799 Credit Card

Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher

Bidding, 19 Ha'oman St. Talpiot Before

and After 5 * HWeawsy^MIghty
Aphrodite*Beyond Rangoon 5 *
Sense and Sensibility 5 * Broken

Arrow 5 * Toy Story (Hebrew (Brogue) 5

TEL AVIV -

CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprmzak SL *
5772009 bi the Name of the Generations

to Come 9:30 GAT Sense and
Sensibility 4:30 * LEV 1-4 * 5288288

was lost before it began. 17:45 To
Raise a Son Who Isn't There 18:45
Starting at 1 :30 - special program for

Remembrance Day 19:30 Local

Broadcast 20:00 Burial Place
Unknown - A special program of six

short films about the missing, those

whose burial place is unknown, and
their families who must live with

uncertainty. Each film tells the story

of one of the missing, from the days
Of the underground through (he

Lebanon War. 21:00 Central
Memorial Day Ceremony of the Tel

Aviv-Jaffa Municipality, live from the

Mann Auditorium 22:35 Power of

Attorney, part 1 - Original Israeli

drama about IZL member Dov
Groner, sentenced to death in

December 1946 for his part in the

attack on the British police station ‘m

Ramat Gan. The film focuses on
Gruner's final days in his death cell.

Screened in two parts. 23:30 Power
of Attorney, part 2

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 My American Cousin (1986) -
romance of adolescence (85 mins.)

(rpt) 12:00 Time Rider (1983) - a
motocross rider is sent back in a time
machine to the Wild West (93 mins.)

(rpt) 13:40 Stolen Children (1992,
Italian) - policeman escorting two
children to an orphanage befriends

them, and is accused of kidnapping
them. (110 mins.) (rpt)

Remembrance Day for the Fallen
of Israel's Wars - Family Channel
and Movte Channel present com-
bined broadcasts beginning at

15:30. See details above.

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 Lizzie Bee (rpt)

8:30 Peter Rabbit (rpt) 9:05 Alice in

Wonderland (rpt) 9:35 Nils

Holgerson (rpt) 10:05 Punky
Brewster (rpt) 10:35 The Brady
Bunch (rpt) 10:55 Saved by the Bell

(rpt) 11:30 Little University -
Encyclopedia 12:00 Hugo (rpt)

12:30 Ocean Girl (rpt) 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:35 Alvin and the

Chipmunks 14:00 Detective Boogie
14:35 To Live Next To - bereave-
ment from the viewpoint of the broth-

ers of the fallen 1 5:10 Nils Holgerson
15:45 Max GDck - drama 16:20 The
Pain -and the Silence Broadcasts
will conclude at 17:00

B SECOND SHOWING (6)

No ‘broadcasts owing to

Remembrance Day for the Fallen

Of Israel’s Wars

B DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Man and
Nature (rpt) 13:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

14.-00 Open University

B SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Serna Scott Show 7.-00

Europe 2000 7:30 ITN News 8:00

The Today Show 10:00 Super Shop
11KK) European Money Wheel 16:30

Morning Reports live from Wall
Street 18:00 American Money
Wheel 18:30 FT Business Tonight

19:30 David Frost Live 20:30 The
Selina Scott Show 21:30 Frontal

22:30 ITN News 23:00 NHL Ice

Hockey 00:00 The Tonight Show,
with Jay Leno IKK) Late Night with

Conan O'Brien 2:00 Later with Greg
Kinnear

B STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 The Artist and
the Professor 7:00 Beverly Hillbiifies

7:30 The Vegetarian Kitchen 8:00
Video Fashion News 8:30 Gabrielis

9:30 Santa Barbara 1030 The Bold

and the Beautiful 11:00 Oprah
Winfrey 12:00 Reminaton Steele

13:00 the Vegetarian Kitchen 1330
Video Fashion News 14:00 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 14:30 Small

Wonder 15:00 The Black Stallion

15:30 Batman 16:00 Home and
Away 16:30 Entertainment Tonight

1730 M’A’S'H 17:30 A Touch of

Frost 19:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21 :Q0

Hard Copy 21:30 Hearts Afire 22:00

Grace Under Fire 22K30 Bamaby
Jones 23:30 Entertainment Tonight

00:00 Oprah Winfrey 1'JOO Hard
Copy 1 :30 Home and Away 2:00 The
Sullivans

CINEMA
Copycat 11:30 ajiu 2 * Antonia's Une
12 noon. 2:15 * Farineill 12 noon, 2 *
Heat 12 noon RAV-CHENw 5282288

Dizsngoff Center Before and After 5 +
Broken Arrow 5 * Seven 11:30 am,
2:15, 4:45 * TTie Usual Suspects 11:30

am, 230, 5 * Toy Story (Hebrew efia-

kygue) 11:30 am. 2:30 + Hideaway 5

Toy Story {Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-
OR 1-5 « 5102674 Opera House n

PosttnoMStar ManMMIgfrty
AphrodtteCBeyond Rangoon 5 * TEL
AVIV MUSEUM *» G961297 27 Shaul

Hameiekh Boulevard Before the Rain 5

HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MAN-

B CHANNEL 5

No broadcasts owing to Memorial
Day for the Fallen of Israel's Wars

fl EUROSPORT

9:30 London Marathon (rot) 10:30
Bicycle Racing - World Cup from
Belgium (rpt) 11:30 ATP Tennis,
Monte Carlo - live 18:30 Ice Hockey.
World Cup from Austria - Austria vs
US - live 19:30 Ice Hockey: World
Cup - France vs Italy- live 21:00 Ice

Hockey World Cup - Russia vs
Slovakia - live 23:00 ATP Tennis
00:30 Eurogoals - soccer 1:00
EurogoH

B PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket: New Zealand vs West
Indies (rpt) 10:30 Golf 11:00 Golf:

Omega Tournament 12:00 WWF
Wrestling 13:00 International Sport
Magazine 14:00 Baseball Magazine
15:00 GoH: PGA Tournament from
US, final day 17:00 Chinese Soccer
League 19:00 Cricket: Pepsi Cup,
summary 2th00 Asian Soccer 21:00
International Sports Magazine 22:00
American Football 22:30 Rowing:
power shells 23:00 Billiards 00:00
Asian Sports 1:00 Baseball
Magazine 1:30 PGA Golf

B BBC WORLD

News on the hour 10:15 The
Money Programme (rpt) 11:30 Top
Gear 12:30 Food and Drink: Far
Eastern Cookery (rpt) 15:05
Correspondent (rpt) 16:15 World
Business Report 15:30 Asia-Pacific
Newshour 17:30 One Foot In the
Past (rpt) 18:15 The Money
Programme (rpt) 19:30 Tomorrow's
World (rpt) 22:05 The Money
Programme (rpt) 23:30 Time Out
Holiday 00:00 World Business
Report

B CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30
This Week in NBA 8:30 Global View
(rpt) 9:30 Diplomatic License 11:30
CNN Newsroom 12:30 Headline
News 13:00 Business Day 14:00
Asia News 14:30 World Sport 15:00
Asia News 15:30 Business Asia
16:00 Larry King Live 17:30 World
Sport (rpt) 18:30 Business Asia (rpt)

21:00 World Business Today 21:30
World News 22:00 Larry Kmg (rpt)

00:00 World Business Today 00&0
World Sport 1:00 World News
Survey

B SKY NEWS

News on the how 6:30 CBS News
7:30 ABC World News 11:30 The
Book Show 12:10 CBS 60 Minutes
13:00 World News 15:30 CBS
Morning News 16:30 Live from
Parliament 18:00 World News and
Business Report 19:00 Live at Five

20:30 Tonight with Adam Boulton

21:30 Sportime 22:10 CBS 60
Minutes 1:30 CBS Evening News

RADIO

B VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Franco
Battiato: Archaic Mass for soloists,

choir and orch; Villa-Lobos:

Rudepoema for piano; Egberto
Gismonti: excerpts from Zig-Zag;
contemporary works 12:00 Light

Classical - choral works by Handel,
Purcell, Rossini, Weber, Mozart,
Beethoven, Wagner. Verdi,

Offenbach 13:00 Double-bass player

Gary Karr- operatic arias by Puccini,

Bellini, Verdi, Mozart, Saint-Saens,
Bizet, Handel and others arranged
for double bass and piano 14:06
Encore 15:00 Cycle of Works -
Beethoven's piano sonatas 16:00
Early music 17:00 Musikafka - Israeli

composers' homage to Franz Kafka
on 70th anniversary of his death. Adi

Etzion-Zak (singer). Yonalan Zak
(piano) ISfcOO Rainbow of Sounds
2(fc05 Partos: Yizkor (Nancy Asher,

violarisrael Chamber Ens); Mahler
Quartet movement in A minor (Laks,

KJess, Levertov, Gruber); Ben-Zion
Orgad: 'Hazvi YisraeF Symphony no

2 (Ben-Shahar, baritone/JSQ/Bertim

)

21:00 A Matter of Agreement 23:00

Sad Sounds

DARIN) * 6902666 Sense and
SensIbIBty 5 * Star Man 6
RA'ANANA
PARK Sense and SenabitityfNI

PostinoeBroten Arrow 5 Ace Ventura

5 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 Before

and After 5* Mighty Aphrodite 5 *
Sense and Sensibility 430 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dtakjgue) 5
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Before and

AfterWMigtity Aphrodite 5 * Sense and
Sensibility 4:30 * Toy Story (Hebrew

dalogue) 5

Dictionary of Jewish Biography
imuuiuuu vi

JEWISH

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Risnbam Hospital 04-8529205. for emer-

gency cate 24 noura a day, kn information

m case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid Jerusalem
610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chSdren/youth

6051113), Haifa 8872222/3, Beersheba
281128, Netanya 625110, Karmiet

9988410. Kfar Sava 7674555, Hadera
346789.
Wizo hotlines tor battered women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian),

07-376310. 08-550506 (also in Amharfc).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Aviv

5234819, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem
255556, Haifa 8660111. EM 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247670).

I CecJfnEyWiqodot

From Aaron to Zweig and from Moses to Marx, here are

nearly 1000 dearly written biographies of Jews who have

left an indelible mark on human-kind. This A-Z reference

indudes figures from all fields and disciplines. It spans 4000

years of history, covering the Jewish community from

biblical times to the present day. A special feature is the

boxed inserts with quotations or anecdotes. Profusely

illustrated with portraits and photographs. Truly

fastinating and accessible, it will be an invaluable resource

for everyone interested inJewish culture, biography, and

history.

Hardcover, 567 pp. Simon and Schuster 1991

Suggested Price: US$ 55.00

JP Special: NIS 129.00, iac. VAT, packing and postage.

To Books, The Jerusalem Post, FOB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me the Dictionary of Jewish Biography. Enclosed Is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post

forNJS 129. er cnxfit oaddetadsbekyw:
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Netanyahu:
We’ll continue
peace process

SARAH HONIG

SHOULD the Likud win the

upcoming election, it would “con-

tinue the peace process, while

ascertaining the other side’s sin-

cerity and keeping security in

Israel's hands,** Binyamin
Netanyahu said yesterday.

The Likud's prime ministerial

candidate was addressing the

Israel Council for Foreign
Relations in Jerusalem.

Netanyahu had outlined his for-

eign policy guidelines to the party

leadership before delivering his

speech. Only MK Ze'ev
Binyamin Begin objected.

Netanyahu said a Likud govern-

ment would maintain continuous

contacts with the Palestinians via

the liaison committees and the

joint security patrols.

“We accept facts on the ground,

but will work to minimize the

risks to Israel resulting from the

Oslo accords. We have no inten-

tion of going back into the

Palestinian cities," Netanyahu
said, stressing that he continues to

consider Oslo “a bad deal, though
we cannot ignore the fails accom-
pli it has yielded."

He said be would move ahead
with the final status talks, and that

a Likud government would reach
a more tenable agreement with
the Palestinians, “but these con-
tacts will hinge on preventing fur-

theracts ofterror, the nullification

of the Palestinian Covenant, and
the cessation of virulent anti-

Israel incitement and propaganda.
Yasser Arafat has “not only

been lax in bringing an end to

such anti-Israel and anti-Jewish

invective, but he has himself been

a major practitioner of such pro-

paganda," he said.

“We are inheriting a bad agree-

ment which has created a bad set

of facts on the ground. But for all

of onr opposition to the agree-

ment as such, we cannot ignore

those facts which it has created.

The Oslo agreements were bad

and were particularly remiss in

regard to Israel’s security, bur by
not ignoring disadvantageous

facts, we can act to limit the dam-
age already wrought."

Netanyahu stressed that he and

his pasty “have no desire and see

o reason to put diplomatic
processes in a deep freeze. We
wish to continue them. The ques-
tion is bow to do so."

He suggested that Jordan has a

role in the final settlement talks,

in spheres such as finance and
banking. Netanyahu would also

welcome Western investment in

the autonomous areas to build

infrastructure, provide jobs, and
increase living standards.

On the regional level,

Netanyahu proposed setting up a

NATO-like framework with coun-
tries like Jordan and Turkey to

cooperate on such security-related

issues as terrorism.

Netanyahu’s aims as far as

Syria' is concerned migh t be an

agreement short of full peace, but

with die Golan in Israel's bands.

There will be no abandoning the

Golan under a Likud-led govem-
mment, Netanyahu stated.

Electric Corporation Knemen yesterday repair high tension lines in the Galilee damaged by Katyusha fireon Saturday. (A-Stopira/isodSai)

Likud unveils new slogan
THE Likud’s latest campaign
slogan is “No security - no
peace. No reason to vote for

Peres." According to MK Limor
Livnat, who heads the party’s

information drive, the slogan
will be featured along with

“Netanyahu - making a secure
peace."

She was speaking at a gather-

ing of campaign activists at

Metzudat Ze'ev yesterday, say-

SARAH HONIG

ing that the next campaign move
will be to highlight the failings

of the Peres government.
Livnat reported that party

legal advisers have written Peres

demanding that he remove
Housing Minister Binyamin
Ben-Eliezer on the ground that

“he is blantantly exploiting his

ministerial status in fulfilling his

role as head of the Labor cam-
paign. He has been sending his

campaign workers to deface

highways, overpasses, and pub-

lic property. This is precisely

what he should be battling

against."

The gathering was attended by
two Likud activists who had
been badly beaten, allegedly by

Laborites, the previous evening.

Qren Sharabi and Sharon
Losson filed a complaint with
the Tel Aviv police thatthey had
been assaulted, while hanging
banners. Both were.- taken to

Ichilov Hospital, after about 15,
Labor activists allegedly cut

Sharabi’s face, whichneeded
stitches, and took his cellular

phone. Losson was badly kicked
and beaten.

Ramon: Netanyahu won’t succeed changing public opinion with tricks
“BINYAMIN NeLanyahu will

not succeed in his attempt to

deceive the public and to dis-

guise himself as something
else,” Labor campaign informa-
tion chairman Haim Ramon, said

yesterday. He was referring to

the changes in Likud’s platform

on the peace process.

Ramon blasted what he called

Netanyahu’s “weather vane"
policy, adding that “for four
years Netanyahu has been
denouncing and inciting against

the government's political and
diplomatic moves. There is no
way that he will persuade the

public that he is now for the

peace process, which he has
called the government’s failure.”

Ramon said “first Netanyahu
said the agreements with the

Palestinians would lead to

Katyushas on Ashkelon. Then he
said the agreements are a disas-

ter, and the IDF must return to

Gaza to try to change them. A
year ago, he said he himself

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

would not talk to [Yasser]

Arafat, but his foreign minister

would. Now, at the advice of his

PR people, he is changing his

opinion once again, saying that

be recognizes the agreements
signed by the governments of
Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres
and will act to- implement them.
“Either Netanyahu says only
what his PR people tell him to.

or he simply has no opinions of

his own."
Speaking at a press briefing on

Labor's campaign, which will

start in the press next Sunday
and on television on May 8,

Ramon said the main issue is the

function and performance of the

incumbent prime minister.

“Shimon Peres’s work as prime
minister and defense minister

since the terrorist attacks has
increased the gap between Labor
and the Ukud,” he said.

Ramon said Labor’s campaign
will reflect the dissatisfaction

with Netanyahu’s leadership

which is prevalent among many
Likud voters and in the Likud
leadership. The campaign broad-

casts will show former Likud
voters who will not vote for

Netanyahu because they don’t
know exactly what he wants and
what he thinks.

Labor’s campaign will stress

the terrorism offensive launched
by Iran through HiztniBah and-

Hamas to prevent Peres from
remaining prime minister, to
destroy the peace process.

He noted that the personal

'

campaign against Netahyaim has
not been shelved, beet win be
used only when and ifnecessary.

^*Eadr tiring m tmn. The public

does riot want personal attacks ios
~

curses, but nets, and perfbr-
,

mance," he said.
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Parties present positions on
environmental issues

“VOTE green" was the simple slo-

gan behind a meeting in Tel Aviv
yesterday at which representatives

horn eight political parties present-

ed their platforms on environmental

issues.

The event was organized by the

Society for the Protection of Nature

in Israel and the Life and
Environment group. SFNI urged

candidates to consider issues such

as promoting public transport; pre-

serving land reserves: protecting

beaches and water quality; recy-

cling and garbage disposal; pesti-

cide control; and noise and air pol-

lution.

UAT COLLINS

Environmental concerns man-
aged to bring together such diverse

MKs as Mokdet leader Rehavam
Ze’evi and Hadash MK Thmar
Gozansky.MK Yigal Bibi (National

Religious Party) was the only reli-

gious MK to show up.

EnvironmentMinister Yossi Sand
won a round of applause from sup-

porters' from different parties by
pledging to continue the fight

against the Trans-Israel Highway.
Although the speakers all agreed

on the main points, several found
environmental justification for their

Yemin Yisrael announces
platform, candidates
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political stands. Gozansky berated

environmental groups for failing to

call for nuclear non-proliferation

and the government far not ensur-

ing equal infrastructure for Arab
and Jewish settlements.

Likud MK Uzi Landau warned
that without Israeli control over die

Golan Heights (he quality of water

in the .Kinneret could not be
ensured.

MK Emanuel Zissman (Labor-

Third Way) emphasized the need

for suitable construction in

Jerusalem. Ze’evi called for the

preservation of historic sites and
monuments.

THE Yemin Yisrael Party believes in “transferring”

Arab residents of Judea and Samaria beyond the
“Western Land of Israel.” party No. 2 Shaul Gutman
said yesterday.

Gutman was speaking at a Tel Aviv news confer-

ence at which the party announced it would compete
in the Knesset elections and presented its platform

and candidates.

Asked whether the party also wants to “transfer”

Israeli Arabs, Gutman said that if a demographic
problem were to arise in Israel that would barm its

Jewish residents, “the government would have to

fmd a way to reduce the Arab minority within the

Green Line."

Yemin Yisrael’s No. 1 is Miriam Lapid, whose hus-

band was killed in a tenor attack near Hebron. No. 3
is Shlomo Linsky, an immigrant from the former

Soviet Union who is a former Kadi activist Gutman
was elected to the present Knesset .as No. 2 on
Mqfedst's fistand has since broken tieswith that party.

Other main points in Yenriri ' Yisrael’s platform

include implementing Israeli sovereignty overJudea,

Samaria, and the Gaza;.Strip "and TeraoyipgT^kf
authority oyer the Temple Mount - • -V-*:. -

Meretz has petitioned flfe Elections Commission
against Yemin Yisrael 's running in theelections, say-

ing die party holds racist and illegal beliefs. Gutman
said be believes the commission, which is “made up
of politicians,” would disqualify his fist, ,but said the

patty would appeal such a decision to the High Court
of Justice.

The party has announced its support for Likud
leader Binyamin Netanyahu in the prime ministerial

race. (Itim)

f Wnmm^cards

. ^ yesterday’s Mifai Hapayis

daily Chance card draw, the lucky

ends were the acebf spades, jack

ofbeartvqneeu ofdiamonds, and

.
cightofclubs.

. Group protests cut of

V '''TV election ban

ISRAEL’S Media Watch yesterday

petitioned the High Coon of
Justice against a recently passed

law reducing the period ofthe pre-

election ban on TV pictures of

Knesset candidates from 30 to 21

days before the elections. The peti-

tion charged that the law, which
passed 6-0, ’actually required 61

votes to pass. > Evelyn Gordon

Sentence of wife-kiHer
commuted to --manslaughter

Listen to great works of world literature read and performed by superb actors, with extra dramatic presence
provided by classical music excerpts. Available on CD or audiotape

JP Price NIS 29 per CD / NIS 19 per audiotape....
Buy 2 or more titles - and get the Revolving CD Rack FREE (value of NIS 25)
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Around the World In 80 Days
2 CD'S / 2 audiotapes)
Read by Harry Burton, music by Grieg, Dvorak, DTndy
JP Price: on CO -NIS 58 /on A/C -NIS 38

The Arabian (fights by Sir Richard Burton

(3 CD's / 3 aLKfiotapes)

fleto by Philip Madoc,Read by Philip Madoc, music Rimsky-Korsi
JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

Classic ChBHng Tales (2 CD’s/2 audiotapes)
Stories of & A Poe, Kipling. Said, O'Henry and others
read by Dermal Kerrigan, music : Jan&Cek, Glazunov,
M3SS6net etc.

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

Andersen's Fairy Tales (2 CD‘s/2 audiotapes)

Ctoftes, The Utfte^^§^1 aivlnSm^e, read by

Erica Johns, music by Tchaikovsky, DeBbes and others

JP Price: on CD -NIS 58 /on A/C -NIS 38

Thekfiot by Fyodor Dostoyevsky: (3 CD's/

3

audiotapes)

Read by Michael Sheen, muse by Cri, Rubinstein

JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on AC - NIS 57

Brothers Grimm's Fairy Tales { 2 CD’s / 2 audiotapes)

Snow White, Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella and other

stories read far Lara Paton, accompanied by music of

Tchaikovsky, Strauss, Grieg

JP Price: on CD -MS 58 /on A/C -NIS 38

Huckleberry Firm by Mark Twain (2 CD's / 2 audiotapes)
Read by Garrick Hagan, with music by Jan&cek, Kvandal
JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

The Lady of the CameOas by Alexander Dumas
(2 CD's/ 2 audiotapes)

Presented by Laura Paton, Darasl Phapcft, Nigel
Anthony and ethers, to the music of Franck, Fara, Vanfi

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / onA/C - NIS 38

Popular Poetry (2 CD's 2audiatapes)
Verses and poems of Shakespeare, Mtfton, Byron,
Dowson and many others read byAnton Lesser and
Simon RusseS Beale, music by Couperin, Schumann,
Debussy etc.

JP Price: onCD -_NIS 58 / onA/C - NIS 38

Mansfield Park by Jane Austen (2 CD's / 2
audiotapes)

Fteadby Jufiet Stevenson, music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Weber
JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 /on A/C - NIS 38

The Picture of Dorian Gray byOs» Wide

Read by Michael Shear, music by
Schumann, Boeflman, Chabrier
JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

The Jungle Books by R- Ktp&ng (3 CD's / 3
audiotapes)

Read by Maiffiav Shamtu, accompanied by
classical Indian music
JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

White Fang by Jack London (2 CD’s/ 2
audiotapes)

Read by Garrick Hagon. music by Ffimsky-
Korsakov. Smetana, Tchaikovsky
JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / onA/C - NIS 38

Tha Great Gstsby by F.Scott Rtzgw^M {2

Read by WiSiam Hope, music by Gershwin
JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on fifc - NIS 38
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THE Supreme Court .yesterday
converted the

;
conviction of a.

man who killed bis wife and her
lover from’ - - murder • to
manslaughter, on. the- grounds'
that the crime, was committed
under the spur of immediate
provocation.

..
/; *

Maurice Azuelos had begun
hearing minors in 1982 that his
wife was having an affair vrith
Etiabu Ankawa, a close/ friend
who lived

. nearby. Though, his .

wife spent large- amounts pf'
time, ac AnkawaV. house, -she
repeatedly, denied having 1 an
-affair with him, and Ankawa’

s

wife also said- nothing, was
.going on. . .V

’ V
Eventually, after finding his.

wife at Ankawa’s -house at mid-
night one ' .night, v :Azuelos -

demanded that the visits cease.
His wife responded by filing for
divorce - which' Azuelos
opposed - and both sides, filed
complaints against each other
with the police. Sara Azoelos;
said her hnsband. who -had
moved.out of foe' house, had.
threatened to’ kiU hcr "and
Ankawa...: --- * -. '-i*.

Six months later/ in 1991 *
Axuelos went

. fo see his "wife.'

Not foidingherhdme, hewaited
at- AntawaV _jiousc until

'

Ankawa. and his wife drove ,up
in AnkawaVcar, atabont 12:30
a-m. An argument, broke out,
during /which Azuelos threat-
ened fo kill: Ankawa, foff Jfe

•

eventually, walked away, . arid.
Ankawa drove.off. ;;

•
'

However, '/ Aakawa then-
reversed his car and stopped by .

Azuelos; who shouted that he

was having an affair with Sara,

and hugged and kissed her. p.
. Azuelos saw red~and shot them
both: 'Hie then -turned himself in

;

to the police,'

. The. Nazareth iDistrict Court .

refected Azuelos* claim that the -

shooting was an. unpremeditated
"response.^ .to''

^
an immediate

|

provocation, which would have >

- made foe crime; manslaughter.
•

Tfre court said foe hug and kiss

in the car should have been no -

surprise to Azuelos, since he
had suspected- his wife for nine
years, and added that most peo-
ple in ’ similar circumstances

:
would not have lost flieir temper
so completely unless they bad

- intended .murder- to start with. -

Azuelos 1

appealed to the

Supreme Court
Justices Maron, Barak,

t
EIiahu

Mazza, and Dalia Domer upheld .

'

the appeal. Seeing the hug
J

and '!

. kiss-in. the car- was a- genuine /
-

.shock,,they said, because it was
•

•..the
-

' fifst fopie Azuelos’ saspi- . ..

.

.-cions ” Were-' confirmed-
Furthermore, they said, the fact

. j

^
that be had confronted foe two

.• only a fe'w< -minutes earlier and ••

-^wa&ed away with no violence,
"done showed foe: killing was ..

Unpl^liietL ' ~ - .-

\ :
.iff*- addition, they ".said, the

ayfoage man probabLy would
’• reacted foe; same way. • • • \

“Hie. :blood of the average-^
.

Israeli .isJikely to boil,when he. 1--::

- or ^jp sees liis or heir spouse
r

committmg adultery, -and wfee11 .

:
the .act of .4duIteay :is, intended

'

cufoely :to "demoiistratc 'the fact

afoiltery is.occumng,” they /- ,

T
.j

wrote: ..


